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Punk Planet is a

zine about punk rock, and

all that goes with it. What

does punk mean? Your

guess is as good as ours.

We are open to any and all

submissions. If you wish

to submit something to us,

please send it!. We will

accept anything (articles,

short stories, D.I.Y. info,

comics, interviews, scene

reports, pictures, anything)

that does not, however,

mean that all submissions

will be printed. Go for

quality. A good story will

be printed over a bad one,

a good interview (one that

is interesting and goes be-

yond the “so what’s your

favorite tour story”) will

get priority over a bad one,

and so on. We are strictly

volunteerrun and make no

profit what so ever off of

this publication. Allmoney

made goes back into Punk

Planet. We will review

any record or zine as long

as it is not on a major label

(even if the band itself is,

but the record is not) and

will not be biased as to

whether it is punk or not,

sincewehave aboutas little

a clue what that means as

you do

.

We hope you enjoy

this issue, and if not, we
encourage you to make

your own zine. In fact, we
encourage you to make

your own zine anyway. -

The ed.s

Distribution information. Mailorder informa-

tion, Ads being sent in. General Correspon-

dence, and random acts of kindness to:

Punk Planet

P.O. Box 1711

Hoboken, NJ 07030-9998

make any and all checks & money orders to

Julia Cole.

Fanzines & Records for review go to (yeah,

we know it's confusing) by the way, you can

send UPS here:

Punk Planet southern division

c/o Will Dandy

Route 2 Box 438

Leeds, AL
35094

And finally for all you electronic whizzes

(and really, who isn’t):

PunkPlanet@aol.com

Advertise in Punk Planet!

1/2 page (7.5" x 5") $50

1/3 page long (2.5" x 10") $35

1/3 page square (5" x 5") $35

1/6 page (2.5" x 5") $20

all ads are due June 10th
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Hey there, welcome to Punk

Planet. I’m the co-editor here and I

thought I’d tell you a little something

about the zine and myself before you

indulged in the punk rock to follow.

This zine started out by people on a

nation-wide bulletin board system ex-

pressing discontent with policies ofother

zines out there. Somehow, someone,

somewhere thought of doing our own

zine. Well, after weeks of indecision I

volunteered to lead ourjourney into the

unknown world. In less then a week I

had asked Dan tojoinme as editorand he

accepted. So. Here we are. Why? Sure

there are plenty of punk rock zines out

there. But the truth is that only one is out

there on the national level. We want

there to be at least two. Not in competi-

tion, but to provide more to more people.

I myself am very busy in my state of

Alabama (no I’m not a hick...there ARE
punks here) and am only doing this be-

cause I see it as such a great opportunity.

With the computer we are able to use

resources and have writers that would

never have been possible before. We’re

plunging into a new world so to speak

and we hope that we have your support.

Well, that takes care of the in-

troduction. So, who am I? Well, I

started in Boston (see.. ..not a hick!)

where I lived for about 1 3 years. Then I

went to California to live with my father

(themodem divorced family. . .) and then,

after two years, there I moved to Ala-

bama. I’ ve been here for two years now

and was introduced to punk the year

before I moved here. My friend Kevin

played the Dead Kennedys for me for

the first time and I fell in love. So now

I’m here working on this and two other

zines, a distribution service, a band

called “Nihilism”, and setting up

shows here for touring bands, all the

while I maintain good grades at some

alternative private school here. I'm

busy (as you can tell), but somehow I

manage.

Anyways, here at Punk

Planet (wherever here is. ..we' re all

over) we are against censorship of all

forms. The only rule we have here is

no major labels or “indie labels” that

are just the corporate scum sweeping

down on us like a bird of prey. The

underground should not be exploited

in any way shape or form and we

should stick together. That is the

main reason that this zine exists

anyways: to stomp out the censorship

that is going in zines that separates

us. I personally have nothing against

bands being on major labels. I don't

like it, but I think it’s there decision.

I don’t think it makes them unpunk or

anything either. I view it as sort of a

multi-leveled thing. If you like and/

or play punk music, but don’t go out

and do “punk things”, then I think

you’re punk. For example, I never

cared if Samiam did “punk things”

before they signed to Atlantic, so

why should I care now. I also believe

that you can do “punk things” with-

out liking punk music and be punk.

For example I think those Zapatista

rebels in Mexico have got a pretty

damn punk spirit to fight for what’s

right, but I doubt that many of them

like punk music. So, I think you can

be punk by music or by actions. If

you’re both then I guess you’re just

special. A punk demi-god or some-

thing. Not that it really matters, it's

just a label people.

It’s a label that can be used

against someone too. When I first

called myself punk in a zine I re-

ceived death threats (thankfully it

turned out to be a joke), got in lots of

arguments, received threats of fights.

yelled atfrom cars. These events

are one ofthe main reasons that I’m here

now working my butt off to make this

zine a reality. People need to see that

their is more to punk then spikes,

mohawks and chains, and I hope that we
can show people, and ourselves, that. If

we can’t then we must accept that punk

is nothing but a fashion trend which

would be a very sad reality indeed.

In closing I’d like to say thank

you to all the people who trusted me
enough on a phone call alone to place an

ad in here for our first issue. They are the

ones who made this issue possible, and

they have our undying gratitude.

I guess that’s it. In future col-

umns of mine expect the defending of

weird political views, interesting ideas,

and strange tales. I hate introductions so

don’t ever expect to see this again. So

until the next time keep on fighting for

what you believe in and what you want

and never let them take from you what

you have.

WillDandyl @aol.com

Daniel

Allow me to introduce myself.

My name is Dan Sinker. I co-edit this

zine with Will. I’m not really sure what

that means. I’ve done everything from

write to layout to art. I’ve basically done

what everyone else has. But for some

reason (I volunteered) I get that fancy

title. I really don’t know if I like it, but

that’ s beside the point. There are a lot of

people that without which, this zine

would neverwouldhavehappened. Some

ofthem have writing here. Some ofthem

don’t. Some of them I just think have

helped by keeping me sane (thanks

mainly to my roommates), although I

think they failed at that. Which brings

me to my first idea.
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How do you know if you are

going crazy? Is it a gradual loss like

going bald? How can I loll il I can't

see the hairs on my pillow? Is it like

needing glasses. If so, how do you

know that you can't see? I think that

I may be going crazy. Either that, or

I'm having a mid-life crisis, in which

case I guess I won't be needing a

retirement plan. I bought notebooks

the other day. Twenty dollars and

seventy nine cents worth of note-

books. For those of you that know,

that's a lot of fucking notebooks, 16

to be exact. I don't know why I bought

them. I've been stressed out for the

past few weeks, and I guess I just

snapped. I told myself that I needed

them, that they would make me feel

better. I went to Woolworths, and

picked out four notebooks. Then. I

got really nervous, and just started

grabbing more. About fifteen min-

utes after buying them. I realized that

I had know idea why I had.

The scary thing is, it worked.

I feel a lot better.

Now. for something com-

pletely different. Today, I went with

some friends that were in town to the

loft of a guy that I hadn’t seen in a

long time. When I used to know him

( he was never a friend, barely even an

acquaintance, but he was 'legendary'

so I knew of him) he was an asshole.

He talked a ton of shit, he used to

blackball people, and had such an

influence on a lot ofother people, that

then they would in turn blackball them

too. I really hated him, hated his whole

scene. I talked shit about him, about

all of those like him. This was prob-

ably four or five years ago. Since

then. I had heard that he had fallen.

That a lot of the people that looked up

to him hated him. that he had alien-

ated a lot of people. I heard lots of

stories, probably most ofthem untrue.

Anyway, I never really knew what to

think, it never meant much to me. So

today. I’m hanging out with him and

these friends of mine. The funny thing

is, he’s great. He was a completely dif-

ferent person, than the one I had known

before. It was really strange. He was

nice, considerate, interested in me. I was

absolutely blown away. People can

change. I know that probably part of it

was a change in myself, I was able to

meet him halfway, but he met me there,

you know? It really affected me, and I’m

not even sure why. Perhaps it just made

me feel a little better about humanity. If

it did, than all I can say to him is thanks.

I think that I’ve been having

difficulties with definitions lately. Per-

haps that’s been the problem with my
life. I don’t know what anything means

anymore. What is a ‘Job’ , and why aren’t

I getting paid for the eighteen hour days

that I spend just trying to make sure that

I don’t fall behind in life. And, more

importantly, why am I getting paid to sit

behind a desk and enter numbers into a

silicon chip? What is a ‘life’ anyway.

How can some people have them, and

others not. Last time I checked, a pulse

was a pretty good sign that you were at

least getting SOMETHING done. But

now, I’m really not sure, I’ve run into

quite a few cadavers in the past week or

two, who for some reason think that they

are making some kind of mark on the

world. What is ‘negativity’ and why do

so many people flee from it. What is

‘emo-core’ , I don’ tthink Ineed to explain

that one. What is a ‘relationship’, and

how am I supposed to be able to tell the

difference between ‘friends’, ‘lovers’,

‘accomplices’, and ‘enemies’. I mean

really, what does itmean to sleep next to

someone in a bed, if there is no nookie

going on? What is ‘art’ I guess I’m

supposed to know the answerto that one,

considering that my school teaches it,

but I really don’ tknow. What does ‘trust’

mean, and why can’t I put it on someone

that I have never met.

Words confuse me. Life con-

fuses me. It’s a damn good thing that

I have a lot of notebooks.

Dan Sinker

P.O. Box 1559

Chicago, IL

6069(f

TastySpydr@aol.com

Larry
lliwennoiel
Many of you, especially those

who’ve been following my rantings

in MRR of late, will be surprised to

see me lending my name to any thing

th at so prom i nen 1
1 y d i sp 1ay s t he word

“punk" in its title.

And it's true that only a couple

months ago I wrote in MRR that just

hearing the word was enough to make

me cringe, if not make me downright

ilk So, what’s up? Why Punk

Plcmetl

Two reasons, really. One is that

even though the word “punk" is much

overused and more often than not

misunderstood, it still means a great

deal to many people. Secondly, I

think it's really important to see al-

ternatives to MRR emerge, and Punk

Planet has the potential to be one.

I hope this isn't interpreted as an

attack on MRR, which for the past 1

2

years has been far and away the single

most important voice of the punk

scene. But success exacts its own

price, and I fearMRR has now fallen

victim to the fate that generally af-

flicts institutions when they become

so big and powerful that they lose

touch with their roots. It's rather

ironic that the current hubbub at MRR
is supposedly about editor/publisher
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Yohannan’ s determination to purge

the zine of music and ideas that aren’t

“punk,” because at least in my own

opinion, MRR is headed in very nearly

the opposite direction from the punk

scene.

The reason I started reading the zine

in 1982, and writing for it in 1987, was

not so much that I liked all the bands in

it, or agreed with all the ideas, but rather

because it, more than any othermagazine

I had ever seen, was a place where all

sorts of radical views, both cultural and

political, could be aired. The magazine

was exciting, it had the feeling of

something that was right out there on the

edge.

That stopped being true some time

ago. Now, more and more, it’ s a lifestyle

journal for retro-punks. You know, the

kind who think if they dress up in the

same clothes they wore 15 years ago, if

they drink the same beer and play the

same guitar riffs and hang out in the

same neighborhood, that somehow it’ll

be the glory days of punk all over again.

They’re the second cousins of the

Deadheads who think if they swathe

themselves in enough tie-dye and soak

themselves in enough patchouli the new

Summer ofLove will be just around the

comer.

It’s the age-old story of confusing

style with substance. When punk first

got big in 1977, the bands didn’t copy

bands from 1 5 years earlier. They didn’

t

copy anything; they approached music

and life as ifeverything were brand new.

That’s what made it so great.

Today, though, there are strict rules

(and ifMRR gets its way, they ’ 11 be even

stricter) determining just how punk is to

be played. Such mles will guarantee that

old timers like Mr. Yohannan and his

much younger, but old at heart disciples,

will not have to have their assumptions

or preconceptions challenged. For them

it will always be 1977, just as for many

other Berkeley denizens it will always

be 1967. And if you search through

some ofthe more ancient eoffehouses,

you’ II even find the fossilized but still

(barely) living remains of some

hipsters and beats who haven’t no-

ticed that 1957 has come and gone.

All right, I said that I didn't in-

tend this to be an attack on MRR, yet

it seems to be sounding more and

more like one. That makes me sad,

because essentially MRR is Tim

Yohannan's baby, and I genuinely

like and respect Tim. I’ve had some

furious disagreements with him, but

even when we’ve been at opposite

ends of the spectrum. I’ve always felt

that he was motivated by the best of

intentions. For a long time I felt that

he and I were essentially working

toward many of the same goals, and

for that reason I was both happy and

proud to be a contributor to his

magazine.

But though I long ago recognized

that Tim was the one person who.

more than anyone else, made it hap-

pen, I never considered MRR to be

his magazine. It was, and still is, the

product of hundreds of people. I’m

enough of a socialist to believe that

all wealth is created by the workers,

and that it should therefore be con-

trolled by them.

While Tim portrays himself as a

socialist, perhaps even a communist,

his version of left wing politics is

remarkably like that late and

unlamented variety practiced in the

Soviet Union. In other words, it’s just

like capitalism except that instead of

the corporations owning and control-

ling everything, the government does.

People, myself included, worked

for MRR for free because we be-

lieved it served some higher purpose

than simply publicizing someone’s

favorite bands or helping indepen-

dent labels to push their products. We
didn’t see MRR as simply another

business, but apparently we were

mistaken. As A1 Sobrante has pointed

out, it’s become a trade journal for the

punk rock industry . And industry it is, as

I can testify from my own experience.

There is big money in punk rock today,

and it is likely to get a lot bigger.

It’s actually a testimonial to Tim

Yohannan’s particular form of integrity

(though some might call it mere stub-

bornness) that at a time when he could

easily turn MRR into a much larger

magazine, he’s actually narrowing its

focus to the point where he will probably

drive readers away rather than attract

new ones from the huge pool ofnouveau-

punks who just started hearing about all

this stuff from MTV.
But criticize it as I might, just the

fact that I feel the need to expend this

much energy talking aboutMRR shows

how important it has been in my own life

these past years. To leave it represents a

major personal decision for me, as well

as a political and an artistic one. As is the

case with any such decision, it’s ac-

companied by some fear and hesitation,

a good measure of sadness, as well as

hope and excitement over what might lie

ahead.

Unlike most people my age (or of

any age), I am not yet ready to settle into

a comfortable rut. Mainstream punk has

become just such a rut, as have other

lifestyles and countercultures I’ve been

involved with in the past. Each time that

I felt it necessary to move on, it meant

saying goodbye to old friends, knowing

that if I happened to meet them again

five or ten years down the line, for the

most part they wouldn’t have a clue as to

who I had become or what my life was

now about.

Normally I make a point of avoiding

the past. It is too painful. Not because

my past was so unhappy (though at this

point in life I am beginning to have the

impresssion that everyone’s was), but

simply because no one seems willing to

let go of it. To me, on the other hand, the

past is something to be escaped, over-



come, or, ifnothing else, transcended.

The other night I made an excep-

tion to my general rule and agreed to

attend a party that was a reunion of

sorts for a crowd of Detroit and Ann

Arbor people that I used to know 15

or 20 years ago. Some of them even

dated back to the glory days of the

MC-5 and the Stooges and the White

Panther Party. I thought it would be

fascinating to see how they’d weath-

ered the years.

And it was fascinating, I sup-

pose, if you’re the sort of person who

amuses himself at funerals by pon-

deringthe imponderables, who thinks

it profound to wonder aloud at how

someone can be alive one moment

and dead the next.

Not that 1 want to give the wrong

impression of my old friends. They

were very much alive, in good spirits,

friendly, and more in touch with the

modern world than many people in

their 40s. But most things about

them, from their music to their hair-

styles to the marijuana they chain

smoked, were very nearly out of a

time capsule. Minus a few wrinkles

and balding heads, it could have been

1969. I expected Iggy to walk in any

minute trying to scrounge some

money for heroin.

But why, in a country where the

prevailing esthetic always lags de-

cades behind, and the dominant mo-

rality comes from a previous century,

would I find this appalling? Many,

perhaps most people, find it comfort-

ing to think that certain things remain

constant, even if it’s only the ability

of large amounts of “killer bud” to

ludicrously impair the intellectual

faculties of otherwise reasonable

people.

Perhaps it’s a weakness on my

part, this discontent with things re-

maining as they are. Given the laws

of inertia, it would seem that I’m

fated to be perpetually dissatisfied. But

as Oscar Wilde observed, discontent is

the first step in the progress of a man or

a nation. Considering that I’ve been

severely discontented through most of

my life, I should have made some great

progress by now.

And have I? Am I any further down

the road (the road to where, you might

well ask, and I haveno particularanswer)

than I was 5 or 1 0 or 20 years ago? Is that

even the point at all? Or is progress

really measured in terms of our aware-

ness of who and what we are?

Ihad amoving experience yesterday.

I was doing a radio show at KMUD, a

community station in Northern Califor-

nia. I had been off the air for a couple

years, and it felt good to be back again.

I said a few words to that effect, trying to

explain to the listeners just how much it

means to be part of a truly DIY radio

station, and encouraged them to take a

look around them as the hills turned that

dazzling green that lasts a few weeks at

best in our comer of the state.

Then Iplayed “DrinkDeep”by Rites

ofSpring and had a full-onemo moment.

I remembered the first time I’d played

that song on the radio. It was eight years

ago, on very similar kind of day, when

the world seemed alive with new possi-

bilities. We had stayed up all night, and

when the show ended at 6 a.m., we
walked down Madison Avenue while

most of the city still slept, marveling at

how even New York’s harshness could

be so completely overcome by the soft-

ness of a thousand trees putting forth

their ever so delicate first leaves.

My life has been quite full since that

time. I’ve traveled some 100,000 miles;

as of this month the record company that

David Hayes and I started in 1987 sold

its 500,000th record; I wrote 82 columns

for Maximum Rocknroll and published

22 issues of my own fanzine, which

together add up to something like

1,000,000 words. Somewhere in there I

also managed to pick up a degree from
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rarely my intention. My point is, when

my boss started making comments that

made me feel uncomfortable, I blamed

myself. I had been too friendly to him. I

opened myself up to this by giving him

the wrong impression. Generally, it was

just remarks about my body. The situa-

tion that sticks out in my mind was him

staring at me intensely one day. When I

asked why, he said that it was to make

me feel uncomfortable.

He succeeded. More than he

knew. He made me feel uncomfortable

about me. About wanting to give people

a chance. About wanting to be friendly

& approachable. He made me feel as if I

had done something wrong. I lost faith in

people, my judgment, and myself. I had

fallen right into the roles I had prided

myself on challenging.

I found out I wasn’t the only

one.Ofcourseevery woman was sweetie,

cutie, honey. He told a friend of mine

that he wanted to take pictures of her.

Another woman was a fresh piece of

meat. Him doing this to other women
enraged me. Hearing that he had done it

to other women made me hate him even

more for making me doubt myself.

We complained to his supervi-

sor, who was a woman, hoping for sup-

port. We were disappointed. We were

told thatwe misinterpreted things. There

was no need to overreact.

The day after he was ‘talked to’

(a hand slap and a “watch your mouth”)

he was extremely distant. When we got

to a more isolated area, he muttered

things under his breath. I realized it

would never be over. He was going to

makemy life hell. So I left. How couldn’t

I? Ineeded to hold onto some selfrespect.

When I initially left, I felt em-

powered. Looking back, I see it was

mistaken. There is nothing empowering

about not having a paycheck, or about

giving in. I don’t feel strong at all. I feel

dirty, used. I feel like the fact that this

man did this means nothing. He still has

his job, I don’t. I think he won. I think

that sucks.

1 find myself more cautious

now. 1 wonder if I did something to

deserve this. I don’t think so. it's just

that I always thought there was some

kind of justice in this world. I guess

that is just one of my ignorances that

I have to work on.

Demo tapes are as important

to bands as guitars and drums. But

while your average musician will

spend hours pouring through music

magazines to read about the latest

Fender double wah-wah feedback

pedal, or take weeks ransacking mu-

sic stores to choose just the right new

cymbal, a lot of bands throw together

a demo tape without thinking much

about it at all. That makes about as

much sense as getting ready for a big

job interview without thinking about

what you’ re going to wear. You don'

t

apply to a Wall Street banking firm in

blue jeans and a t-shirt, and you don’t

apply for a job draining motor oil

from crankcases in an Armani suit.

But I’ve seen bands do things every

bit as goofy when it comes to their

demos.

And the silly part is, doing a

demo really isn’t all that hard. It just

takes some planning, a little common
sense, and - here’s the hard part, actu-

ally - a few good songs and the mu-

sicians to do them justice.

What Do I Do First?

The first thing you have to do

is wait. One of the biggest mistakes

bands make is recording too soon.

You don’tjust write a song and run off

to a studio (well, maybe you do if

you’re the Rolling Stones.) But in most

cases, you need to live with the song a

while, play it out in front of people,

figure out what works and what doesn’t.

Would it sound better ifyou started with

the bridge, instead of the chorus? Do
you really need that three-minute guitar

solo at the beginning? Just because

something sounds great in your practice

space doesn’t mean it will work in front

ofpeople. It’ s one ofthe biggest reasons

why bands need to play shit gigs, even if

they ’re fornomoney in front ofahandful

of people. Just working through your

songs on stage is an educational process

you can’t duplicate anywhere else.

First Things First

The first question you should

ask before you begin recording is, what

are you going to do with your demo

tape? You should think of a demo tape

as your band’s business card, resume’,

and audition all rolled up into one. And
- this is really important - you should

make sure that you include all the in-

formation you would include on a busi-

ness card on your tape. It really isn’t

important whether or not you have a

flashy color picture sleeve on your tape,

but you do need a sleeve that includes

the name of the band, the titles of the

songs, and a name, address, and phone

number of someone in the band to con-

tact. You ’d be amazed how many bands

spend a small fortune recording a demo

and then send it out without any sort of

contact information on the tape case.

(Forget about that gorgeous 14 page

presskit you’ve put together, that’ll be in

the garbage before the tape ever makes it

into a tape deck.)

Maybe now would be a good

time to discuss what you’ll do with the

demo tape when it's finished. Under-

standing its role will help your planning.

Demo tapes generally have three uses:

You give them to club bookers, to help

you get gigs; you give them to the press

to get reviews; and you give them to

record labels so they’ll sign you.
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What do those three destina-

tions have in common? Well, whether

we're talking about a club booker, a

music writer, or an A&R man from a

label, we're talking about someone

who gets dozens of tapes every week

and probably can't stand the sight of

them anymore. So the question is,

how do you get your tape to stand out

in the middle of all that confusion?

The first thing is to be con-

cise. Hit them over the head with

your three best songs and - 1 can’t say

this LOUDLY enough - PUT THE
BEST SONG YOU HAVE AS THE
FIRST SONG ON YOUR TAPE!

Why? Simple. Ifthe first song doesn’t

totally knock the listener out, the sec-

ond song may never be heard.

A lot of bands will record six

to ten songs and put them on a cas-

sette to sell to their fans. That’s a

great idea, but that's not a demo tape.

If Mr. A&R has one tape with three

songs on it and another with ten songs,

which one w ill he play first? The one

he can listen to in a couple of minutes,

of course. If you want to do an album

length cassette release and sell it to

your fans, great. But then dub off the

three most killer tracks and use that as

your demo; just enclose a little note

that says “additional material avail-

able on request,” and if the person

wants o hear more, they’ll ask for it.

Ifyou’resellingthe tape, then it makes

sense to put a little time and money

into coming up with a nice looking

cassette sleeve, but believe me, the

professionals who listen to your tape

won't be influenced by how nice the

thing looks ifthey don’t like the songs.

How Much Do I Spend?

Okay, so you’re well re-

hearsed, you have three killer songs

that you feel are ready to record, and

you want to get going. The next ques-

tion is, where? You can do a demo on

everything from a four-track

recorder to a professional 64- track stu-

dio. In many cases, that decision will

largely be made for you by how much

money you have to spend.

It’s not a good idea to spend an

enormous amount of money recording

your first demo. On the other hand, you

don’t want to set up a boombox in your

basement and tape a couple of tunes

while you’re rehearsing and call that

your demo tape, either.

With the equipment available

today, you can make fine quality demos

on a four- track, but you have to know

what you’re doing. Ask around. There

might be someone in another band you

know who has a machine and might be

willing to record your band for you.

Don’t just go out and buy a four-track

unless you’re willing to take a lot oftime

and leam how to use it properly, though.

Most cities, whether it’s Peoria

orNew York City, will have studios that

specialize in doingdemo tapes forbands.

The easiest way to find them is to ask

other bands where they recorded their

demos. Or you can try the classified ads

in your local music paper or regional

alternative magazine. Word ofmouth is

the best bet, though.

If this is your first time in the

studio, it’ s even more important that you

use a studio that’s used to working with

inexperienced bands. The studio, as part

of your basic cost, will provide an en-

gineer who will know how to work all

the equipment, set up the mikes, get a

good drum sound, and show you how to

maximize your time in the studio. That’

s

why it’ s good to talk to other bands who

have used the same studio - you can find

out which engineers are helpful and

which are lazy and don’t want to do

anything foryou but set the levels. Don’t

forget, the clock is always running in a

studio. Plan ahead or you’ll wind up

spending a lot more money than you

have to.

In the New York area, there are

a couple of studios that specialize in

demos. One of the most famous is

Don Fury’s studio in downtown

Manhattan. Every New York

hardcore band for the past ten years

has done their demos there, it seems.

And Don is great at working with

young bands and guiding them

through the recording process. Wa-

ter Music in Hoboken is another stu-

dio that’s had a lot of experience

with new bands. Whatever studio

you use, talk to them first and make

up a budget. Figure out how many

hours you will need to record and

mix and figure out what it will cost.

Don’t run the risk of running out of

money before your tape is finished.

By the way, an incredible amount of

time in the studio is spent simply

sitting around and waiting. It’s a

good idea to include a few bucks in

your budget for coffee and dough-

nuts. And bring along a good book.

Should I Calfsteve Albini?

In most cases, the studio

engineer is all the “producer” you

need to do a demo. But sometimes it

makes sense to bring in someone to

produce your demo - assuming you

know someone who is experienced

in the studio, knows your band, and

will be able to offer sound advice on

getting your songs on tape. Record-

ing is an entirely different process

than rehearsing or playing shows;

you can do so much more with over-

dubs, vocal harmonies, effects, and

so on. A good producer will suggest

little tricks that will enhance the

sound of your band.

There are some producers

who own their own studios and offer

package deals. It might sound like a

bargain, but again, it's always good

to talk to someone who’s worked

with this person before. Beware the

producer who wants to change the

way you sound, though... There’ll

be enough of those assholes to deal
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with if you ever sign to a major label.

Never sign a contract with a producer

until you’ve had a lawyer go through it.

There are a lot of sharks in the music

business who will offer you free studio

time and their services fornothing ifyou

just sign a little piece ofpaper. Then you

find out that ifyou get signed by a label,

you are contractually bound to use that

producer (or spend a big chunk of your

advance to buy him off). You might

even be signing away the rights to your

songwriting. Noteverybody in the world

is out to rip you off — but there are

enough creeps out there to justify your

paranoia.

Once you’ve recorded all the

parts, you have to mix them together,

which is a lot offun but totally perplexing

if you’ve never done it before. Here,

again, agood engineer ora producer will

be an invaluable ally. The mix is at least

as important as the actual recording -

make sure you allot enough time in your

budget to do a good job.

Besides the costs of renting the

studio time, you will need to pay for

recording tape (which is very expensive,)

a mix down tape (usually to a DAT,

these days) and a mixed down version

on cassette that you can play at home.

You can then have the demo profes-

sionally duplicated - which is fast and

easy, and usually worthwhile ifyou want

to make up a lot of tapes - or do it

yourself on your deck at home. Again,

your local music paper will have ads for

places that duplicate tapes. Shop around

for the best prices, or ask your friends

where they had their tapes copied.

When it’s time to send your

demo out, always enclose a pleasant

note introducing yourself, and then fol-

low up in a few weeks with a phone call.

That goes for whether you’re sending

the demo to clubs, press, or labels.

Presskits, bios, and photos are fine, but

don’t be surprised when they disappear

into the circular file. (Don’tspendmoney

on color photos - fanzines and newspa-

pers can't use them, and color maga-

zines like Rolling Stone or Spin use

slides.)

Be polite, but persistent.

These people get deluged with tapes,

but a few nice words on the phone

might get them to give you a listen

first. Oh, and there’s one more thing

you’ll need.

Good luck.

Dave
I am currently counting my

days by 2-liter Coke bottles. Living

a third shiftlife, namely between the

hours of 3:00 PM to 7:00 AM, sucks.

Not working sucks. I've never been

more stressed out “relaxing” in all

my life.

M a st u rb a t i o n be c om e s

something like the one friend you

talk to too often. The conversations

end up being eerily reminiscent of a

record that won’t stop skipping, if

you’re on the other side of the room

sometimes you can't even expend the

effort to lift up the needle. When it’s

all said and done, I may switch from

Vaseline intensive care to petroleum

jelly. Who knows? “Hrnm... I should

really get my tax return info in the

mail... Hrnm... I should really pay the

rent... Hrnm... Why am I not getting it

up? Maybe I should think about

someone being naked or something.”

There’s a difference between having

deja vu and being in a rut.

I’ve been listening to only

two songs, both incidentally by the

Zero Boys: “Stoned To Death” and

“Stick To Your Guns”. “Stoned to

death for sexual offenses.” I wish.

Right now “getting play” is waiting

for a

motorcycle thiefmetalhead to get drunk

enough to even think about touching me.

Don’t even ask. I just need a

job.

I am one of those people who

needs to do enough “not fun” things (e.g.

work) in order to some relatively fun

things (e.g. world domination). But the

world today doesn’t make it any easier

for me.

As an example: Late night TV
sucks. “Stop The Insanity”. What is that

all about? There are two kinds ofTV at

night: talk shows, and infomercials

cleverly disguised as talk shows.

Infomercials only seem like they might

be interested for a few minutes until you

realize that the difference between

infomercials and talks shows is that it’s

some would-be demagogue who does

all the talking. Which brings an idea to

mind: I need to get an infomercial to-

gether.

It’s times like these that I start

having that strange psychic premonition

that the “next big thing” must be just

around the comer. Could it be just heat

shimmers in this desert of modem
desolation? Oh probably. But who can

tell me that there isn’troom for genuine,

raw, rock n’ roll chaos?

I wish there was somenew sense

of politics in the world. Or just even a

“no politick” which would unabashedly

recognize that the beauty ofinsurrection,

revolution and utter chaos doesn’t make

any sense at all in the world. That it

doesn’t, and it shouldn’t make sense. If

all the world’s a stage, and most of us

stagehands, what reason do you need to

let loose the sandbags and bring down

the show?

People talk too much about the

past these days. Too many people seem

afraid to point out the bullshit in the

present day when they can resort to

personal nostalgia. Some of us don’t

have the luxury. Take this as a warning:

we’re going to eat you people alive.
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Dissatisfaction rears its ugly

head once again. Satisfaction is noth-

ing, frustration everything. And so

the world turns. When everything

good happened before you were born,

doesn't it seem like this TV series

(i.e. “Life", Aaron Spelling Produc-

tions) should be getting canceled any

minute?

Where are the Nielsen fami-

lies when you need them ?

For that matter, where are the

scriptwriters?

But then again who needs

them ? I can think of a few good uses

of “th£ bomb" as a plot device.

Oh for the joy of an empty

time slot.

David Hake

P.O. Box 4061

St. Paul, MN 55104

dhake@macalstr.edu

Jim
Connell

My job is helping people use

computers, and I am continually

amazed at how profoundly helpless

allegedly smart people can be. One of

my customers is a lawyer. You know,

suit ‘n lie, fancy office, big bucks, the

works. This guy can't tie his own

shoes. He's like a little kid— when

the stupidest little thing doesn't work

the way he expects, he whines. I take

his money, but it's not real fun being

a wet nurse to somebody like that.

He's just plain scared of having a new

experience.

The punk-ethic version of

DI Y is a revolt against these attitudes.

We don't have to take what corporate

America decides we want; we are

discovering that we have the power

and resources to create things for our-

selves. Watching Punk Planet get bom,

and even participatinga bit in its creation,

is tremendously exciting for me —
particularity seeing a bunch of people

take a lot of big risks, learn a lot of new

things, and discover that they have

powers they didn’t know they had.

Check this out... a message

posted by Julia Cole today... she’s han-

dling the business end of Punk Planet

and has been asking how to sell it to

stores, and people have been helping her

get up the nerve to try... so here’s the

result: “Proud of me? I walked into the

local record/’ zine store today, talked to

Otis, and gave him the spiel. He said it

sounded like it was the sort of thing they

could sell and that I should bring him 5

or 10 issues when they come out.”

Ain’t it grand? This is growth

happening. Empowerment. Discover-

ing that WE can do what MRR does.

Hell, we can even do what Sassy does.

While I was writing this, I went

downstairs and made some popcorn. I

had bought a pound bag of it at the store

last week for 35 cents, and popped it in

a pot on the stove. It cost a nickel maybe,

tasted way better than microwave pop-

corn, and the half a buck I saved didn’t

end up in the pockets of Philip Morris

and Sony.

Last weekend a few of us were

over at my friend Jeffs house watching

a movie and he asked if we wanted

popcorn. I asked if it was microwave

popcorn and he looked at me like I was

nuts. “Of course it’s microwave”. It

didn’t pop right and he threw it out.

So you’re wondering what

popcorn and lawyers has to do with punk

andDIY. On the surface, not much. But

ifyou look a little deeper, you’ll begin to

see a whole bunch of invisible walls that

protectus from all the things we’re afraid

oftrying. These walls imprison us in the

familiar, and limit our possibilities. DIY

empowers us by helping us break down

some of these walls.

Jeff has a wall that protects

him from the perils of homemade

popcorn, and you probably do too.

The lawyer has a wall that protects

him from almost everything. Julia

had a wall keeping her from going

into a store and trying to sell Punk

Planet. That wall's rubble now, and

she'll never again have the same

kind of fear about trying to sell stuff

.

The key to breaking down

these walls is to see them. Try doing

things you've never done before.

Whenever there's something you

think you can't do, you're giving

powerto somebody else. Pretty much

everything in the world is done by

ordinary people like you and me.

We may not all have the same talents

or interests, but we all can do a lot

more than we think we can.

Things didn't use to be this

way. A bunch of changes in the past

thirty years or so have conspired to

make us dependent on others for

most of what we need. For instance,

in the 50's, a teenager could take

apart anything in the house and fig-

ure out how it worked by looking at

it. Lots did, and some even figured

out how to put the things back to-

gether. There were no ICs. no tran-

sistors, no sealed magic boxes with

stickers that said “No user service-

able parts inside." Technically at

least, the world made sense and it

was easy to develop a sense of

mastery over it.

At the same time, corporate

America, and Madison Avenue in

particular, were expanding the

boundaries of what would pass as

ethical behavior. Get an old Life

magazine from the attic and check

out some ads from the 50* s — their

innocence seems quaint, even laugh-

able. The intent of these changes has

been to take away our power of

choice; they want to make our choices
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for us. And if you’re reading this, you

know they don’ thaveOUR best interests

at heart.

McDonalds doesn’t want us to

know how to cook, and they certainly

don’t care whetherwe eat healthy foods.

They have buildings full of overpaid

people whose job it is to build walls in

our minds— walls that tell us that Big

Macs are good and easy and safe, and

that cooking for yourself is scary and

dangerous and old-fashioned and not

worth the bother.

Worse, there’s almost no one

left to teach us how to live and think

independently. The schools have ossi-

fied into havens for swarms of small-

brained bureaucrats. They no longer

teach how to think; they teachWHAT to

think, which is especially scary consid-

ering who the “they” is we’re talking

about.

So, if there’s nobody out there

who’ s going to teach us the ropes, and in

fact a whole world conspiring to keep us

FROM thinking on our own, we’ve got

to take matters into ourown hands. Zines

and independent labels and self-produced

shows and all the other DIY stuff in the

punk world is great, but it’ sjust the tip of

the iceburg. At best, punk DIY opens

our eyes to what we can accomplish. At

worst it can be a means of escaping from

the problem, rather than dealing with it.

The problem, in case you’ve forgotten,

is all those walls we’ve got.

If you’ve waded through all the

boring philosophy hoping for The An-

swer, you’re in luck. It’s quite simple,

really. Just do stuff you’ve never done

before. Do what you’re interested in,

and what gets you things you want. Be

reckless about it. When someone tells

you not to do something, take it as a

challenge, not a warning.

You need to be interested

enough in the world around you to want

to understandhow ALL of it works. You

need to take enough pride in what you do

to want to do it well. And, you need to

know enough not to get fried when

you take the back off the TV. All this

requires knowledge.

If you read Aaron Cometbus,

you'll see a lot of references to librar-

ies. You know the old saying

“Knowledge is Power”? Libraries are

one of the best places to suck up

knowledge. They’re kind of a punk

wet dream — they’re free, they’re

everywhere, they let anyone in, you

can stay as long as you want, and

nobody hassles you. If you associate

libraries with homework, spend some

time in a big, unfamiliar one, just

looking for interesting stuff. Most of

the important stuff that people have

ever known or thought about is in

there.

Here’s a short list of things

I’ve found it worthwhile to know.

There’s zilions more, and you can

build your own list as you go along.

For me, though, these are some of the

basics:

Cooking. Get a copy of The

Joy of Cooking — it has recipes for

everything from beans to roadkill.

Everybody should know how to make

pancakes and spaghetti sauce from

scratch. Bake a loaf of bread. Roast a

whole chicken. Learn how to eat well

cheaply.

Electricity. Buy a cheap volt-

meter at Radio Shack and one of their

little booklets on how to use it. You

can fix half the stuff that breaks, for

peanuts, with just that. Find some-

body to show you how to test a fuse, a

'switch, a diode, and a transistor, and

how to solder, and you’ll be a whiz at

electronics. You can learn it in fifteen

minutes. Really.

Taking things apart. There’s

an art to this, which you learn by

experience. Anything can be disas-

sembled; the trick is not breaking it in

the process. So start with dumpster

material and use a hammer if you get

stuck. Look at the pieces; they’ 11 tell you

the trick you didn’t know. And pay

attention to how far you can force things

without breaking them. You find that

out when they break.

Getting information. Back in

the hippie days the Whole Earth Catalog

called this “Access to Tools”. There’s

zillions of ways of finding out obscure

things, and finding them is half the fun.

Every library has these two places to

start: Thomas Register, which will tell

you who makes virtually anything and

how to contact them, and Gale’s Ency-

clopedia of Associations, which lists

tens of thousands of sources of free

information about most anything.

Running a business. You’ve

got two choices if you end up having to

support yourself. One is running your

own business; the other is very un-

pleasant. There are easy ways to get

started and lots of good books that will

tell you how. Start your first business

with the attitude that it’ sjust for practice:

you win even if the business doesn’t

work out.

I think you get the idea... but

how many of the things you just read

about did you dismiss as something you

could never do? THAT’S where the

walls are!

jimconnell@aol.com

Iboughtanew bicycle this week.

I haven’t ridden a bike in a while, but I

had to get one to get to work. My new/

old bike is a vintage Schwinn 1967(?)

cherry red 3 speed roadster. In a word,

my bike is Hot. It needs a check up,

maybe a little grease, and new tires later

on, but its been around for 20-odd years,
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and should be able to stick around

another 20-odd some, or so the bike

meehanie told me. My bike is in good

condition, certainly rideable, recycled,

and it was cheap.

I got this bike simply be-

cause I got tired of taking the bus. It's

draining, expensive, and time con-

suming. While trying to come up with

a column for PP, I thought about the

new freedom my bike gives me, and

the ramifications of being (truly) au-

tomotive. This is what I came up

with:

Bikes are socialist.

Bikes are widely available to

everyone. There are cheap bikes and

expensive ones, but they all work on

the same principle, and they all can

get you from one place to another.

Bikes are utilitarian that way. Also,

bikes are the same for everybody, so

they are non-classist, and non-racist.

Bikes are one of the oldest forms of

transport, and all sorts of people can

(and have) used them throughout his-

tory.

Bikes are Vegan

Maybe it's not very apparent

from living in a city, but lots & lots of

animals (400 million according to

Vegan Action) end up as roadkill

every year. That not only includes

‘wild' animals, but it means domestic

animals (your neighbor's cat?) and

rats & stuff. And maybe that’s not

such a big issue to anyone (until

you’ve hit a deer) but the point is,

roads encroach on habitats and can

destroy whole areas which is not good

for the animals, or us selfish humans.

Plus, bikes only use up the energy

from your lunch, not any fossil fules

(which are dwindling, and which us

Americans get very piggy about...)

and that's pollution free.

Riding your bike is a Femi-

nist Issue.

Well, maybe. My bike be-

comes another part ofme, and I’m under

complete control to figure out my route.

I’m under complete self responsibility

to pedal fast to get somewhere. It’ s all up

to me, and that’ s selfdetermination. And

anything that supports my self determi-

nation is feminist! Plus, riding your bike

is egalitarian because it’s the same for

everybody!

Riding your bike is Punk.

Your bike is totally self sup-

ported and self sufficient. You can make
up your own rules about any aspect of

bike riding, even rules of the road (pro-

viding you don’t get hit by a car), and

that is both DIY, and anarchist, plus,

being on your own schedual is punk,

whether it’ s waking up at dinnertime, or

deciding where and when you’ll ride.

Secondly, riding your bike subverts

oppressive institutions, and I’d like to

venture that theCTA [orany mass transit

system] is that institution. Aside from

the fact that most ofthe trains and busses

run 24 hours a day, and you can get

virtually anywhere, the CTA is slow &
costly. It’ s hardly ever on time ( are there

even scheduals?!) and takes forever.My
45 minute bus ride takes 20 minutes on

my bike. And god forbid if the Busses

ever actually match up! Then I’m too

early, which is almost as bad as being

late. Maybe it’s just me, and I want

everything to be convenient, but that’s

OK too, becausewhen I’monmy bicycle,

everything is convenient.

And lets talk about costs here.

$1.55 each way ($1.80 if I’m lucky) is

$3.10 a day to get to work. That’s about

average for most people who use the

CTA to get to work/school. That’s like

$75.00 a month JUST TO GET TO
WORK!! That doesn’t include getting

around otherwise, and being the mobile

girl I am, that amount should be closer to

$100 a month, every month. Sure, there

are passes for $72 but I don’t know very

many kids who have that kind ofcash up

front. And there are subsidies, but they

costemployers (not much) and many are

unwilling to pay. The CTA always

wants to raise rates, but there still

isn't adiquate service on most routes,

and they surely aren't doing a better

job. Plus, Chicago’s transit system is

one of the most expensive ones in the

US. I'm sure this has just dwindled

down to me complaining by now, but

the point is, that people who don't

have a lot of money to kick around

(and I'd guess that that comprises a

large rider population) get manipu-

lated by the CTA many times over,

and the already powerless can't do

much about it because they are

dependant on the CTA to get places.

OK, so I'm stretching all of

this in an effort to get you to park your

car permanently. Hey, overall riding

abicycle isjust plain fun, which should

be reason enough for you to start. I

envision legions of punk kids farm-

ing huge bike convoys to shows

bikes in the pit bike riding zines

bike-core! Ok, ok, enough. Just get

one.

+Kim
P.O. box 477469

Chicago, IL

60647

Darren

Advertising is the only thing

we can understand anymore.

Which isn’t too surprising. It's fast,

snappy, eye catching. You don't have

to think. It just hits you and goes on

its merry way. After getting sucked

into a good commercial you can feel

dirty, as though you've been taken

advantage of. Kind of like sex.

Sex is. of course, the pri-
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mary draw of all advertising. What do

pantyhose and hamburger rolls have to

do with each other? Both are used to hide

unsightly fat, but more importantly both

are sold to the public accompanied by

pictures ofbeautiful women. Everything

is sold with a picture of a beautiful

woman. Products for women are sold

with beautiful women, products for men

are sold with beautiful women. Only

men’s toiletries and dictionaries escape

the deluge—even encyclopaedias have

that smiling blonde in a thong bikini.

Ah, the quest for knowledge. ...

What does it all mean? Why do

we need to see a beautiful woman before

we’ll buy a garbage bag? The answer is

in semiotics, the science of signs: These

“perfect” women represent whatwe want

in life: Ifwe’re anotherwoman, we want

tobe beautiful and perfect like the model

hawking tv dinners, because society has

told us that’s all we’re good for; ifwe’re

men, we want to stick our penises inside

them instead. The women, silly, not the

tv dinners. Anyway, our desire to be/

fuck this woman will, inevitably, cause

us to purchase the tv dinner. Maybe

that’s why men always look so disap-

pointed at the dinner table. Salisbury

steak is no substitute for female genita-

lia, no matter what last month’s Pent-

house Forum told you.

Ofcourse, allofthis shouldmake

us wonder about why beautiful men

aren’t used instead, but the answer’s

very easy. Men aren’t supposed to even

think about another man’s appearance

(that might mean—oh no!—that you’re

one ofthose awful homosexual people !),

while women are supposed to spend

every minute of the day looking at other

women, judging their appearance, be-

cause that’s all that women are good for

in our society, right? Actual joke heard

at a fraternity: The perfect woman is

three feet tall with no teeth, with a flat

head so you can rest a beer on her, and at

midnight she turns into a pizza. One

woman who overheard it replied that the

perfect man didn't belong to a frater-

nity, and the room got very quiet in-

deed.

C omm e re i a 1 s m e re I y

reconfirm the sex roles society has so

carefully crafted for us, and we accept

it like a stupid bunch of lemmings.

Men—on Monday wear a kilt toclass.

You'll be striking ablow for individu-

alism and nonconformity, and you

might even make a fashion statement

if you're lucky. You'll appreciate it in

the heat as well— it's nature's own air

conditioning. Of course, after a while

you'll get used to the wolf whistles.

Women have to hear it every day.

If semiotics and

postmodernism is reading the refer-

ences, looking for subtext (i.e. beauti-

ful woman=gendered sex roles), the

next step is post-post-modernism

—

the illegibility of noise. Life slowly

degenerates into a series of non-

sequiteurs which mean absolutely

nothing, yet somehow manage to be

dark and foreboding, reminding us of

our doomed place in the universe.

Walrus!!!!!!!!!!!!! The pen-

guin jello approaches with lightening

speed turn the poodles on stun the

Quayle’s egg falls with snappity crack

and don’t talk back my fine feathered

missy thang and remember who pays

your bills I’ll scratch your eyes out,

one two three!” See what we mean? I

feel so angstful. I’d better sit downA

And at the Chicago and

Franklin el stop, one block from the

beautiful Cabrini Green housing

project, some wiseass scrawled “Nous

ferons 1' amour, nous ferons la mort,”

on a poster. Although its still only a

pretentious piece of graffiti (“let's

make love, let’s make death), when

you think about the average life ex-

pectancy for a child born in Cabrini

Green these days, it sounds almost

like tautology.

IQuest Columnl

Kent
IMcM

Hello, this is a column I wrote

for MRR, but it was rejected because it

was too personal. I can’t blame Tim for

not printing it, but I am desperately try-

ing to get my opinion out so I’m just

sending out flyers and writing to as many

people as I can. Ifyou feel strongly about

this issue then I urge you to write MRR
and tell Tim what you think. The only

way to fight this is to spread information.

We sure do live in confusing

times. My favorite classic punk records

were made by the likes of such bands as

Generation X, The Clash, X-Ray Spex,

Patti Smith, and The Damned to name a

few, and all of their records came out on

the major labels. Punk rock got it’s start

with labels like E.M.I., Crysalis, and

Epic Records. These bands played rock

music, but they did it with a snotty ir-

reverent attitude and with a raw uncut

style that was fresh and exciting. Punk

rock was the voice of rebellion, but soon

punk rock was turned into just another

product to be bought and sold as new

wave became mainstream. So in a sort of

new reaction punk rock changed and the

hardcore was bom. Bands like the Big

Boys, X, MiddleClass, Black Flag, Dead

Kennedys, Bad Brains, Germs, and

D.O.A. came along to change the face of

punk rock and pioneer a new direction,

and they werefollowed byMinorThreat,

SSD, Code Of Honor, Youth Brigade,

Social Distortion, and about five million

hardcore thrash bands like D.R.I., Con-

demned To Death, M.D.C., Siege, Raw
Power, The Freeze, Articles Of Faith,

Husker Du (yes, Husker Du started as a

thrash band), Jerry’s Kids, and Kraut.

Then sometime around 1985 a different
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sort of tune started coming from the

East Coast. Bands like Rites OfSpring,

Embrace, One Last Wish, Beefeater,

and Dag Nasty sort of turned the di-

rection away from the 10,000 mile-

an-hour style. The point is that the

punk rock sound has never been de-

fined by one band. Generation X, Big

Boys, Butthole Surfers, Void, Em-

brace, D.R.I., X, Social Distortion,

Gang Of Four, Faith, Conflict, G.B.H.,

Crass, United Mutation, Minor Threat,

Avengers, Rites OfSpring, Black Flag,

Ignition, Clash, Bad Brains, Cramps,

Uniform Choice, Sex Pistols, and

Discharge were all punk bands, and

yet they all followed their own direc-

tion and played their own style of

music.

Today, punk rock is just as

diverse. The dichotomy in style is

vast. Bands like Heroin, Crossed Out,

Queers, Avail, Still Life, Assuck, Rain

Like The Sound Of Trains, Finger

Print, Man Lifting Banner, Condense,

Man Is The Bastard, Buzzoven, Life

But How To Live It?, Ivich, Doom,

Screeching Weasel, Fugazi,

Rorschach, Born Against, Iconoclast,

Spitboy, Evergreen, Policy Of 3,

Manumission, Diesel Queens, Jaw-

breaker, Sedition. Current, J Church,

Insaints, and Econochrist are all do-

ing their own thing while at the same

time falling within the general cess-

pool of punk rock. From the very

beginning punk rock was an attitude.

It didn't matter if the sound was based

on melody, speed, aggression, beauty,

dirge, or general insanity, and it didn’t

matter if a band’s roots lied in rock,

folk, country, funk, reggae,jazz, blues

or just some wild acid trip. Punk was

a state of mind. Punk was a do any-

thing, go crazy, be what you want to

be kind of music that wasn’t nailed

down and classified. The only rule

was to break all the rules and have a

damn good time.

Last time around I mentioned

the fact that the Rain Like The Sound Of

Trains 7" was refused forreview because

MRR, or more correctly, TimYohannon
has decided that RLT/SOT is actually a

progressive rock band and not a punk/

hardcore band... Well, as ittums outTim

has also refused the new Still Life - From

Angry Heads With SkywardEyes double

LP, the Indian Summer/Current - split 7”

(actually, in the end Tim personally re-

viewed this to further his version ofwhat

punk rock really sounds like), Neurosis -

Enemy Of The Sun LP, the Junction -

Swingset 1 2", and I imagine he will soon

be refusing the new Evergreen - 12"

along with a whole host of new records

that don’t fit his definition of the punk

rock sound. The entire basis for his

rejection ofthese records is based simply

on sound, and he is not taking into con-

sideration the record labels involved, the

personal politics of the bands, or the

motivation behind the music. Tim is

simply reducing punk rock/hardcore to

musical style.

In other words, ifyourband puts

out a record on a label that sells records

to the punk community, if your band is

embraced by the punk community as a

punk band, if your band plays at the

Gilman Street or plays exclusively with

other punk bands in other parts of the

country, if your band tries to play only

cheap all ages shows, if your band is

opposed to major labels, ifyourband has

a political orpersonal-political edge, and

if your band supports Maximum
Rock’n’ roll and the activities ofthepunk

community then you may discover that

the all mighty master of punk rock, Tim
Yohannan, may declare you to be pro-

gressive rock, or pop, or metal. In the

new world, where Tim is the all-know-

ing creator of the punk rock, only those

sanctioned by the self-appointed master

himself are entitled to call themselves

punk rock. Tim will soon be holding

seminars where in four six hour days you

too can learn the true meaning of punk

rock. If at the end of his course you

can pass his lest then you will he

awarded with the official punk mem-
bership card under the care of the

almighty authority know as Tim

Yohannan. But if you fail then you

will he cast out into the purgatory

known as I imho. In I imho you will

still he allowed to play with punk

bands, punks will still he allowed to

listen to your hand and buy your

records, and you can still call your-

self a punk band, hut you will not he

allowed to be listed, reviewed, or

advertised in the official punk hi hie

know as Maximum Rock'n’roll.

And in new developments,

fanzines that do not sound punk will

no longer be offered review space.

Under the current guidelines, set out

by the all-knowing Tim, punk can

only he defined by musical sound

and therefore every fanzine will he

played by Tim in an effort to weed

out the true fanzines from those

wimpy magazines that fail to sport

that patented punk sound that Tim

knows and loves. This test will now

also be applied to all columns, ar-

ticles, political ideologies, photos,

artwork, interviews, and letters that

are submitted to Maximum
Rock'n’roll. Times are changing

back. No longer will you have to

read columns that don’t have that

thi ee-chord traditional punk sound.

Punk is not a state of mind, an expres-

sion of personal ideology, ora method

of challenging the music industry.

Punk is a sound, a pattern to be fol-

lowed and learned from your elders.

Tradition is the key to the punk sound.

Worship the past so that we can re-

peat it over and over again.

OK, so Tim isn't going to

hold seminars, listen to fanzines, or

issue membership cards to his punk

rock, hut in essence I feel that he is

doing exactly that. Tim is trying to
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use MRR as a tool to steer punk rock in

the direction that he wants it to go. That

means he is using his personal taste to

dictate what records get reviewed and

what records are given to Epicenter to

sell. He is trying to promote a version of

punk rock that is not accepted by all

those involved in punk rock. The prob-

lem with this, is that in all honesty, I can

seriously say that Tim is completely jus-

tified in doing all of this. What!!! What

the hell am I saying??? Well, as much as

I would like to see it change. Maximum
Rock’n’roll is Tim Yohannan’s maga-

zine. It belongs to him and he makes all

the changes and the decisions that really

matter. He behaves exactly the way I

behaved when I was doing No Answers.

He does what he wants with what is his.

I can complain, and I can whine about it

here in the very pages of his magazine

only because he is nice enough to grant

me that space (thank you, Tim).

So why am I mad and why am I

writing? Well, it seems that if enough

people argue with Tim and complain

then maybe he will change his mind. As

I said last time around, I wish Maximum
Rock’n’roll was an outgrowth of the

punk scene and notjustTimYohannan’ s

personal vehicle of propaganda. Or,

better yet, I wish I had a personal vehicle

of propaganda that was as big or bigger

than Maximum Rock’n’roll! It used to

be that there were other magazines that

rivaled MRR in terms of circulation and

visibility, but unfortunately magazines

like Profane Existence, Ink Disease,

XXX, and Suburban Voice have van-

ished and those that are still around, such

as Flipside, are more suited as toilet

paper than reading material.

Sonow we live in a world where

the only large punk magazine that comes

out on a regular basis is Maximum
Rock’n’roll, and therefore if Tim de-

cides to declare that the new Still Life -

double LP can’tbe reviewed in the pages

of his magazine and that Rebel Music

can’t run advertisements for the new

Rain Like The Sound Of Trains - 7”

because it isn't “punk”, then Tim can

effectively keep 80% of the punk scene

from ever hearing about these punk

records. That is a real problem, espe-

cially for smaller labels that might rely

on MRR as the only widely distributed

magazine that covers punk rock. But

again, this isn’t Tim's fault. Theentire

punk scene is to blame for this, not

Tim.

A couple of years ago I wrote

a letter to Maximum Rock'n'roll argu-

ing that MRR should shut it's doors

and stop the magazine because it had

grown too powerful and influential. 1

still believe this, but the reality is that

MRR isn’t going to go away. The only

logical solution for all of this is to

either wait for Tim to die of old age or

try to get some other magazines off the

ground that can rival MRR in fre-

quency and circulation. It is a god-

awful task, but until this happens Tim

can effectively use MRR to bury any

record he wants, and realistically there

isn't anything any of us can do to stop

him.

But, we can protest and com-

plain. In MRR #128 Tim writes,

“Generally speaking, if it ain’t re-

viewed here, it’s not because we never

got the record. ..and more than likely,

it’s not being reviewed because it has

absolutely nothing to do with punk or

hardcore and sucks big time.” I do not

believe that Tim has the ability to

judge for the world what is and isn’t

punk. So, in solidarity with all of the

people that are being kicked out of the

punk scene by the self-appointed all-

knowing punk deity known as Tim

Yohannan, Ebullition Records will no

longer send any records to MRR for

review until this arrogant attitude of

Tim’s goes the way of the dinosaur.

Tim is not the final authority on punk

rock, and I do not need to validate my
releases by having them reviewed in

Tim’s MRR. Tim does not hold a mo-
nopoly on punk rock. All I can say is that

Tim’s taste in music “sucks big time”,

and I resent the way he uses words like

“we” rather than “F’ when it is obvious

that some people that work onMRR like

these records, and I think it sucks that he

tries to disguise MRR as a magazine

devoted to following thepunk scene while

all along he is using his personal taste in

music to decide what is and isn’t punk

rock.

In addition, in MRR #128 Tim

replies to a letter written by Peter of

Crucial Response and at the end Tim
says, and I do quote, “Whereist goes the

scene goes MRR.” What a load of crap.

That is flat out bullshit. In the very same

issue Tim sets out a new review policy

designed to alienate certain sections of

thescene. MAXIMUMROCK’N’ROLL
DOES NOT REPRESENT THE EN-

TIREPUNK SCENE. MRR goes where

Tim wants it to go, and that has nothing

to do with the direction ofthe scene. The

words washed up and conservative keep

coming to mind. Times change, and if

you are afraid of change then you are

worse than my parents, who in fact are

younger than Tim and probably more

open minded at that.

I’ve run out ofwords. We live in

a world where power dictates, and the

powerless either die or find some way to

make their own power. Do or die. We
will see.

As a final note, I still admire

Tim fordoingMRR for all ofthese years.

I started off with issue #1 2 ofMRR and

year after year the magazine has never

failed to be a source of information,

inspiration, depression, and frustration.

So as much as I feel like Tim is acting

like one ofmy grandparents with all his

talk of tradition and getting back to the

original sound ofpunk (not meaning, but

sound????). I’m still glad he is kicking

around, even if he has become a conser-

vative fart in his old age.
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Welcome to the Portland

scene report. There’s a lot happen-

ing here lately and a lot of shit to

talk about. Hopefully, I can help

make people aware of some of the

lesser-known bands from the rose

city. Yes, we do have alot of really

cool bands; Hazel . Spinanes .

Everclear. Pond . Heatmiser.etc. But

these bands have, for the most part,

been around enough that they have

a pretty good following. My goal is

to shine some of the spotlight on the

folks who might not get the cover-

age they deserve (both locally and

abroad). Anyhow, let’s get started.

Crackerbash is dead. They

were one of the few bands worth re-

ally gloating over in Portland. I have

heard rumors of a love interest be-

ing the motive for their destruction.

But at the risk of becoming a tab-

loid attraction, let’s just cite “per-

sonal differences”. They were a

damn inspirational band. All I can

say, is that they will be sorely

missed.

Now, let’s talk about some
bands that you probably have not

heard of— because I know they prob-

ably would like you to hear them.

Skiploader has a very catchy, almost

(dare I say...) emo sound at times,

reminding me of mid-period Dag

Nastv . With tons ofpoppy hooks and
infectious stops, the vocals are the

perfect compliment to the accompa-

nying music. Tom’s vocals have a

great tone to them, one of those

voices that will never annoy or sour

in appeal. With the release of their

first 7" and the LP being finished up
in the studio (with a Heatmiser per-

son at the helm) these guys will

quickly be a force to reckon with.

Buy their 7". It’s called “Name Drop-

ping.” It’s on Schizophonic : 233
Commercial NE, Salem, OR, USA
97301.

Dimbulb plays more poppy/

melodic/noise kinda stuff. Theyjust

played their first year anniversary

at the X-Ray, vintage suits and all,

to an enthusiastic crowd. Tom (the

vocals and guitar behind Skiploader)

was temporarily pounding the

drums (damn, he makes great drum-

mer faces). Not to pigeonhole them,

but I think Dimbulb could some day

fill in that niche that Crackerbash

seems to have left behind. They have

a tape out on their own label, Satel-

lite Records , but last I heard, it was
sold out. I’ll have their address by

next issue.

Pnnkv Rockit is a relatively

new band, with ex- Otis and ex-

Siickerpunch (at least that’s what I

was told by someone) members.

DIMBULB at X-Ray 3/26/94

(Photo: Bret Rake)

These guys are punker than shit.

The two guitar player/singers switch

offplaying drums, and all three sing.

They play total pissed off, but still

melodic punk rock. It’s kinda like

Born Against meets that East Bay
pop-punk sound. But don’t hold me
to that...

On to southern territories,

Bicker are the coolest guys in the

whole wide world of punk. They live

in a house in Eugene called the

Monkevhouse --in reference to

Ben’s (vocalizer/guitarist for Bicker)



PUNKY ROCKIT at X-Ray 3/26/94

(Also gracing our cover, thanx Bret!)

(Photo by Bret Rake)

zine, Monkevshines- where they put
on shows in the basement. Having
just finished a demo with help from
one ofthe guys in Lazvbov (Corvallis

band who has a cool 7" out on Al-

lied) . Bicker has a sound that calls

on both East Bay pop punk and
Bitch Magnet equally. If you write

to them real nice, they might be able

to set you up with a copy of their

demo for a nominal fee. You might
even be able to get a copy of Ben’s

zine... 85 E 19th, Eugene, OR
97401.

Artless Motives is another
new Eugene band, who will be do-

ing a quick west coast tour with
Bicker in late March. They have a
kinda soulful, fast, melodic, sing-

along type of sound, quite reminis-

cent of Operation Iw . They have a
tape out as well, and you should be
able to reach them through the
Bicker address above. Once again,

I’m not too sure what the cost is, so

you’ll need to write for prices.

Some other bands I didn’t

have time to see or cover are: Ten
Four (supposed pop-core, but I won’t

know until I see them play this week-
end. Nice folks, though). Ice Cream
Headache . The Minimals . Joyless ,

and my band, Rake (which, by the

way, we have a seven inch called

“Stupor” coming out on Hodge
Podge /Incision Records soon. It’ll be

distributed by Dutch
East) . I’ll have more on
these in the future.

Clubs? Well, there
will always be Satvricon

(503-243-2380). It’s a bar
and has been around for-

ever, and if you go inside

and look at all of the flyers

and stickers and press-kit

photos, you’ll quickly no-

tice how many cooler than
shit bands have played
there over the years. Plus,

the people who work there are the

coolest. The only bar my band will

play. The infamous X-Rav (503-721-

0115) is still the coolest all-ages

place in town. They’ve got great food

and you can see great local and tour-

ing acts, in a cozy environment, for

cheap. La Luna (503-235-9696) is

the local “big time” club. It is all ages,

but also has a lounge upstairs as

well as a beer garden, stocked with

plenty of microbrews, within view of

the stage. Shows range from cheap
to mid-range, and they have every-

thing from local acts to major tour-

ing acts. There are also rumors of a
cafe called Captain Beans which is

talking about getting into the all-

BICKER at Monkeyhouse 3/18/94

Photo: Bret Rake

ages show business. And the folks

from Punkv Rockit/Fourth Dav Sub-
merged are trying to do the base-
ment thing. In Eugene, call Ickv’s. a
new all-ages, punk-owned/run club.

I don’t have their number, though...

sorry.

Well that’s all for this excit-

ng issue. Hopefully I’ll be back next

ssue with more bands, clubs and
oookstores and hangouts and more
:ool shit than you can handle. Hey,

fyou’re from Portland and you want
:o help with this column, drop me a

ine at my address below. Also, ii

you’re a band, zine, or general punk
person and are wondering why I

didn’t mention you, it’s probably
because I’m too lazy to go see many
shows or I just haven’t heard ofyou
(or you suck, but we’ll count that

out for now...) drop me a line! Hope-
fully I didn’t piss too many people

off. . . Just remember — you are prob-

ably reading what is just the begin-

ning of something very cool, and it

was done by a bunch of people who
are a lot like you. So go out and start

something yourself.

Bret Rake
12545 SW Fairfield St.

Beaverton. OR
97005
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So there we were standing on the

shore of that one big lake. You know the

one I’m talking about - “Lake Even Better”

or whatever it’s called, or maybe it was that

one that is named after a bird. Whichever

one it was there we were in Cleveland look-

ing out over this “lake” and all pretty thor-

oughly amazed that we couldn’t see the other

side, when this girl from a nearby group of

people asks John (he’s the singer for Under-

tow), “Hey, where are you guys from?”.

“Seattle,” answers John.

“NO WAY!” exclaims our new

friend as her companions jump to attention

at the mention of the “Emerald City.”

“Yes way. Will you take us home

and make us spaghetti?”

Well, we didn’t get any spaghetti

out of the deal, but we did manage to avoid

getting asked if we knew Nerdvana. As it

turns out, myself, Undertow, and Brian, our

guide to the fair city of Clevo, were lucky

to get off that beach unharmed because at

some point the rather large and unruly mob

of new school kids that inhabited it had de-

cided that we were very uncool. Was this a

direct result of our admitting to being from

Seattle? I’d wager it was. So where, if any-

where, am I going with this? I’m going up

to a high and mighty precipice from which I

can then speak down to you all about this

place I inhabit as if I know everything and

make all the rules, too. Here we go:

*

“Listen up people! Seattle, Wash-

ington is just another city like any other city

on the map. We are not cool because we are

here and neither are we snobs. The media

hype surrounding us had made things nearly

unbearable. No, none of us know Nirvana.

The same goes for Pearl Jam and

Soundgarden. We haven’t seen them play

any more then the rest of you have.

“Grunge” is a myth, O.K. people? It’s a

marketing tool for MTV and the fashion in-

dustry, but it sure as hell isn’t punk or

hardcore so don’t ask punk and/or hardcore

people from here about it anymore. Flan-

nels keep you warm, period. Espresso is a

drink, period. The Sonics are a team, pe-

riod. You all have bands, clothes, beverages,

and sports in your own cities so get the fuck

off of ours, O.K.?!”

Perhaps I’m being a bit harsh. Se-

attle is undeniably one of the best places to

live in this country. Be that as it may, it

hasn’t been exactly wonderful for the punk

scene in the last couple of years. Maybe

you’ve heard of the term “Nirvanafication”?

No? Then I’ll explain it by telling you the

story of the O.K. Hotel. Way back in the

80’s there was this club called The Monas-

tery. It was one of those Bat-Caver dance

club type deals. It was also THE last place

you wanted your kids to go, which of course

made it very popular with the kids. “You

will never find a more wretched hive ofscum

and villainy,” said one local paper. No, that

was Obi-Won Kenobi, but you get the idea.

They had everything - Drugs, alcohol, teen

prostitution, donkey acts in the back - the

whole nine yards. The city in all of its di-

vine wisdom responded by creating the Teen

Dance Ordinance. Sounds like something

out of “Footloose,” doesn’t it? Yep, and just

like “Footloose,” it really sucked hard. Ba-

sically what it did was shut down The Mon-

astery and any other under-age clubs by stat-

ing that no group of teens could gather for

the purpose of “dancing” unless the busi-

ness in question had some insane amount of

liability insurance that no one could afford.

All of the clubs closed, and for years there

were virtually no all ages shows in Seattle.

In 1989, a group of punks (well, punk and

hardcore kids; look, for the sake of this, it’s

all the same thing, O.K?) discovered a loop-

hole in the Ordinance that stated that if an

event was sponsored by a non-profit orga-

nization it was free from the insurance re-

striction. Thanks to this and the food bank,

shows became a reality again for a while.

The first shows were held at a place called

the New City Theatre, and later at Washing-



ton Hall, but eventually the owners pulled

the plug on both of them. Then they found

The Party Hall. The Party Hall was a run

down old teen center in Seattle’s not-so-safe

Central District. The Party Hall Summer
happened and it was truly amazing. Not only

did it help to spawn such bands as Galleons

Lap, Undertow, Ten-O-Seven, Whipped, and

Positive Greed, but it also served as a venue

for bands like Jawbreaker, Bad Trip, GO!,

Shelter, Jawbox, Headfirst, and Neurosis.

Then the cops started paying attention. Ask

Paula Sen from Whipped, who used to put

the shows on, if the cops or the courts give

two shits about the “Non-Profit Clause” and

she’ll tell you all about the rather large fine

she received. While all of this was going on

there was one other place for all ages shows

-- The O.K. Hotel. (Side note: The O.K.

Hotel was the place where Bridget Fonda

and Matt Dillon worked in “Singles,” but

that has nothing to do with this story.) Some-

how they had managed to get insurance that

was affordable and enough to cover the or-

dinance at the same time. Some really great

shows happened there. The Accused &
Undertow, ALL, Green Day, No Escape, and

Spitboy to name a few. It was a just a good

place to see bands. Then Nirvana happened.

Remember that? Do you want to know what

teen spirit smells like to me? It smells like

the O.K Hotel’s insurance company read-

ing about slam dancing and stage diving in

the local paper in an article inspired by

Nirvana’s MTV buzz clip perversion and

threatening to cancel the clubs insurance

unless they could assure them that no such

activity would be taking place. The club did

this by discontinuing punk shows. That was

the last place in Seattle for all ages shows

for more than a year. That’s Nirvanafication.

Thanks Kurt.

But that was then and things are

much different here now. You know how
you’re always looking back and thinking

about old times and about how good the

scene was “back then”? Well that’s how
good our scene is right now. A lot of people

have been putting in a lot of hard work and

the results are exciting. There are now at

least three stable all ages venues within 20

minutes of each other in the Seattle area.

Attendance at shows has been great, with

more and more people coming out all the

time. The Straight Edge scene here is awe-

some, thanks mostly to Undertow. Under-

tow have been around for years but have

only just in the last year established a large

local following. If you haven’t heard them

yet you are going to have plenty of chances

to in the near future as their 1st LP is about

to be released and they are even now plan-

ning their 2nd U.S. tour. They can be

reached by mail at 3551 N.E. 166th, Se-

attle, WA 98155. Being so far removed

from the rest of the country has helped to

make Punk and Hardcore go hand in hand

around here. Most shows consist of a wide

variety of styles, and you’ll see a lot of the

same kids alternately screaming along to the

S.E. anthems ofUndertow and dancing like

fools to the pop-punk stylings of Ten-O-

Seven. Hopefully this won’t change, be-

cause a lot different styles of bands have

worked together to help bring our scene to

this point and if we lose sight of that we
could well lose the whole thing. Again. I’ve

been to places where all the H.C. kids hated

punk and vice versa and I though it was truly

sad. Enough of my rambling — this is sup-

posed to be a scene report, dammit! Ten-

O-Seven are another holdout from days past

who are getting more attention as of late.

They have a ton of stuff out but are still

largely unknown outside ofWashingtom. A

U.S. Summer tour is now in the planning

stages for them as well. You can write them

for info regarding the tour or their releases

c/o Matt at 47 1 1 12thAve. N.E., Seattle,WA
98115. Saying that Saidchild are an off-

shoot of Undertow is pushing things a bit,

but the band does contain two ex-members

(Seth and Joel) and up until recently one

current member (Demian). Their sound is

nowhere close to that of the ‘Tow. Some-

one once described them as Morrissey sing-

ing for Boston doing Inside Out covers, and

I honestly don’t think I can come up with a

better description. They have a new CD5
and 7" out on Overkill now. Their address

is 3401 N.E. 65th #204, Seattle,WA 98115.

Lunchpail is a semi-new band and are fast

on their way to becoming our new “most

likely to be on Gravity” candidates. Write

to them at P.O. Box 95383, Seattle, 98145-

2383. I got that address off their demo. The

Wayouts sound similar to Ten-O-Seven

musically, but with incredible female vocals

thrown into the mix. I don’t have an ad-

dress. - watch for them. Hush Harbor are

a big deal around town right now and for

good reason - they flat out rule! They are

really hard to describe so just buy their new
7" on Scorch or send for their demo to P.O.

Box 85796, Seattle, WA 98145-1796.

Whipped are still kicking around town as

well. They mostly play at a bar called the



Lake Union Pub so I don’t get much of a

chance to see them any more. We can all

hear them, however, on a new double 7"

comp, entitled “The way Things REALLY
Ought To Be” with friends, Chicken,

Meatminder, and Sourpus. You can get

this by sending $5.00 to Carving Knife

Records P.O. Box 829, Seattle, WA 98 1 1 1 -

0829. Or you can write to Whipped directly

at 3040 N.E. 91st, Seattle 98115. They also

have a split 12" coming out soon with a band

called Violent Green. Paula (Whipped) was

also kind enough to give me info, for a bunch

of local bands that are currently outside my
spectrum, so I am going to pass that on to

you now. N.American Bison (ex-Jesters of

Chaos) - 7" & tape out now. 2506 3rd Ave.

W., Seattle 98119. Chicken (ex-Aspirin

Feast) - 1107 E. Mercer #2, Seattle 98102.

The Ricketts - 7" out now. $3.00 to 12505

Miller Rd., Bainbridge Island, WA 98110.

Portrait of Poverty (ex-Subvert) ~ 7" for

$3.00. P.O. Box 299, Tacoma, WA 98401-

0299. Not My Son - Demo $3. 2619 West-

ern Ave., Seattle 98107. Meatminder - P.O.

Box 80131, Seattle 98108-0131. She also

wanted me to mention Bristle, Christ-

driver, Inhumane, Pregasm, and the

Mukelteo Fairies (queer-core) but didn’t

have their addresses.

Around the state: Three good

things about Olympia — Unwound, Mary

Lou Lord, and Lync. I sure can’t think of

anything else. Bremerton,WA brings us two

new bands - Fight For Change and an S.E.

band called Serenity. That’s all I know

about them. Heading north we get to Everett

(the Syracuse of WA) and find Spearhead.

They are a relatively new hardcore band that

would probably sound right at home on Pro-

fane Existence if it weren’t for the odd

melody that creeps its way in now and again.

Much further up north we get to the town

where I spent the 1st 22 years of my life -

Bellingham. I hardly know what’s going on

there band-wise at all anymore. I do know

that there is a great new H.C. band there

called Jayhawker. They sound kind of

“progressed” like Quicksand or something

but with harsh screamed vocals. Write to

them at 925 32nd St., Bellingham, WA
98225. They will have something out soon.

Another cool band from B’ham is Wingnut.

They are more on the punk side of

Jayhawker, but there are similarities. I

don’t have an address, but if you really

needed to I’m sure you could contact them

through Jayhawker. Going east I’m not

really sure what is going on in Spokane right

now. David Hayes moved over there a while

back and I’m sure he’s stirring the pot. It

will be interesting to see what happens.

SHOWS/VENUES: Most of the

shows around here happen on the Eastside.

This is not actually Seattle but two cities

right on the outskirts called Bellevue and

Redmond. The Redmond YMCA is the site

of most of our all ages shows thanks to the

work of a woman named Kate Becker. To

inquire about getting a show at the Redmond

Y or to get info on other Eastside all-ages

locations call Kate at (206) 556-2330. In-

side Seattle we have a place called the Vel-

vet Elvis Theatre. It gets past the Teen Dance

Ordinance because it has “fixed seating.”

That and the fact that the cops don’t really

know about it yet. The person to get in touch

with on this one is Meg Watjen at (206) 323-

3826. She can also probably point you in

other directions if need be. If you’re in a

H.C. band you might want to give Derek

Harn a call at (206) 528-7529 to see about a

show. Derek also has a clothing co. called

Lee Majors. He makes THE BEST boxer

shorts out of old Star Wars sheets, and he’s

starting to make Star Wars bras too. Write

to P.O. Box 2293, Seattle, 98111 for more

info.

Well, that’s about all I can manage.

There are a lot of bands that I didn’t have

room to mention. Bands like Engine Kid,

Sunny Day Real Estate, Christopher

Robin, The Plan, The Green, Pillow, Has

Been, Appleseed, The Gits, The
Treepeople and others. When coming to

Seattle there is really only one thing that you

have to do and that is go to Fallout Records.

They are the best record store ever - totally

punk rock! As for me, I do a ‘zine and a

label called Excursion. You can write to me
for info or whatever -- send a S.A.S.E. —

I’m not rich! O.K., this thing is over now,

really. Thanks for your time. ‘Bye now.

Dave Larson

P. O. Box 20224

Seattle WA 98102
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I called SAMIAM to find a hectic gather-

ing of people and James Brogan to

interview. Atlantic wanting to move up
their recording date was apparently one of the

reasons for the confused mass at the other end of

the phone. The first attempt went awry when
all the questions had to be asked again because I

It’s pretty much the same except for the show
my phone recorder turned out to be broken, so

wouldn’t want to be accused of misquoting him.

story. If you ever meet SAMIAM make sure to ask James about the time he stopped a guys heart in

Germany...(never knew they were violent did you)...well...it was kinda a mistake. Oh well. The world may never

know. We were promised photos, but for some reason, either because of Atlantic's involvement in Samiam's affairs

(they had to get new photos shot) or something else, we never got them. Interview by Will Dandy

Will: How did you guys get started?

James: SAMIAM basically started out in the ashtray (an

Oakland punk house that was home to Jake from FILTH
and Jesse from OPERATION IVY). ISOCRACY had

recently broken up and Sergie asked Jason if he wanted

to try something and Jason re-

pliedwith a drunken kiss. Mark

was easily because he was at

most MR. T. EXPERIENCE
shows and James was found by

way of Sergie’ s twin brother

who was “jamming” with

James. Our first show was in

January 1989 opening for

CHRIST ON PARADE.
Will: Have you started record-

ing the new album?

James: Well we’ve recorded

two demos since BILLY (our

last record). The first one had

five songs and was to get inter-

est in anew label. Not so much

a major, but one bigger than

New Red Archives so we could

get better recording budget and

distribution. Of those songs

we already dropped three of

them. Then a bunch of labels

were pretty interested, not in a

GREEN DAY or NIRVANA
craze, but we had pretty much

all labels feeding us and stuff.

Then Atlantic paid for another demo (we dropped two of

those five by now too) and now we are practicing to

record a LP for them in mid-April. As of yet we have

fifteen songs and are going to record it with this guy Lou

Giordano who did SUGAR and MOVING TARGETS.
Will: Do you think that being on Atlantic will change

your sound?

James: No...well actually yeah...it

will. Not in so much what we are

trying to sound like, but it will help

us achieve the sound we want. Our

last LP sounded good, but the gui-

tars were low and it wasn’t as big a

“heavy” as we wanted. I think with

the bigger budget Lou. The obvious

point in your question is whether

Atlantic will want us to “puss” out.

The answer is no. Our A & R guy

handles four bands: us, BAD RELI-

GION, JAWBOX, and TESTA-
MENT. He honestly likes harder

music and he doesn’t want us to put

out any thing weaker than our last

stuff...which testament probably

would think is already pussed-out.

Will: So you think the only change

will be in having more money?

James: More money, more promo-

tion, more help. New Red Archives

was great to us, but when we pulled

into a city on tour we were alone.

Record stores wouldn’t have any of

our records, no ads, no flyers, etc...

I’mnot saying everything willchange,

but being on a big label means more people are there to

help SAMIAM survive. It’ s disheartening when you die



on tour and you play a show that could’ve been better, but

no one knew you were there. We realize a lot of people

will be bummed on us for signing and that sucks. But it

will weed out the people who like SAMIAM’s music

from others whojust think they are “cool”. ..a “cool indie

cult band.” A band that sells out by playing shitty

commercial music and playing for high door prices, but

the label they are on could be anyone.

Will: What do you think of the whole sell out trend in

punk rock?

James: The sell out trend in punk rock? Do you mean

when DISCHARGE started to sound like LED ZEPPE-

LIN? Nah...well I

guess you mean
BAD RELIGION
and then GREEN
DAY then

JAWBOX, and

then us for the lat-

est installment,

and before that

SONIC YOUTH
and NIRVANA,
etc... Well, obvi-

ously I don’t see it

as sell-out orcash-

in or whatever. I

see it as bands

deciding to take

opportunities

given to them. I think the last SONIC YOUTH and

JAWBOX albums are noisy and uncompromising, but

sound great and expensively recorded. Where as many

indie recordsby great bands are unlistenable by compari-

son. None of these bands wanted to play Jimmy’s

basement on tour for beer, but they were happy to do so

when that was all they could get. Why call them a sell-

out now? Because they were given an opportunity? I

mean, I’ve been in the punk rock scene for fifteen years

now.

Will: Whoa...how old are you guys?

James: I’m thirty the other guys are 25-30 years old.

Will: You’ve got a few more years on you then Green

Day does. Do you think it’ s fair to say that you guys have

used the underground to get where you are now?

James: Used the underground? No these bands were/are

a part of the “underground.” The music is one part of

what makes the scene cool. It’s not symbiotic, it’s

mutual I think. Now if a band rips-off people with huge

guarantees and stuff, that’ s fucked, but by virtue ofbeing

airedon 120Minutes orwhateverkilling the underground

is bull-shit. Ifyou are into the undergroundjustdon’ tbuy

the ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT CD, look into UN-
WOUND, FLUF, or whoever.. .if that’s what you like. I

don’t see the problem.. .don’t yell at GREEN DAY,
ignore them.

Will: Will you guys have any videos out on 120 minutes

orheadbangers

ball now that

you’re with

Atlantic?

James: Idon’t

know. We’re

going tomake

some, but that

doesn’tmean

they’ll play

‘em.

Will: Any
interesting

tour stories

or stab-

bings?

James:
Once on

tour I swam in the Red Sea. Jason did too. I noticed for

the first time, the enormity of his pee-pee.

Will: Doyou have any lastcomments ordenouncements?

James: I hope all this talk about major labels and stuff

didn’t make us sound like money grubbers and stuff

because we aren’t. We aren’t the richest or most popular

band and we haven’t changed our minds about selling

high door prices and $20 shirts or putting out a disco

album, although the word Atlantic might suggest it.

Will: Thanx, and where can you be reached?

James: 1941 University Avenue; Berkeley, CA 94704

USA. Thanks.



Matt Anderson is the
“Gravity Guy” — he runs his

Gravity label from San
Diego, California. With
eleven 7-inchers to its credit

so far, covering several
bands— including San Diego

locals as well as such wider-

known acts as Huggy Bear

and Bora Against— the label

has gained nationwide
respect. Although we both
live in San Diego, Matt felt

more comfortable doing an
interview-by-mail for this,

his first Gravity interview. I

was more than happy to

comply, being somewhat shy

(well, okay, scared stupid)

myself. Somehow it seemed
even more personal — I got

a very nice note along with

answers tomy questions and

a hand-decorated envelope!

Do you run the label by
yourself?

I used to ran the label with

another friend, but he moved.

I did it alone for a while but

now I have a couple of people

to help out; I pay 'em a little.

When did you start it?

Gravity started with the

second Heroin 7” in late 1991

but was stagnant for a year

after that until things took

shape.

Are you in a band yourself?

I’m not in a band now, but I

used to sing in Heroin.

GRAVITY
BY KAllEN FISIIEll

I think the readers would like to know a little bit about

how you got started with your own record label and why.

The reason Gravity got started was because Heroin wanted to

do a 7” on our own, so the bass player, Ron, and I got the $
together and just did it. It wasn’t going to be a label but we
enjoyed the process and decided to do some more stuff. Itjust

evolved and became more serious as the idea of doing

something original and to document what is going on became

stronger.

I hope this doesn’t sound like too much of an ignorant

question, but what exactly do you do as “the label”? Pay

for the pressing ofthe record and distribute it? Promotion?

What else (if anything)?

As a “label” we pretty much pay for all the manufacturing of

the records, then worry about getting rid of them. We also do

some promotion but not nearly as much as a lot of other labels.



I don’t have a lot of $ for that,

but as It grows promotion will

be easier. I also record bands
from time to time at a home
studio owned by Bob Beyerle

at Vinyl Communications,
another local label, and
myself. I’ve recorded the

Huggy Bear 7” and will be
recording a Second Story
Window 12” and just got done
with the recording for a 7” by
a band called Angelhair from

Boulder, CO,.

Can I ask how old you are?

and if you grew up in San
Diego or —

?

My birthday is 3-18-72 and I

am a San Diego native, except

that I had a briefjaunt up to

Seattle when I was 13. It only

lasted six months.
Did you used to work at

KSDT by any chance [UCSD
radio station; available only

thru cable access] — or
maybe you still do a punk
show there?
No, I never worked at KSDT,
but helped Adam Eisenberg

once or twice at his show, with

others, mainly by causing
trouble. That was when they

used to have live bands play

there.

Antioch Arrow, Heroin,
Second Story Window, these

are all local bands, right?

Now, how’d you get hooked
up with Huggy Bear?
All the bands are local and are

friends of mine, all the bands
put out are friends. I met
Huggy Bear and had already

liked and respected them a lot,

they were nice, so we recorded

and agreed to do a 7”.

What about Unwound and
Universal Order of
Armageddon — they’re not
from around here (or are

they)?
Unwound are from
Washington and UOOA are

from Maryland. I met these

bands from letters and from
when Heroin went on tours of

the U.S.

I like the artwork you’ve
done for the mailorder flyer

and the record sleeves. Do
the bands create those
themselves or is that you?
The artwork for the records

are pretty much all done by
hand, but the point is just to

do something interesting and
creative. It’s not a rule to do

them by hand. I usually come
up with an idea for what I

think would be a good concept

and let the band do the
artwork. The label does all the

manual labor on the covers.

Heroin— not to be confused
with the “other” Heroin
from Olympia— or am I the

one that’s confused?
I have not heard of another

Heroin from Olympia. We were

on the Stars Kill Rock comp,
if that’s what you are talking

about. [Yes it was; that along

with the fact that Tobi from
Bikini Kill had mentioned in

a little note to me that
Heroin was one of her
favorite bands (listing others

from WA) and so 1 assumed
they were from up there!]

But it’s a common word so

there may have been a Heroin,

but not to my knowledge.

It seems your fans have
noticed a certain “Gravity

style,” did you set out to

achieve that by deciding
which bands you would put
out, or did it just happen?
I personally don’t think there

is any one Gravity style, I

think it’s pretty diverse
sounding, too diverse to fit any
mold; it is all in the punk/H.C.
vein maybe. The bands are

just close friends of mine and
other friends that are around
making music, it’s the music
that I like, all things
happening are coincidence or

just circumstance — I just

want to appreciate.

How would you describe
“emo-core”? (I was asking
some people awhile back to

define this term for me and
they suggested I should look

in my own backyard, that

Gravity had more than a
little something to do with
spawning this term...)

Core is just the part of the

music that evolved, into the

emo at one point. We didn’t

spawn the term emo-core. I

think people that needed to

categorize what was going on
in D.C. and elsewhere from ‘85

on spawned the term emo-
core. I think it’s just hard
music that is, to some, overtly

emotional. Some of the bands
that have put out records on
Gravity are emotional.
Actually a lot of ‘em to some
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degree. It’s either acceptance

or denial.

I went to Off the Record in

Hillcrest [popular S.D.
record store and hangout]
yesterday to pick up some
of your releases in

anticipation of this inter-

view. But almost everything

ofyours 1 looked for was out

of stock! I guess that means
you’re doing pretty well.

It either means that I’m doing

well or that I just am lazy. I

concentrate so much on
getting the records out and
distributed widely that I forget

to take them to stores

sometimes.

Do you have any compila-

tion albums now or in the

works? or any other
happenings or releases to

tell me about?
Gravity doesn’t have any
compilations on the way but

in the coming months we are

putting out a new Antioch
Arrow LP; a Universal Order

of Armageddon 12” single; a
7” by Angelhair from Boulder,

CO; a 7” by Mohinder of Nor-

Cal; a Second Story Window
LP; an LP by Clikatat Ikatowi

who are from around here and
are really good; and possibly

a CD of all the Heroin vinyl.

What does the future hold in

store for you and the label?

(I have heard nasty rumours
of at least one popular San
Diego indie getting snatched

up by a major; can you ever

see that happening to you?)

Ijust rented a space for bands

to practice and for me to set

up a recording studio, and I

have gained access to much
better equipment; this seems
to be something to occupy the

future. No one is interested in

buying Gravity and I am not

interested in selling it.

Any other parting thoughts?
It hurts to see another
person’s heart turn to stone

when you know the feeling.

j4v

Thanks again, Matt, for your
time. You, out there, please

write for Gravity’s mail-

order list. It looks like it’s

hand-screened, like the
Gravity record sleeves. For
local San Diego flavor, try

Antioch Arrow and Second
Story Window, and order the

Clikatat Ikatowi when it

comes out! Something tells

me that he’s got something
special going here....

Gravity, P.O. Box 81332, San
Diego, CA 92138
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These bands were among the many who put out

great singles on some of America's best indie

labels last year. We've compiled twenty of our

favorites on one nifty little compact disc. These

records would cost over $50 if they had been

purchased separately, but that didn't happen

because you probably couldn't find them in stores

in the first place.^ reading this incredibly clever

ad, and order now. Thank you very much!

BRACKET MARY LOU LORD
CORDUROY MOIST
THE DEVIATORS MR. T EXPERIENCE

FIG DISH NOFX
FOR SALE THE ODD NUMBERS
FRACTURE PARASITES

J CHURCH PRISONSHAKE
JOLT STINK

KARL HENDRICKS TRIO SWIRLIES

THE LEONARDS TUGBOAT ANNIE

HEAR SOME MUSIC YOU MIGHT HAVE MISSED o
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You can order Shedder stuff by sending a money order for $8 per CD, plus $1 postage per order

payable to: D. MacKenzie, POB 40307, Berkeley CA 94704. Other CD's available are JAWBREAKER s

swell first album, "Unfun", and PARASITES ever popular "Punch Lines", Coming soon from Shredder,

a couple red hot limited edition collectibles. Write to the above address for info.
— - -

shred®
Distributed by Mordam Records



Reel Around the Fountain
I thought somebody was rattling the screen door, but it was just the wind. A hot wind,

the kind we usually get in late summer, pushing a cloud of brown dust down the empty

street.

Sweat keeps running into my eyes as I shuffle around the room trying to figure out

what to do first. My flimsy black suitcase sits in the corner, winking at me with bloodshot

eyes. Somehow I have to fit my life into that bag, and still be able to carry it away from

here.

I can smell, almost taste last night’s beer finding its way out through my pores. A
slight headache buzzes around the edges of consciousness, too mild to really bother me,

but still annoying. A semi-comatose cluster of flies hangs just beneath the cracked plaster

ceiling.

By tonight, I’ll be out of henwNever^

have the slightest idea where I’i

finished now.

I’ve been planning to leave

friends were urging me to go.

thing or another kept happening. I

I’d think, might as well wait untij

now while it’s so hot, I’ll just stajj

If I cared to be honest with
i

because I didn’t know what I’d dc

of that thing Shakespeare said, at]

ning out looking for new ones.

Anyway, I didn’t really hate 1

impression. It made me seem ml
was that it set me apart from eveij

great place to raise your kids, etc!

Provided, of course, that yoij

minimum wage moron jobs and s|

with a shred of sensitivity or ir

school, if not sooner.

Which makes it all the harde

an artist, supposedly. I could wa|

stick-on mustache, and nobody w|

like that. I’m the slightly more h|

It wasn’t always that way. Back in High school l used to paint pictures that

anyone could understand. Landscapes, portraits, you know, all glossed over to

make things as pretty as they could or should be. I won prizes every year at

school, and at the state fair too.

Then my painting started taking a different turn. Technically it was a lot

better, but that’s not what people saw. Every time I’d show someone a new

picture, I’d hear some variation of, “It’s nice, I guess, but how come you don’t

paint those pretty pictures like you used to?”

Eventually, they stopped being interested in my work, which was fine with me.

I always suspected their opinions weren’t entirely objective anyway. There’s no way I

can put this without sounding conceited, so I’ll just go ahead and say it: you see, I happen

to be very good looking. People have been telling me that all my life, and even if I could

never see exactly what they were talking about, they can’t all be crazy or blind.

So what, you say? It’s just that when you’re good-looking you get special treatment.

People pay more attention to what you say, they take you more seriously. Sure, most of the

time they’re being phony and buttering you up because they want something, but even if

by Larry Livermore

they’re only after your body, they still have

to pay attention to you, the kind of attention

that plain-looking people almost never get.

I first noticed that in tenth grade. Alvin

Hicks was in my class that year, and he’d

hand in these stories every week in English

class that still give me little quivers all over

just to think about them. If I could paint

ell as he could write, I could be

aris or New York and be the toast

»ciety, provided they still have that

mg.

11 Alvin ever got for his pains was,

weird” from his classmates and,

ery interesting” from the teacher,

sure it was because he was drab

bish, right down the coke-bottle

nd the shirt tail that he’d always

tuck in on one side. He did go

ollege, but I heard that he gave up

g and ended up as some kind of

rk. I would rather have shot my-

ay, this story’s not about Alvin or

bout Jimmy Johnson, who for a

le managed to become the most im-

rson in my life. I’d always sort of

m, since his family livedjust down

[he street from mine, but I never re-

ally talked to him or any-

thing till I was about 14.

He’d always be

out in his yard work-

ing on an old blue

Chevrolet that he

hardly ever seemed

able to get running.

To tell the truth, the

reason I first noticed

him was that he

looked so miserable

leaning there under that

hood hour after hour. I couldn’t figure out

why he was doing it, since he didn’t look

like your standard grease monkey type. He
looked more like he should be writing po-

etry, something I would later find out he did.

Since the car was such an obvious piece
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of junk, I couldn't understand why it mat-

tered to him to get it running. It’s not like

he needed it to get around town; it would

take yqp about ten minutes to walk every-

where worth walking in this place.

He’d never explain what it was with him

and that car. He’d just say something cryp-

tic and half-sarcastic like, “A man’s gotta

do what he’s gotta do,” or some similar cli-

che. As a kid I chalked it up as one of life’s

little mysteries, but when I got older I de-

cided it must have been his attempt to be

normal, to fit in with the yokels. Being a

poet isn’t going to get you much respect in

this town, and neither is working in a book-

store, which was how he earned his living.

I know he felt like an embarrassment

to his parents, who were Main Street USA,

right down the line. His dad was a millhand

and his mom was an old-fashioned house-

wife. They couldn’t figure out how they got

such an unusual son. Sometimes when Mr.

Johnson had too much to drink, he’d start

speculating about how maybe the babies had

gotten switched at the hospital.

Everything changed the summer Mr.

and Mrs. Johnson got killed in a car crash.

Jimmy kept on living in their house, only

now he had it all to himself. With no one to

nag or criticize him, he started getting

weirder and weirder. Making him all the

more interesting to me, of course.

I was about 16 then. I’d been hanging

around with him now and then for a couple

years, if hanging around isn’t too strong a

way of putting it. Usually I’d see him work-

ing on his stupid car and he’d let me stand

there watching him, all the while trying to

explain what he was doing, even though it

was obvious he didn’t have much idea him-

self.

Once his parents were gone I started

seeing another, more interesting side of him.

I’ll never forget the day he first showed me
his poetry. It was like he was revealing a

dark, shameful secret. He took me into his

bedroom, where all the drapes were closed

and not a shred of daylight could get in. It

was like a ritual, the way he took so long to

dig out those stacks of paper from the bot-

tom of a desk drawer and dump them in my
lap.

I sat there reading for an hour, maybe

more. I wasn’t that fascinated, but Jimmy

was hovering over me like he was waiting for my opinion, so I kept reading, hoping I’d

ipme up with one. It wasn’t especially bad poetry, but it wasn’t quite good either. It was

like six of one and half a dozen of the other. On one hand he was trying to unlock the

secrets of the universe and on the other he was trying to reassure his readers that, “Hey,

I’m not one of those artsy-fartsy poets, I’m a good old boy who likes to work on cars and

just happens to write down a few lines from time to time.”

Later I was to grow fonder of his poetry, but not necessarily because it ever got any

better* The remarkable thing about his writing was how much he showed of himself,

sometimes to the point of embarrassment. If you had any special reason to be interested

in Jimmy Johnson, it could keep you enthralled for hours. But as far as I know, I was the

only one who was ever especially interested in Jimmy Johnson.

I’m not sure when things between me and Jimmy started going beyond friendship.

TBi year l was 16, and the next year too, he used to tease me about how I was too young

to be hanging around him, and how people were going to accuse him of robbing the

cradle. I pretended not to know what he meant. I had some idea, though, especially

wften my father started yelling about how it didn’t look right for me to be spending time

in the house of a single man so much older than me.

I didn’t take him too seriously. After all, Jimmy was only five years older, which

didn’t seem like a big deal. But I guess him saying things like that planted little seeds in

my head, because afterwards I started catching Jimmy looking at me in funny ways,

staring at me, in fact, when he thought I wouldn’t notice.

I was 18, almost 19, when Jimmy and I became lovers. It wasn’t anything I expected

or wanted, and yet it made me feel really good, knowing that Jimmy needed me and that

I could make him happy. It made me happy too, but in a strange way. Half the pleasure

I got out of the relationship was thinking about what a scandal it would cause if anyone

knew about it.

No one ever found out, though. It wasn’t like we kept it secret for any particular

reason, either. After all, we were both adults - technically speaking - and neither of us

cared that much what anyone else thought. Yet there was an unspoken understanding

between us to keep quiet, one that made everything seem all the more special because we

were the only ones in

Now and then ;

night or early in the

to draw conclusions,

but then they’d figuri

normal stuff.

I was enjoying

Jimmy that things w<

that sex was complic;

like that that I’d usu;

And we did havi

hot, just comfortably

long just letting the

doubts aside and jus

Around August,

like I’d never be able

way I explained it to

to leave it. But I’m

leave.”

“Then don’t lea

really want to break

imagine being able t<

That would hav<

should have mention!



time that summer. It’s a ridiculous excuse

for a fountain, kind of a town laughingstock

in fact. Even though it was right near d<j

town, hardly anybody ever went then

ing it a perfect place for us to sit arbffid till

all hours of the night.

A bit of history is in order

when the first Mr. Vernon startei

he laid out a street plan that woi

erything centered around his si

station. Mr. Vernon was a real g
things pretty much went his way,

to having the town named after

son wasn’t quite so hard-nosed. Ol

mayor, and had his finger in just abl

ery municipal pie, but when George

came to town and opened up a new gene!

store a block away, it put a real crimp in his

style.

There wasn’t enough business for two

general stores, so obviously one had to go.

The Vernons had always been in charge

around here, so Mr. Vernon thought he could

get away with anything. He put up a great

big building next to his store, that he planned

on getting the government to use for the new

post office. He figured with his store and

the post office and the gas station all right

together, nobody would ever bother going

all the way down to Grady’s general store.

But he didn’t count on Mr. Grady be-

ing smart enough to bribe somebody in the

government to put the post office next to his

store instead, and there Mr. Vernon was,

stuck with an expensive empty building and

fewer and fewer customers for his store.

One thing Mr. Vernon had going for

him, though, was that he was still the mayor,

and he used he used a whole bunch of tax

money to build what he called the “Vernon

Town Plaza.” It was really just a paved-over

vacant lot with a couple park benches, and

its centerpiece, a concrete fountain which

bath. I|e^ought this stunnir^g Tfeit of civic

architecture would draw shoppers back to

his $ide of town, but the idea backfired.

People were so outraged at his squandering

of public funds that they turned litm out of

offtce at the next election.;: Not Ifng after-

wari, his stofeand servidl static! went un-

der.

ings have sat vacant ever since. The block

Fplaza might a&*vell be a ghost town; the only reason anybody ever

is if Jfcfy’re oj^tifeir way to the city park or cemetery, which conve-

fght r^|||to each other.

To the dry concrete bowl seemed the perfect metaphor for the futility

gtence, especially as applied to this sorry town. That’s why it was so awe-inspiring

the night We wandered down there, arguing all the way about whether we should break up,

• find that the fountain had mysteriously come to life. In the hot, dusty night, the water

into the air and^h&U^uspended there just long enough to capture the refracted

glo\v%ffeeiifeury streetfamp overhead.

I had never in my life seen water in the fountain. Mr. Vernon had operated it until he’d

been turned out of office, and after that it would be turned on sporadically, depending on

the mood of the town government. But this was all a long time ago, before people starting

worrying about water shortages. In the 1970s it was shut off permanently.

But that night the water was flowing freely, which was especially weird since we were

in the middle of a drought. Jimmy and I sat there staring at it till nearly daylight, and then

we went back to his house to sleep. The magic of it was too much to ignore; for a while

longer I put all my doubts on hold.

By October, though, I was back to my old incertitude, and one day when I was feeling

especially wistful, Jimmy pressed me too hard about what I was thinking. I wished he

hadn’t done that, but once he got going, everything kept unraveling. He asked again and

again if I wanted to break up with him, if I wasn’t happy, and finally, almost against my
will, I said yes. It was a big load off my mind, and at the same time, I felt like I’d put a

great big period to the whole first stage of my life.

The weeks that followed were hard. I imagine it’s easier to break up with someone in

a big city, where barring unforeseen circumstance, you might not ever have to see them

again. The only way you can pull that off in a town this small is to never go outside, which

is what I did and what I suspect Jimmy was doing too. From my attic window I could see

his house, and the lights were always on, no matter how late it was. Figuring he must be

staying up all night and sleeping days, I started running any necessary errands early in the

morning.

That worked, but eventually something drew me out of the house one night, call it a

compulsion or call it fate, I don’t care. Even though it was almost November, it was too

hot to sit indoors. I wandered - where else? - down toward the fountain.

As I neared the plaza, I heard the sound of a car engine running, and every now and

then, a radio playing. I peeked cautiously around the corner, and there was Jimmy’s blue

Chevrolet, sitting at a crazy angle in the middle of the street, with the door hanging wide

open. A few feet away Jimmy, clutching a whisky bottle, was wobbily describing haphaz-

ard, drunken semi-circles around the dried-up fountain.

I was terrified that he’d see me and cause a scene, but he was oblivious to everything.

I watched for a while, growing sick to my stomach, then slunk away home to bed. The

next morning the news was all over town, how Jimmy Johnson had been found dead in the

front seat of his car, the engine still running. The muffler leaked and there were holes in

the floorboards, but no one ever knew for sure if he did it on purpose or was just too drunk

to realize what was happening.
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I’d never known anybody who died before, so I took it pretty hard. Tile i

was, I never gave much thought to whether I had anything to do v|ith his del^i. If^eems

like a logical thing to wonder about, since I know he was depressed about pur breakup, !

somehow I always managed to change the subject when my mind would drift in tbit4|rec-

tion.

Last night I went down by the fountain again. Fatty Smith was there* just bttfnbU^ H

around. Fatty is sort of our one-man Parks and Recreation Department, a jolf he’s had all

his life because he was some kind of relation to a former mayor. All he ever does is'

the grass in the cemetery and the park; mostly he sleeps behind the custodian’s shed with a

half-finished pint of some strong liquor close by.

It’s rare to see him actually walking about, and unheard of to see him doing so with

something resembling a thoughtful look on his face. I’d never had a conversation of more

than a half dozen words with Fatty, but for some reason it seemed appropriate now. I told

him how I’d seen Jimmy Johnson stumbling around the fountain on the night he died.

“It’s not the first time something like that happened,” he said, looking as though he

were wondering whether it was safe to confide in me. “Remember when that girl got

murdered, oh what was it, ten, fifteen years ago?”

It was longer than that; I only vaguely remembered hearing the story as a very small

child.

“It happened right here,” he said. “I was the one what found the body.”

“You mean she was murdered right here in the middle of town?” I asked.

“Yeah, but it was like it is now, nobody ever came down here, especially at night.”

Realizing he had gotten my attention, an unmistakable gleam entered his eyes. “Those

two were high school sweethearts,” he said. “You never saw two kids so close, you’d a

thunk they waist. I’d see ‘em sitting around here staring at the fountain

you and Jimmy Johnson.”

. Had he been spying on us? Did anyone else know?

going to sleep when the phone rang. It was the mayor,

me the fountain was turned on, the city couldn’t afford

and I did***fS :re always turninj

vas easy; Inerej ;ht across the

j me no jffevetfri paying the

;
and shui

: mayor

here, I seen

) scrub down

was blood all over the place, and what he was doing was trying to

drain. He didn’t seet&4P
:Wo happened, he kept talking

cleaning things tip for his ‘baby.’ MeanwMe. his baby is lying there

that bush ovep4here^Was the one ^haffoun^her.’

Half fc^inated* halfjppaRed^J was sbi^ed vNyth a sudden inspiratioi

“would ypCi turnon thcffountain for nSejtonight? %st for a couple of mil

I’m leavifig tql/n tQifiorro^ ^roBStbly fo?&oo<fc I’d like to see the fountain

for old

he

last two

up dyin

'as ypu who turned the foun-

tain Jn tha|%igbjl last summer?”

He riSviopily knew what night I was

talking about: “Yeah, it were me all right,

don’t know whatcame over me, Ijust started

leehiff sentipintal or something. Kind of

wish IJjadfrt done it now, can’t help think-

fountain is jinxed.”

I wasn’t sure ifFatty genuinely believed

this, but once I got him a bottle of Southern

Comfort, he happily set about activating the

fountain. It was no small deal; first he had

to open the custodian’s shed and get out

some special tool, which he the used to pry

up a metal plate buried in the comer of the

graveyard. Then he had to use some other

odd-looking device to turn the underground

valve, and it was still a few more minutes

before the fountain burst into life. Fatty

shrugged and disappeared behind the shed

with his bottle.

I sat staring into the splashing water for

a while, not that long, actually, because it

no longer looked romantic or magical, just

sad. When I’d had my fill, I went to tell

Fatty he could turn off the water now, but

he was sound asleep. I headed home and

started thinking about what to pack.

Until I’d told Fatty I was leaving town,

m so myself. But now there

mind. Every tale that

concerning me and

and the longer I

ing there my-

ly; then I

vould never

(would have

If I ever get

here and fix

It look like a

r a water sys-

|e, and erect a

to remember

one besides me
im again.

iasfoM^^ can’t help thinking that

ced his own life to save mine,

or at least to make mine possible. I don’t

know if that’s what he had in mind the night

he died, but that’s how it worked out. Love

can be pretty great stuff, when it’s not kill-

ing you.
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by Leah Ryan

Technically, it was a one-bedroom

place. When I moved in, ^Francie

gave me the bedroom. Thjsj

me. Francie generally didn

sharejanything. And

room
working doors in

bathroom door and
Francie’s living room,

It was huge
I

I’ve hardly seen si

so had one of

enb The rest; be

between the hallway and
,d simply fallen offtheir hinges.

.-•about the exterminator abput

Icking their feet; about the pro

nSBs,” Francie said. We stood

They were not smashed* apart, or kicked in, like some
ley’d simply fallen, gradually, as if they were

myhedroom door begem to do the same,

end John fixed it fof me. John was handy
lu§e in a strange sort of way. I knew

people who would have done a neater

rould have had td ask. John just did

it, without bowing his horn about It. He liked me. He
had a daughter my age. He took the hinges offmy door

and put them back on. The door |!ever worked quite

right after that. Nevertheless, it was a door. The apart-

ment had the kind ©f old filth that makes it hard to

think about cleaning at all,/It was futile; the dirt was
ancient and eveiywhelp. We had roaches that congre-

gated in the kitchen heat register. They swarmed con-

stantly beneath the Crusty Iron grate. The restaiu:

worked in had vermin, tho; not only roaches, 1*6|

Big, slimy river rats thatfclimbed nimbly hp the (l._„„_.

We had an exterminator that came in once a week. One
day I asked him what to do about roaches. He was hang-

ing fly strips from the ceiling. He had to stand on a

chair to reach. I found
looking guy, small and
shiny dish machine,

ing. It had been a slow li

out looking at me. “Real!

he said. “They’ll get it on th)

their feet.” "Then what,” I ai

ck-

o-

ent

ow
^op-

out of the grat©/“You’d

'rancie said, still watch-

d look. “Why don’t you
[ways have,” she said,

the kitchen. “I took

to her bad

I e:

roach!

sionsA

and watted the heat register grate!

dusted with white powder, ^imagined the ri

ping like popcorn, spring]

better take out the garb<

ing the heat register^
take it out,” I asked,

matter of fact, and tur:

it out laS&J. week,” I said

mean you,” she called from the living roorn.

general.” Francie was ten years older than I w<

this^a&fa-kind of logic that I was too young
stand. I looked again at the grate. Nothing wail

pening. The next day, I had to work thei'dinner shift. I

went ih at five o’clock. It was slow again, so I polished

the dish machine and scrubbed the waH behind the

sink. Time passed slowly. I wentoutside to take a break.

The dock was right outside the kitchen door. The kitchen

itself was a bottleneck: a slimy, narrow hole. In the

summer, the

could eat

restaurants

until a ten-pea

some, while I si

Lg. He was a nice

leaned against my
just finished polish-

,acid,” he said with-

it in your cupboards,”

and then they’ll liqk

ed. “They explode^
s Oj

my way home, I bought a jar of boric acid at the

store. It didhtrsay anything about cockroacheso:

was at the top of a long,

hill. You 'cohl<St|®e![the whole town from our win
From the kitehbf^&u could see the waterfront, whicj

was where my re|taurant was.’IWas pouring boric acid

into the heat register when Francie came home. “What

the hell are you doing?” she asked./Boric acid,” I said.

©re tables out on the (

ijght on the river. The river was the

attraction. It was attractive, sure,

fbegged at your table. I looked for

d my cigarette. Even in the dusk,

-they were eaSy to spot. They made sizable ripples in

the water. You could hear them paddling. They gleamed
in the streetlights. There were huge carp.^po, big ugly

things , two or three feet long. Mornings, 1 threw stale

bread in the waterito watch them all comb. That night,

I didn’t see any ratsij saw a few ducks, and 1 saw a fish

jump. I went back inside, went to work on a burnt pot

and sent a rack of glasses through! I figufeeff’d be out

by midnight, easy. The fly strip was already peppered

with flies, some ofIbem still struggling. At the end of

the night, after I’d nioppcd the floor, I got a ride down-
town with the bartender. I had him drop me off at Jack’s

ub, which is where Francie and I ljung out. When I

[Ot there she was crammed into a booth with a bunch
f people I didn’t know. She knew everybody. Once a

eek, someone fell injove with her. Men and women,
^oung and old, from all walks of life. People were al-

ways giving hehihiff - money, jobs.drugS, cars, guitar

amplifiers, you name it. I’ve never been like that my-
self. I wouldn't know how to charm somebody ifmy life

depended on ft After I had a few drinks, I went to sit
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around

fry

with Francie, who by now was singing Irish songs with
a bunch ofdrunk electricians. They did that every nigh t.

Francie seemed to know the songs by heart

one-thirty, Francie and I left together,

drunk and I thought we might get into an
was drunk too, and I didn’t care much,
been in a lot of accii

face. “John plan!

were on our way.

she said. This was
jungle ofweeds,

drive on the sidewalk,

if I had checked the

work, wl

pulled

“IsrltS

ad a 1<

den, “ she told

asked. “The

The backyard

ce?” “Great,” I said,

suddenly I could not remember
ive burners and the ovens at

h was part ofmy job. “Shit,” I said when we
iveway. “What?” “Nothing.” When we

cracked some beprs from the six-pack

stc

time

stand up
Sooner or

motely liked

bar, and Ipoke^

much was
ther,” said f

yeah?” I

ter, Francie came
I was surprised it had

looked out the windi

was exploding. It

Yob
ment.

fault,

ing

I c

would
was, I spent about an
running far away, to sortie'

ed to remember check-

and the ovens,

hadn’t passed out, I

ake all night. As it

thought about

about how
turned out,

been full of

the explo;

an ifis

harmed,
fly strips and

never get to

ad si

like Guam. I thou]

ee John’s gardtetv As
d in a warehouse. I

thinner and things like that

ce suspected foul pla^rr^uc,

The restaurant was totally

terminator cptne in to change
rat removal options with th

owner, I told hinlwhat I’d done with
the boric striding

Lt

on hi9^|BlM4aking down a blackened, buzzing fly strip.

^ seem to be exploding, “ I explained.
’Well,

they ^pa't realfy explode, I guess. They dehyd£al2&eir
stomdcgj^plode.” “Oh,” I said. “Is it helj

he aske^. “It’s hard to say,” I told him.J^ilfliBiAhat
he had nS idea what kind pf magnitude
about. “Get more boric acici” he said. “Use alotfPut it

everywhere.”We heard a scream. There was a rpt in the/
dining room. The exte

happened that spStii

cause site slept around

!
boric acid

getting

e heat register.

I think it’s

e could hardly

pared for this.

Everyone she re-

:en her so long.

I don’t swing that way,” I said, which was not entirely

true, but it was an easy out. “Hah/* Francie spat non-
sensically, and steadied herselfon a chair. Suddenly, I

d saw that the waterfront

n fire; it was explo"

fe were silent fo;

ell,” I whispered.

Staurant,” sdid^rri

No,” I said firmly, “It’sflS^Jhl

was convinced, however, tfet

it was, and also, that it wasrmy

glasses of scotch

head. Other times,

reason at all. tasked the exte!

WI
had anything

We got a bij

the exte;

sometim
probably owe
part of

ive planted

off his chair. A lot

:e up with Francie be-

eem to care much,
kitchen and

er; the roaches;

got a new
He ran into*!

lowed at cv

plained aboA the

me tbig
me on the

me for no
day if he

chef,

t asking

g with me

could use to get rid

ut of that. I

he wanted to"go

t better of it. The places I went to

mey. Since Francie wanted no
took care of it myself. John must

in the dark. Everything was all mixed
up. I weeded until my back ached and piy shoulders

turned the color of week coffee. The tomatoes got top-

heavy and I staked them. Rabbits ate

the peas, but the fsquash did

under the ground.

John, dancing
seeds ove

like the exterr

he’d be gone 1

amazing, I thougp?

ach and
s bulged

pictured

ssing

leasant,

le tomatoes floi

^d the yard in

;r. He was sifiall

iut older. I wondered if he knew
ie vegetables came in. It was

fat anything survived. By mid-
summer, the kitchen was over-run with roaches and
loroughly dredged with boric acid. The tomatoes rip-

1, and the plants were attacked b
very day, in the hottest weeks
ito the yard an^picked tomatoe;

1 jeans and ^filsSroarfV as I could b
to

white bugs.

ier, went
them on my

!e vermin got
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OK, 1 ain't gonna h/aist a hole lot o

tiirds talkin to yous becatis its just

that your loosers and powers, the

tiirst kind, you think your Cool Cuz

your reeding a "punk" zine,b ut this

ain't no reel punk zine, you tiooldnt kno^j

that tho, Cuz. you dont kno nothin

about reel punk. So lm gonna tell

yous.

First if yous are over Zt and your

not ded, your not punk. Like 7 Secunds,

gkTVg/7 they sed "lm gonna stay yung

untill I dye" they dint mean your

\suppozed to hang around forever

^

pretending like your punk like Tim

$rj&]ohanan or Lary Livershit or Mykel

$wA ftored, they ment your supozed to dye
f

' iWfl your yung. V>uh.

'

Like g.g. Allin, lots of peepul say he
f

Uuz punk, but shit, he tiuz Vo or

sumthing,thats not punk, just old ,

And Jake f/lth, he soled out the kidz,

dude, hes like ZS or sumthin and he

dont even sing punk anymore, just sitz.

around on his but drinkin coffie that

,

he even payz. for, he even haz a jab,^

fukn pozer. •,

So tiut enny^ay, this hole zme iz for

pozerz, ennyone can see that, so tiut

tf they got a reel punk like me to be in

charj of a cupple pagez, it dont mean^
shit to shinolea, Cuz ill be ded soon

too Cuz lm almost Z!, but at leest

tienn they burry my punk ass in da ?

cold cold ground, they II hafta tir/te on

my gravestone (that my frendz s%

staled from some sorry pozer in

another gratve "he lived the kaos

and he fukd shit up" 13 #,

hov! many of you \oozerz can say

opinions espresso are rlrose of

not official Punk Planet editorial poll y r
t-JiW Foil INFORMATIONAL^

^PIJRPOSESONLY
FU"™T^e”o« ,0 aJEZ-V^
Corporate Research Center, given by a P^'TJXwt t)

search scientist, about microwave ovens. Don t ask why, except )

it was free, and 2) I was after some new ways to get in trouble

The most fun thing I learned was that you can microwave

the bag exptoOes and they
|

10 tea,8;

p

d
uT,l”bls or neon tubes in the

microwave and they’ll light up. The round ones or the screw-.n

will fit. Nothing bad happens but it’s good rainy-day fun.

-jimconnell@aol.corn *

i

The following is an edited version of several messages by
Pepito Pea@aol.com” Everything further is a quote with

no manipulation of the story by me. The afterword is by
Jim Connell (the one who took the time to compile all this)
with a message from “Allabuggy@aol.com”. I wish Pepito
Pea could edit it himself.. .but for reasons you’ll soon see he
is unable to. Read on.-Will Dandy
3/ 16/94

we dissected sheep brains in AP biology today,
naturally i snagged one and zipped it in a ziploc bag. i

carried it around for awhile, but since i already have one
lrom last year i decided i would take advantage of the
opportunity.

so me and ben schemed up plopping it in the Salad Bar in
our cafeteria, we waited till our lunch was over and a crowd
of people were entering and exiting so i furtively slipped
over to the salad bar, whipped out the brain and ever so
gently placed it in the middle of the large bowl of lettuce,

heehee. it looked fukking hilarious! i qwikkly ran to sit by
ben in a seat across the cafeteria to watch the fireworks
begin, the first girl (an underclassman) walks up there with
her dish and looks at the salad bowl, we nearly die from
giggling, then she looks around oddly and leans over and
SNIFFS it! hahahaa. what she did next i can not fukking
guess why. insteada screaming (like we expected her to and
wanted her to) she ACTUALLYTOOK SOMESALAD ! !

!

as if the brain was just a tidbit she dint want!!! argh. we
couldnt believe it..



then a teacher saw it and started grinning, it was my
third period psyche teacher who saw me with it. he instantly

knew it was me, but he’s kool and wouldnt squeal or anything,

but he notified the lunch cashier (an old lady) and she nearly

freeked! she started shaking and like gagging! god., i had to run

out of the cafeteria before falling on the ground laffing.. i think

the cafeteria gave refunds on ALL the salad today...

3/17/94

HA! wow. ive been suddenly ejected into the lime-

light again for skool! fukk. evidently the science dept dint find

the “sheep brain salad’’ as amusing as practically everyone else

did (teachers and faculty included)MY science teach is obviously

the MOST perturbed, he is going insane! for two dayz in a row

he has yelled at our class for 20 minutes on how he is going to

“bring down the perpetrator’’ and make him suffer, if not he has

threatened to fail everyone, bullshit.

its funny tho. no one has snitched on me thus far.

lotsa people know so its sorta scary, latest i heard was if he DID
catch someone he was going to have them expelled, ouch,

course im taking the attitude “deny till i die.’’ is it not the best

way to go? heehee. i havent been in this sorta trouble in ages!

its so funny how mad mr kolzow is. “we WILL find who did

this attrocity. there is a MASSIVE investigation going on right

now, and we.are compiling evidence at an extraordinary rate.’’

hehehee. geez.WHATevidence? ah well, hope no one snitches...

doubt they will, but fukk it seems EVERYONE knows (teach-

^
ers have been calling me brain boy (the KOOL ones) ) so its just

' a matter of time i guess...

of course, i do have a way out.... =)

3/21/94

mentally ive been totally stressed out! in less then

seven hours i will find out if i will be EXPELLED, god., i kant

believe i may be up for an expulsion... all over a sheep’s brain

!

<cringe>

the science dept is hot on my heels since three of my
peers snitched, theyve been playing a rilly good mind game...

i almost crakked on friday and confessed, but then i came to my
senses., i hope my alibi holds up tomarrow... if ot i kan kiss

college goodbye...

its a good thing i had a spare sheep's brain my room., just so

long as they dont test it for age i think ill be ok...

cross yer fingers for me everyone., tomarrow is

judgement day... actually im sorta eXcited since i havent been

in this sorta trubble since junior high... the mental pressure is

excruciating tho! if my parents find out i dont think youll be

seeing me on here anymore since i can kiss my computer

goodbye.. .=(

3/22/94

well i thought i wuz gonna be ok. mr kolzow our bio

teacher made NO mention of it this morning so i felt pretty

good, but UGH, sixth period i get escorted down to the dean’s

office by bill vice, father hake, and some other guy (obviously

a security understudy), which is pretty funny considering im a

tiny little easian punk surrounded by these three big lamers who
are infamous for being assholes...

i sit around the dean's office fora whole period while

dean fransen (my dean) is too busy on the fone. finally when 7th

:
begins im ushered in. but usually (detentions etc) i only deal

£-7 * with him. i wuz hit with a funny surprise, BOTH deans sat down
£:< with me in the room, i wuz all jittery, they both stared at me for

about two minutes, god. everything that happened in there was
~

I such a joke.

(if you cant tell im on the smug and confidence cycle

1 right now)

I

they were down my throats! first thing outta their mouths were

f

IS-

'6

ke “ok. cut the shit brandon. we KNOW you did it., blah blah
\

blah...’’ of course i just sit there all innocent and whatnot

admitting to only taking a brain home out of“scientific curiosty.’’

i could not believe the bullshit they were trying to pull...

“we have DOZENS of people who say they SAW you.”

“will get you to take a lie detector test.”

“the police are taking fingerprints.”

i dint know they could lie. but i wuz in a weird frame of mind

so i just denied everything, really threwem for a loop when i dint

contest to take a lie detector test, the people seeing me bit wuz

such a lie tho. ah well.

OH ! big news ! fukk, THIS threw ME for a loop ! that

day we had a substitute teacher and SHE HELPED me and

another student take out a brain and put it in these plastic

baggies, well get THIS, she now TOTALLY denies ever doing

that! she sez she dint even kow ANY were taken! god. i kant

belive she said that, what outright lies! (at least MINE are half

truths!) i have a feeling she’ll be in some deep shit...

well, feeling optimistic... heehee. i have SOME
leverage now too. one of the deans begged me not to put it in the

underground zine since he said it would “open the floodgates”

to prankdom hell. >=) so if i AM busted UNFAIRLY, guess

what our front page will be splattered with? <grin> well since

they dint crakk me they gave me the tired bit of “well, we’ 11 give

you 24 hours if yah wanna come bak or tell us anything....”

heehee. i think i won round one folks..

3/24/94

argh. the brains thing has been so fukking crazy, thot

i was scot free yesterday, evidently someone REALLY close to

me ratted, told him about the 2nd brain i had in my room, the

one i gave him telling him it wuz the one i took home. <sigh>

today is do or die day., i think, i mean, if i dont get

busted today, do ya think theyll keep it up AFTER spring break?

i sure as hell hope not.

they lie like bastards, also, the chances of them having it “age-

tested” is pretty low huh?

Afterword: Around this time Pepito Pea vanished. Attempts to

contact him yielded the message “Pepito Pea is not a known

user”. Everyone suspected the worst.

3/30/94 from “Allabuggy@aol.com”

Okay, I called Pea and he’s fine. He said to tell

everyone he really misses AOL and hopes to get back on soon.

He was about to flash a ton of e-mail to people when he found

that his account was no longer active. He’s a little worried about

why this might have happened so he’s laying low for a bit. It’s

still not clear whether he’ll come back as Pepito or under

another name, but he’ll be back. Rest assured.

Still no definitive word on his expulsion. It’s spring

break there and he’s hoping the whole thing will have blown

over by the time he gets back. But the way his luck’s been

I

running . . .

And that's all we know... so far...

f
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CHEAP PRICES FOR
INDEPENDENT MUSIC

AND ZINES...
7" Covers or CD covers + inserts:

$90 to $250 per 1000
Zines -- (500 min):

half size: 3/4 to 2 cents per page
full size: 1 to 3 cents per page

Books: 1 to 2 cents per page
Posters & Flyers: $55 to $250/1000
Stickers: (3 color, 3x3 or 4x2):

$45 per 1000. Glossy paper

Prices include shipping in U.S.A.

STUFF SO FAR:
7": Gauee, Cap'n Jazz, Guttermouth,
Poundea Clown, Emily, Clawhammer,
Jolt, Pennywise & God... /5th column,
MRR Insaints/D. Queens & Pilot

CD's: 8 Bark Scam & Struct., Sclong,
VooDoo Glow Skulls, Guttermouth,

J Church, Achtung Chicago & Poobah
Posters: Sinkhole, Doc Hopper, 15,

Jawbreaker, Mr. T, 8 Bark, VooDoo GS
Zines: Pawholes, Probe, Sauce, Wow
Cool, Attack&Answer, Puppy Toss

Books: Spew, McCord, Cinder & Doe
Call Jux, Paula or Sue

(510) 763-9432

^ ^ for samples , or write,

punks with Presses
PO Box 326

Berkeley, CA 94701

WARNING: Records Mailorder
Some Stuff For This Month. .

.

Down By Law-Anti

.

7 " ( comes with
comp, tape, post as 2 7"s) $3.75

State of the Union God of
Another Faith 7" $2.50

Zoinks! Dump-eye 7" $2.50
Zoinks! Sapsucker Sluggo 7" $2.50
My 3 Scum Fall of the house of

Scum. White Vinyl 1 " $2.50
My 3 Scum Food, Folks, & Guns 7"

Red Vinyl $2.50
V/A Under The Influence ep $2.25

Jack Scratch, Just Say No, All
You Can Eat. Yellow Vinyl

Tubesteak Tour Of Destruction 7"

$2.25
Thumper, Inc. Hooray For What?

Red Vinyl $2.75
Toe To Toe Force ep $2.75
Toe To Toe Fuck Seattle... ep $2.75
Naked Aggression : 2 7"s on a 10"

$6.50
Fear of God S/T ep $3.50
The Proles Kings Road Punks $2.80
The Brats Burning ep $2.75
Naked Violence / Amygdala split ep

$2.25
Gore Doctore Nakkoja & Normikkaita

$2.75
Grey Spikes Redwing Motel $1.60
Grey Spikes Songs For Nobody $1.60
State Of Mind Original Hate $2.75
Human Alert Anarchy & Justice $2.75
V/A Avalanche LP $6.50

Swiss Underground Comp. Colored Vinyl
V/A Avalanche 2 LP $6.50

Swiss Underground Comp. Colored Vinyl
Unborn SF From Presley To Punk MLP

$6.50
Unborn SF Vain Muutaman Ecun

Tahden LP $7.50
Pillbox NYC Jimbos Clown Room CD

$7.50
Those Who Survived The Plague

...get rid of CD $7.50
Anal Cunt Morbid florist CD $5.00
Terveet Kadet Bizarre Domination

7" $2.75
Fear Of God S/T ep $3.50
V/A Under The Influence, Again? ep

$2.25
Amygdala, Grey Spikes, & Tubesteak

V/A From Fire To Rust ep $2.25
Crop Dogs, Rail, Power Trip, more

Worms Heaven 7" $2.75
Spud Monsters Erba Shoots Crack 7"

Green Vinyl $2.75
Worms : Brutalizer 7" $2.75
Maho Neitsyt Ottaa Paahan $2.75
Miscast S/T 7" Yellow Wax $3.50
Radioactive Herra ep $2.75
Crop Dogs First Mission ep $2.25

Postage Rates
f“

WWMMM
TsA^

FIRST
LP $1.05

MEX

$3.12

HEMJS

$3.66 $5.65

' AFRICA

$7.40

RIM

$7.53 $6.55

FIRST
2 7”S $1.05 $1.48 $2.18 $301 $3.76 $3.85 $6.55

EXTRA
IP'S $.48 $.80 $1.50 $2.65 $3.65 $3.70 $1 05

US orders will be sent Special 4th Class

Canada/Mexico orders will be sent Air Small Packet Rate

Everywhere else, specify Surface or Air

The initial charge for Surface includes postage for 3 LP’s or

lOT’s
3 T’s=l LP; Treat 10”s, CD’s, and T-Shirts as IP’s;

Treat T
j

^s^
r ni a

Send SASE/IRC for full catalog, or contact
through INTERNET at warning00ieaol.eom
Bands /Labels get in touch, we want to carry

your stuff! WARNING :Records

1517 Westarn Ave. #191
Chicago Heights, II. 60411

Traders get in touch, we trade tool
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TOUCH & GO
How an Indie Label Plays with

the Big Boys. And Wins.

by D. Cahr & Eric St. Clair

This is rock and roll: Inside a huge,

moldering warehouse on the north-

west side ofChicago, piles ofrecords,

promotional, materials and boxes
compete with sawdust and general

construction chaos for the few spots

of available space. David Yow, rabid

lead singer of the Jesus Lizard, has
been drywalling. “It’s pretty crazy

around here,” says Corey Rusk,
founder, owner and spiritual leader

of Touch & Go records. “When we
moved in here, it was far more space

than we needed, and way more
space than I thought we could ever

use. We’ve gone from occupying a

little tiny bit of this space to filling

all of it, plus a third of another floor.

When I started all this, I had no idea

what this would become.” Touch &
Go has become a magnet, for over a
decade, for some of the most impor-

tant bands in America. From the

Butthole Surfers and Big Black to

Slint, Seam, the Jesus Lizard and
even Nirvana, bands that sell hun-
dreds of thousands of records
around the world have made their

home at Touch & Go. And the main
reason for that is Corey Rusk. “Corey

Rusk is the hardest working man in

show business,” said Yow, sipping a
beer daintily, pinkie extended.
“James Brown is second. He works
harder than you can even imagine.”

People have developed, over the

years, a highly romantic notion

about the rock and roll life. They
picture the limos, the paparazzi, the

glamour. Almost no one ever experi-

ences that — perhaps three dozen

artists in this country today. The real

stories are much more remarkable,

having required hard work, self

abasement, and more patience than
most of us would even consider

sane. The story of Corey Rusk is an
exemplar of the do it yourself spirit

that has energized the American in-

dependent movement over the past

fifteen years. His story is an arche-

type, for its also the story of Fugazi’s

Dischord in Washington, DC., and
K records out of Olympia Washing-
ton, and all of the other keepers of

the original DIY flame. Touch & Go
Records started when Corey Rusk
was sixteen years old. As bassist

for hammer-to-the-skull Ohio punk
rock band the Necros, Rusk turned
to his hero, Tesco Vee of the legend-

ary Michigan band The Meatmen, for

money to put out their first record.

They named the label, originally

meant merely as a vanity label for

the Necros, after Touch & Go, Tesco

Vee’s popular fanzine. In the begin-

ning, nothing came of it. But things

changed after Corey left the band,

following a successful national tour

with the Misfits. “I was in the band
until 1983, but it was around 1981

that I began to think ‘Gee, there’s

all these bands out there, and now
we know how to put out records...’

as ifwe had any clue back then. To
give you an idea of how clueless we
were,” says Rusk, "when we put out

the first Necros record, we thought,

‘How many should we make?’ Well,

I don’t know, how many could we
sell? Where are we going to sell

them?’ Nobody had any idea where
to sell them, how to sell them, or how

many to make, so we made 100, and
we thought that was a lot. We fig-

ured we had five friends we could

give them to, and Tesco had a few
friends to give them to and maybe
we could sell 50 through an ad in

Touch & Go magazine and by tak-

ing them around to some local

record stores or something. That’s

how clueless we were.” Today, Corey
sells 100,000 copies of the Jesus
Lizard/Nirvana single, and has
moved several hundred thousands
copies ofButthole Surfers, Big Black

and Jesus Lizard LPs. Yet despite

these numbers, Touch & Go is run
like almost no other label in

America, independent or major. Few
people understand the real behind-

the-scenes dirt behind how a band
and a label interact, and that is how
generation after generation ofbands
get taken for a ride. In order to un-
derstand why Touch & Go is differ-

ent, it is important to understand
the American music industry, and
how it exploits the “talent.” “Corey

still uses as the sole barometer of

whether or not he wants to put out

a record whether or not he likes the

band and the record,” says Steve

Albini, who has worked with Touch
& Go as both a band member (in Big

Black) and as a producer for many
of the bands on the label. “Because

of that. Touch and Go doesn’t bind

the band contractually, which
means that in order to keep work-

ing with a band he must retain their

trust. There are no restrictions on
any band, and they can leave when-
ever they want.” “If a band wants to
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do a record with Touch & Go, they

agree to do that one record with

Touch & Go,” continues Albini, who
was recently, much to his chagrin,

named Rolling Stone’s “Hot” pro-

ducer of the year. “If the band is

happy with the way things proceed

and Corey is happy with the way the

band behaves itself, naturally, they

will continue to work together.

There’s no effort made to treat the

band as though they are a corpora-

tion that has to be bound contrac-

tually. The bands are expected to

behave honorably and he is expected

to behave honorably. None of the

bands on the label have managers.

There’s no one to interfere in be-

tween Corey and the band. There’s

direct communication, and the

bands don’t feel that they are being

protected.” This is, needless to say,

somewhat unusual in the music

business. The problems and con-

flicts that arise between major la-

bels and their talent are well docu-

mented. Bands are commonly
bound for seven and eight albums,

making them, essentially, inden-

tured servants. Artists as prominent

as Neil Young, Don Henley and
George Michael have, in recent

years, been involved in high profile

lawsuits against their record com-

panies. But even independent labels

aren’t immune. SST records, one of

the most prominent punk labels of

the early to mid 80s, (Husker Du,

Sonic Youth, Black Flag, Bad Brains,

Minutemen) had, by the end of the

decade, suffered substantial finan-

cial setbacks and has recently been

the subject of a number of lawsuits

by former bands. Seattle’s Sub-Pop,

the home of modern grunge, has

long had a reputation for not pay-

ing their artists— punctually, in full,

or at all— though this has changed

since the windfall of Nirvana’s suc-

cess. Rough Trade, the largest of all

independent distributors, went into

bankruptcy two years ago, dragging

countless bands and labels down
with them. And there’s one of the

most prominent labels of the mid-

’80s, Homestead. Rick Sims, leader

of the Didjits, tells of his first expe-

rience with an independent label:

“Before we were on Touch & Go, we
decided to have Homestead distrib-

ute our first record [Fizzjob], and
they didn’t give a fuck about us. We
never saw any money, and Cosloy

[Gerard Cosloy, former head of

Homestead, now the head of Mata-

dor/Atlantic] was being a big

smartass about it, telling us ‘oh, you

got to talk to this person,’ and ‘no,

you’ve got to talk to this person,’ and

‘bye.’ And I told them, ‘Look, either

give me my records back or give me
my fucking money.’ So about this

time I got to know Steve Albini, and

I asked him, “Why can’t these people

pay me? What do I have to say to

them, what do I have to do?” So he

told me, “Listen, I’ll call them up,

and tell them to give you your

money. “Basically, what happens
with these people is this: If I give

them 500 copies of a lowly Didjits

record and say ‘sell these for me,’

they don’t have to worry about giv-

ing me money. It’s not like they make
so much money off of me, and it’s

not like I’ll be withholding a whole

bunch of other Didjits albums from

them if they don’t pay me. But if a

big seller like Steve Albini calls up
and says, and this is what he did

for us, he told Homestead ‘pay these

guys, or you won’t be distributing

Big Black stuff anymore,’ that’s the

only way you can get anything out

of these guys.” IfRusk and Touch &
Go never fell into the traps that

snagged so many others, it’s par-

tially because of his strong, work-

ing class background: he did this

because it was what he wanted to

do, not because it would be some
kind ofglamour profession. After the

second Necros album, Rusk took a

job in a lumber yard to finance put-

ting out more records. At other

times, he and his then-wife Lisa

worked delivering pizzas all day, and
worked on the record business while

running a club in Detroit. Their

bands would even sometimes live

with them for awhile— including the

Butthole Surfers. “When I first met
them, they were at the beginning of

their homeless phase, where they

had nowhere to live for a couple of

years and lived on the road without

a place to go home to. So, they

stopped in Detroit and stayed for two

or three weeks, which was great.

They were really nice people, andwe
got to know them and agreed to put

out their records and became their

home away from non-home. They’d

come by pretty regularly. It was
great." The family image projected

by this story seems somewhat out

ofwhack with the public perception

of bands like the Butthole Surfers.
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(Really nice people being one of the

last descriptions one would use to

describe a band that releases al-

bums like Rembrandt Pussyhorse or

Creamed Corn from the Socket of

Davis.) But that close feeling extends

to even to the present day, where

David Yow helps Seam build the

racks for their touring van, and
builds offices for the label. Where
bands like the Didjits refer to Corey

like a friend rather than a boss. As
Rick Sims told Maximum Rock and
Roll, “Corey always hugs us when
we leave.” This is, needless to say,

not the case at most labels, major

or indie. And the big indies can

sometimes be the worst of all. Many
bands long to be on some of the

larger indies, thinking that they’ll get

the street credibility of an indepen-

dent with some distribution clout.

But some of the more ambitious in-

dependents, according to Albini,

merely end up combining the worst

aspects of major labels and indies:

“When it’s to their advantage to be-

have like big labels, they do. That

is, whenever there’s something that

they don’twant to do that they might

feel obligated to do if they were act-

ing on a handshake basis, they fall

back on the old contractual obliga-

tion ruse. They’ll say, ‘Well accord-

ing to our agreement with you, that’s

not somethingwe have to do.’ When
it’s to their advantage to behave in-

formally, that is as if it’s a hand-

shake agreement, they do that as

well: Well I know we’re supposed to

pay you your royalties by a certain

date, but things have been really

crazy here what with Earth Day and
all so you’re just going to have to

bear with us.’ ” This is not atypical.

Almost every band we talked to had
some horror story or another to tell

of label machinations done in order

not to pay them royalties. ‘Touch &
Go is a very good label because it is

run in a very business-like fashion,

which a lot of other labels can’t find

it within themselves to do,” says

David Sims, bass player for the

Jesus Lizard, as well as its illustri-

ous forerunners Rapeman and
Scratch Acid. “And they’re very

straightforward about being busi-

ness-like. When you first start talk-

ing to other labels, they will always,

always, promise you the moon.
Bands inevitably are disappointed in

what they get. What happens, espe-

cially with major labels, is they

promise them all of this tour sup-

port, big advances, big recording

budgets, and they never tell the

band — and somehow the bands
never wise up to the fact until its

too late— that they’re talking about

spending all the band's money.

They’re talking about guaranteeing

the bands will never get paid other

than in the form of a big stupid bus
they don’t need on tour and all these

stupid deli trays while they’re re-

cording that they don’t need. Corey,

on the other hand, is very forthright

about that,” continues Sims. “He

says ‘look, this is what we need to

do to turn a profit on this record. If

you want the deli trays, this is how
much its going to cost, and this is

how many records you’re going to

have to sell to pay for them. Do you
want the deli trays or do you want
the money from those records. Then,

it all becomes very easy.” Albini

agrees that the deception of bands

is in fact worse where major labels

are concerned. The major label per-

spective is that in order to woo a

band away from an independent la-

bel that’s been treating them well,

they have to offer that band some-

thing that the independent label

can’t offer them. So what they offer

them is the option of spending a

huge sum of money, which is the

band’s (royalty! money anyway. The
band, feeling flattered by this, goes

to the major label, and is then in the

position of being in debt from their

very first second of existence on the

major label.” The books are so

cooked, that is, the royalty rates are

so minuscule, and the number of

deductions so great, that it’s virtu-

ally a sharecropper arrangement.

It’s virtually impossible for a band
to earn a living from selling records,

and that’s the reason the major la-

bels stay in business.” Albini pro-

vides the following illustration, to

explain the slimy world of the mu-
sic business: “Let’s say you’re in a

band, and you sign to a major label,

and they offer you $200,000 as an
advance and recording budget for

your first record—that’s about av-

erage. Let’s assume your royalty rate

is [a standard) 12% ofthe retail price

of every record that’s sold. [The ma-
jor label) is going to want you to use

a ‘name’ producer and name produc-

ers virtually always charge a couple

of points, sometimes as many as

three points. A point is 1% of the

retail price of a record sold. Those

points, generally speaking, come out

of the artist’s royalties. So, ifyou do

what the record label asks, and you
use a ‘name’ record producer, and
that producer gets paid an advance

of $75,000 plus 3 points, you have

to pay, as part of your recording

budget, $75,000 and you lose 3 of

your 12 points on every record.” It

should be mentioned that Albini

may be the only producer of note

who refuses, in all cases, to take

points on a record. “A lot of major

labels will not deal with a band un-

less the band has a management
company, they won’t deal directly
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with the band. Say the manager
charges [a standard] 15% of your

band advance and royalty income,

then the actual recording costs, that

is, all the money that’s been spent

up until that point, has to be de-

ducted from your income from then

on out. You’re going to have to earn,

in royalties, something like

$300,000 in order to pay off the ini-

tial $200,000. Once you’ve done
that, after you’ve sold, say a quar-

ter of a million records — You’re

broke. You haven’t made a cent.

Your record company, on the other

hand, has cleared profit on every

record sold, because they don’t care

if your royalties are disappearing

into a black hole, they have to pay

that money anyway. So ifthat money
gets recouped within their own
spending scheme, it doesn’t matter,

because they weren’t going to keep

that money anyway." So are bands
able to earn a living by' touring con-

stantly? “There are ways that bands
get robbed on tour as well. The band
[may have] a booking agent that

charges 15 to 20%. Let’s say the

record company pays for advance

and speciad record promotions; as

tour support, let’s say they give you

cash money to support your tour

bus and all this other bullshit. You’re

going to be obligated to have a lot of

“handlers” and technicians on the

road with you— all of this has to be

paid directly out ofyour income. It’s

quite reasonable for a band to work
their asses off, and generate an in-

come for the music industry in the

millions of dollars and still not get a

cent themselves.” “Bands are gull-

ible. There’s a new population of

bands every couple of years that

want to be flattered in this way. They
want to think that the record com-

pany is behind them. That flatter-

ing notion is what allows the record

companies to keep the deck stacked

in their behalf.” “One of the main
reasons we’re still around is because

I’m an absolute fanatic about ac-

count, about budgets, about keep-

ing track of everything we spend,”

says Rusk. “I can think of nothing

more embarrassing than being un-

able to pay a band its royalties.”

Touch & Go pays its bands in a

unique fashion as well; After costs,

the profits get split 50/50 between
the band and the label. So even if

you sell only a relatively small num-
ber of records (like 20,000) you can
make a pretty decent amount of

money. This generous royalty sys-

tem has been key in drawing bands
like Tar away from other indepen-

dents and keeping some of the big

sellers, like the Jesus Lizard, at

Touch & Go when they could easily

leave for a major label. Some bands
that are already on major labels wish

they were on Touch & Go, and have

gone out of their way to record there.

For example, there’s Nirvana. ‘This

is the demo tape horror story of all

horror stories,” says Rusk ruefully.

“I’ve always been a big fan of Nir-

vana, and I decided to see them at

this Sub Pop showcase in England.

While I was there, Mudhoney intro-

duced me to Kurt [Cobain], and I told

Kurt how much I liked “Bleach.” He
said ‘You’re kidding!’ as though he

was in awe of the fact that I liked it.

I didn’t understand why, until he

explained that, when Nirvana had
first formed, for the first year of our

existence, the only label we wanted
to be on was Touch & Go, and very

early on he had sent us a demo. I

don’t remember hearing the demo,
so I don’t know if the sound quality

was so bad that I didn’t hear the

good songs underneath, or whether
I didn’t get it or what, but it makes
me sick to think about it.” But Nir-

vana didn’t forget their early love of

Touch & Go: When the Jesus Liz-

ard suggested doing a joint single

with them, to come out on Touch &
Go, Nirvana jumped at the chance.

At the time, Nirvana was a nobody
band on Sub Pop—but when they

hit the big time they didn’t forget,

forcing their record label, DGC, to

go along with it. The single went top

ten in England, something that will

probably never happen again with

Touch & Go. And when Nirvana was
chosen this year to headline the in-

fluential New Music Seminar in New
York, they chose the Jesus Lizard

to open the show. And Rusk no
longer even limits himself to Touch
& Go. He’s added another label to

the roster, and distributes four oth-

ers. So the family ofTouch & Go la-

bels has grown to encompass Drag
City (Pavement, Royal Trux), Merge
(Polvo), Invisible (Murder, Inc.) and
Trance. The new label is 1/4 Stick,

currently home to such widely var-

ied acts as Ramones look-alikes

Pegboy and bluegrass bohos The
Bad Livers. 1 /4 Stick also put out

Volcano Suns’ final record as well

as the Rollins Band’s live album
Turned On. “1/4 Stick started right

after I moved in here to this ware-

house, after my marriage to Lisa,

who’s no longer involved with Touch
& Go, went on the outs. The idea

with Touch & Go had always been

to put out music by bands we liked,

and by bands we thought were nice

people to deal with. But sometimes

the situation arose were I dealt with

people who I really liked, and I

wasn’t totally into the music they

were doing, but I could see that it

had some sort ofvalidity, that I could

respect it even if it didn’t turn me
on. I wanted to have an outlet for

that kind of music without having



to fuck with the ideas we had for

Touch & Go. I don’t, however, know
how it got to the point its at today.

Whether a band is suitable forTouch
& Go or 1/4 Stick is really a feel

thing. It doesn’t make much sense

anymore, but for some reason I just

know." In view of that zen approach
to label management, it seemed ap-

propriate somehow to ask Albini

what he thought all of the bands on
Touch & Go had in common besides

the fact that Corey liked them.
“There are some people that are in

rock bands because they find it a
vehicle to celebrity and there are

some people that are in rock bands
because they think that they sire

creative geniuses and they need
their ideas expressed to the world.

There are other people that are in

rock bands because they think that

fundamentally that is a noble thing

to do and a good thing and a valid

thing. That tends to be more of the

attitude of the bands on Touch &
Go. They are in bands because they

see that as a valid pursuit in life—
not because that’s what they’re do-

ing at the moment. It’s not a means
to an end and it’s not a hobby.” Soo
Young Park of Seam sounds a tad

more cynical as he muses on Touch
& Go and the future of rock. “A lot

of music in that same genre we’re

in - the indie rock genre - is fairly

stunted. It’s recycled. Hopefully,

we’re doing it a little better, but it’s

not like that Gang of Four record

that came out in 1979 [Entertain-

ment]; it’s not like something totally

new that shocks people. Maybe that

music’s being made by somebody
else. There’s probably some kid out

in the suburbs somewhere who’s
listening to all this stuffand saying

This stuff sucks! This is not what
music is all about.’ And that person
is going to form a band or make
music that will be truly great.” Until

then, there is Touch & Go.

How was it that at the age of

nineteen was Rusk able to recognize

bands that would prove to be so

popular? Actually, the secret of

Rusk’s success appears do have
been his utter disregard for the
market’s opinion ofanything he puts

out. He puts stuff out because,
above all else, he’s a fan. “When I

was in the Necros,” says Rusk, now
28 years old, “die kreuzen opened
for us in Milwaukee, and I thought
they were amazing. I thought to

myself, ‘these guys are fucking great,

I want to put out their record.'”

Riot Nrrd Sez: Buy This Shit!
RER 004: Sinkhole 7". 3 new, unreleased
songs. Features the killer melody of "Donkey",
the rage of "Alterna-Hunka-Shit," and the 80's
cheese of Eddie Money's "I Think I'm In Love."

RER 003: Doc Hopper Aloha CD/CS. 1

1

songs filled with melody and frustration. You'll
laugh, you'll ciy, you'll pogo.

RER 002: Sinkhole Groping For Trout
CD/CS. Call it pop, call it punk, call it rock,
call it pop-punk-rock. 10 Things calls it

"beautiful."

CD $9, CS $6, 7” $3.50 postpaid U.S.
Outside the U.S., please add postage.

Ringing Ear Records: 9 Maplecrest, Newmarket, NH 03857-1401, USA
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How To Put out a Fanzine pan one

There are a number of factors to think about when undertaking the task of putting out a national punkzine (or any

zine for that matter). Since I have been brooding over all of them for the past month and a half, I decided to write this

issue’s DIY column. Normally, I hope that this space can be written by someone else, who has knowledge about how to do

something in punkdom. For this issue, that someone is me. Anyway, back to the topic at hand.

So you wanna put out a fanzine? The first reaction of most zine makers is to put together their layout (a whole

column could be devoted to that alone), then shuffle on down to the local copy store and scam their way to 50 or so copies,

“The first Lookout zine, in October 1984 consisted of four pages, and I xeroxed 50 copies at the local feed store,

the only place in our small Northern California town that had a xerox machine at the time. I had copies spread all over the

bags of manure, collating them as I went along,” says Larry Livermore who works on the Lookout fanzine. Now he ships

approximately 1 0,000 32 page issues of his zine. Obviously, the local feed store couldn’ t handle that kind of volume, he

had to go elsewhere.

So where to go? If you just want your zine offset printed, you can probably go to the print shop in town, and

show them what you want, and they’ll give you a price. This price should be dramatically lower than Kinkos could charge.

Not only is the price cheaper, but the final output looks nicer too ! If the people local print shop are mean, or if you just

would feel better knowing that your money is being spent in the punk community, contact Punks With Presses. Their prices

are EXTREMLY competitive, and they are punk owned & operated. Give them a call. Tell ‘em we sent ya.

Your other option is to go Newsprint. “I chose to use newsprint because it is cheap and recyclable,” says Larry.

There are more reasons than that though. Wind Chill Factor, a Chicago based Anarchist zine moved from xerox to news-

print because it weighs less. That made it cheaper to mail than their old, xeroxed zines. Another reason people choose to

print newsprint, or at least offset zines is that often, copy scams eventually run out. Either the staff at the local kinkos

begins to catch on, or you begin to print such a volume of zines that you would have to spend days at the copy store just to

finish all of them. At that point, you realize that it is cheaper to get your zine printed at a print shop than at Kinkos, where a

double sided page typically costs twelve cents

newsprint -

you can do is 1000, and you have to use a multiple of 8 pages (16, 24, 32, etc), since 1

at once,” says Jim Testa who puts out Jersey Beat Fanzine. The costs for newsprint zines can vary a lot. You typically need

i

to call a web printer, tell them what you need to do, and they will work up a quote for you. This helps to shop around, since

you can do it from the comfort of your own home. Be prepared to call out of state, there aren’ t even close to as many Web

printers as their are offset printers. Also rural web printers may be cheaper than ones in cities. Says Larry, “MRR is printed

at Howard Quinn in San Francisco. They charge about 60 to 80% more [than where the Lookout zine is printed) because

of the higher costs associated with being a business in San Francisco.”

Once you’ve gotten your zines printed, you need to start looking into distribution. We’ll look at that next issue,

since at this point Punk Planet has no distribution. Hopefully by then, I’ll know more about it.

Punk Planet gets printed at

Stevens Press

(309) 329-2151

160 N. Pearl

Astoria, IL 61501

tell 'em we sent you

Jersey Beat gets printed at

Linco Printing

(718) 937-5301

50-22 23rd St

Long Island City NY 1110

Lookout Fanzine is printed at either

Willits Printing in Willits CA
Lakeport Publishing in Lakeport,

CA

....
-



GERN BLANDSTEN PRESENTS
MEREL

NEW LP WITH A SILLY NAME

GARDEN VARIETY
LP or CD

STICKS AND STONES
THEME SONG FOR NOTHING LP

RORSCHACH
PROTESTANT LP

NATIVE NOD
ANSWERS 7" & BREAD 7"

1.6 BAND LP & 7”

MEREL t ONE BLOOD LP
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CASH OR MO TO:
CHARLES MAGGIO
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These are albums that were sent to us to review by cool people or albums that we own (that’s why we like most of them). IfYOU have

something you want reviewed see the contents page for details. Reviews marked “BANNED” are ones that “Maximum Rock n Roll”

willnotreview. ReviewmtB«:^krenCMif(D.€.)^ Julia Cole (J.C.), SteveCook (S.C.),
‘ ~

Random (M R.), Dan Sinker (D.S.), Dave S. (D.S. 2) Bret Van Horn (B.V.)

-Will Dandy (Why did I have to review almost all of these?-sheesh.)

88 Fingers Louie-Go Away!, 7”

This album is cool. It reminds me of what would happen if you mixed early

NOFX with Cringer. Melodic hardcore with poppy and meaningful sounding

vocals (I don’t know if the words are meaningful, there’s no lyric sheet). It’s

pretty typical ofFat Wreck Chords, but not really, it’s a bit of a branch out. The

vocals are the main thing that make this band stand out as a really good release.

The background is ok, but nothing inventive. On the whole a really good record,

four good long songs. (W.D.)

(Fat Wreck Chords; P.O. Box 460144; S.F., CA 94146)

punk. Too bad they all live in different states now-punk. Highly recommended

for girl/grrrl punk listeners/enjoyers. (W.D.)

(Kill Rock Stars; 120 NE State St. #418; Olympia, Washington 98501)

Bum + Smugglers-Tattoo Dave split 7”

Both bands play light catchy pop punk in the vain of the Parasites. Then they

team up (the Bumglers) and cover a Rolling Stones song live. This is a very nice

7”, good to fall asleep to (not in a bad way), just relaxing. (W.D.)

(Top Drawer; 1912 Franklin Ave. E.; Seattle, WA 98102)

Angerhouse-This is Not Rock and Roll, double 7" BANNED
I could probably write this whole review just on the packaging of this 3 song

double 7", which is ingenious to say the least. Probably not many people have

heard of Angerhouse. They haven’t played since the Winter of 1992/93. One

may wonder why a record recorded in 1992 would be released now, in 1994 for

a band that no longer exists. I have to admit, I had my doubts. Now I know why.

If this had been released when it was recorded, there is not a doubt in my mind

that Angerhouse wouldn’t be one of the hottest hardcore bands around now

(instead, we have Earth Crisis, go figure). This is raging, angry hardcore. With

two singers, some really catchy riffs (supplied by Eric Funk from Billingsgate),

completely right on lyrics, and the one of the best packaging jobs I’ve seen in

recent years, this is a MUST HAVE. (D.S.)

(Mustard Music P.O. Box 581245 Minneapolis, MN 55406)

Jello Biafra and Mojo Nixon-Prairie Home Invasion, LP
BANNED
Get ready for the hoe-down Pa, we’re gonna rock the ole barn down to-night!

Country, beautiful country music done by Jello and Mojo. This is a classic. The

songs are about abortion, imperialism, liberals, and the Lord almighty God. I

can imagine farmers doe-see-doeing to it right now. It’s got that old time

country feel to it, not the new Garth Brooks stuff. It’s got banjos, accordions,

and pianos, so you know from the beginning-this is real punk rock. (W.D.)

(Alternative Tentacles; P.O. Box 419092; San Francisco, CA 94141)

Blownapart Bastards/Resol, Split 7”

Both ofthese bands are really amazing. They have the throw-yerself-in-the-pit,

smash your head, smash the state, straight forward, fast, punk down. They both

remind me some of Born Against, and some grindcore, with maybe the very

slightest of a hardcore feel for the slow parts (which aren’t very often). I can’t

help but feeling the urge to sing along to these songs because they posses that

rare quality of being able to blow you away musically with how fast, powerful

and moving it is, but you can still catch the lyrics. You gotta love sing-along

punk. This is highly recommended. (W.D.)

(Mambro Records; 5808 Timberbridge Dr.; Raleigh, N.C. 27609)

Brand New Unit-Under the Big Top, LP
This is nice catchy punk which is not really what I expected it to be. It’s still

really good, and reminds me of Samiam if they played a bit faster and replaced

their regular singing with shouting. This band has all the melodic hooks and

breakdowns though. It is powerful melodic punk that has a bit of a dreamy edge

to it. Recommended for those times that you stare at the ceiling thinking about

important stuff. (W.D.)

Bratmobile-The Real Janelle, 12” EP
Girl-punk. Acoustic-punk. No bass, just one guitar with no chords-punk.

Lyrics to cry to-punk. Cover of a misfits song still with no chords and acoustic-

Butt Trumpet-Primitive Enema, LP
Well, GG Allin is dead. So what can we do? Get this Butt Trumpet album

instead. Talk of fucking girlfriends best friends, having dead dogs in garages,

and of course, primitive enemas. Cool, down and dirty music. They always

make you wanna laugh. And they also make you wanna hit your head with a

pole. (W.D.)

(Hell Yeah; P.O. Box 1975; Burbank, CA 91507)

Buzzoven-Unwilling to Explain, 7”

This is their best stuff. Oozing, swirling mesh of guitars with screaming vocals.

Very bassy . They move like a throbbing, pulsating entity offthe turntable. This

makes me want to explode. Very droning, very cool. (W.D.)

(Allied; P.O. Box 460683; San Francisco, CA 94146)

Capitol Punishment-Messiah Complex, LP
This is a very strange release. From what I can tell, it is two members of the

original Capitol Punishment, with one added person. Thing is, there is no

singer. So instead of packing it in, (like most bands would) CP goes & records

an album with two different guest singers. The music isn't half bad, kinda a

punk/hardcore mix circa 1985. But the vocals are horrible. The first 2/3's of the

album are sung by Jimi Haze of Hell's Kitchen, and he, simply put, sings like

Fat Albert. The last 4 songs are sung by someone else, who doesn't do a halfbad

singingjob but writes some of the worst lyrics that I have ever read. This release

is souly for Capitol Punishment fans, even then, it may get grating. (D.S.)

(We Bite America P.O. Box 10172, Chicago, IL 60610-0172)

Clikatat Ikatowi-Casette

For some time now CLIKATAT IKATOWI has been one of the most popular

bands in San Diego with its members from Heroin, 411, and Candle. Their first

tape exceeded all of my expectations and is truly incredible. This recording

captures some of the extreme intensity displayed at their live shows and is filled

with powerful emotion and creative instrumentals. This is one of the best tapes

of the year, so if you like any of the bands that the members of Clikatat were in,

then you will probably love this tape.(D. MUSCONE)
(Gravity Records P.O. Box 17052 San Diego, CA 92177)

Crain-Heater, LP
Using a tuneful blend of emocore, pure noise, and Jawbox, these guys bum it

out. Hypnotic punk rock rhythms that kept me bouncing in my seat. As my dad

said, ‘They can play their instruments.” Quite well, in fact. It’s very powerful,

they feel almost like Dischord stuff except noisier, and faster. A good buy.

(M.R.)

(Automatic Wreckords; P.O. Box 4759; Louisville, KY 40204)

Devil Dogs-Get on your Knees, 7”

Neat, catchy, snap yer fingers to the beat, punk rock, garage music. Singalong



choruses to boot. They remind me what of what would happen if Supercharger

and the New Bomb Turks collaborated on a song. The title track however

reminds me of the Beatles and straight forward rock and roll. (W.D.)

(Sympathy For The Record Industry; 4901 Virginia Ave., Long Beach, CA
90805)

Devil Dogs/New Bomb Turks, split 7”

They each cover each others songs. The Devil Dogs cover sounds exactly like

the New Bomb Turks original. The New Bomb Turks cover is cool and funny.

They call it the disco mix, for no real apparent reason. They make it sound like

one of their songs. (W.D.)

(Helter Skelter Records; 00162 Roma Italy; Piazzale delle Provincie, 8)

Facts About Rats-I Don’t Wanna Get Involved with You, 7”

In the same group with Screeching Weasel and the Queers, these guys chum out

the shit. One song co-written by Joe King of the Queers. This is a classic and

these guys will be around for awhile I can tell. They are really good Ramonesy

punk. (W.D.)

(Stanton Park Records; P.O. Box 58; Newtonville, MA. 02160)

Frumpies-Babies and Bunnies, 7”

Sounds a lot like Bikini Kill. In fact it is with a different singer. It’s pretty cool,

there are two good songs and two OK songs. This isn’t as good as Bikini kill,

but its close. (W.D.)

(Kill Rock Stars; 120 NE State 418; Olympia, WA. 98501)

Disgust-Brutality of War, LP
Ex-members ofDISCHARGE play DISCHARGE-like tunes except faster. It’

s

pretty good, but sometimes loses that catchy element of the real DISCHARGE.
It’ s fast and heavy. Overall, It’ s a good CD, with some unnecessary soloing and

little metal riffs. Pretty nice CD. Did I mention DISCHARGE? (M.R.)

(Earache, 70A Greenwich Ave; NY, NY 10011)

Doc Hopper-Aloha, LP
Doc Hopper has sneering, droning, pizzicato guitars. Their cover of “Home-

ward Bound” is so hysterically fast it makes me all dewy-eyed and nostalgic for

The Feelies’ version of “I’m a Believer.” Doc Hopper can also be refreshingly

melodic, witness the intro to “Melcher.” As for lyrics—well it’s surprising how

moving the phrase, “I saw your soul” can be when repeated over and over again

for 12 moody, feedback-laden minutes (“Post-Letterman/Tuesday Morning 4

AM”). It was sort oflike taking an afternoon nap next to a window opening onto

a traffic jam. (J.C.)

(Ringing Ear Records; 9 Maplecrest; Newmarket, NH 03857)

Don Caballero-For Respect

Don Caballero, some wacky guys from Pittsburgh, is a brutal mixture ofFugazi,

Rush and Slint— and yes, you read that correctly — without any irritating

vocals to distract you from their awesome power. In fact, there are no vocals to

distract you from their awesome power— they’re completely instrumental and

proud of it, dammit. Incredibly tight, with an almost jazz-like ability to move

into weird, fucked up modalities and time signatures, but with a propulsive

thrust and dynamic that would have frightened Dizzy Gillespie into an epileptic

seizure. Not, in other words, your typical band out of Pittsburgh, though I can’t

really say there’s such a thing as a typical band out of Pittsburgh. In fact, I am
almost completely ignorant when it comes to the subject of bands out of

Pittsburgh. If they all sound like this, however, I’m moving there immediately.

Standout track: “Bears See Things Pretty Much the Way They Are.” What the

hell are you standing there for....? (D.C.)

(Touch & Go Records, P.O. Box 25520 Chicago, IL 60625)

Eggs -The Government Administrator, 7”

Definitely a strange release, from a strange band. Eggs serves up slow, bluesy,

loungy, subtle songs. The kind of thing that you hate, and then find yourself

haunted by in the shower. This release is no different. Find it and judge for

yourself. I like it, but I’ve found myself in the minority quite a few times on this

one. (D.S.)

(Hemiola 35 Bernbrough St. Burley, Leeds LS4 2QY UK)

Endpoint/Sunspring-Written In Rock, Split 7”

You’ve got to give them credit. Splashed right across the cover it says ‘The

Songs of Rick Springfield”. The liner notes are basically a complete RS
discography (plus a quick diary from the Endpoint/Sunspring 1993 Tour). And

guess what? The bands play Rick Springfield’s songs, or at least two of them.

Endpoint’s rendition of “Jessie’s Girl” is great, but that may be because I liked

the song way back in 1983. Sunspring’s rendition of “Love Somebody” leaves

something to be desired, but still captures the original’s flavor. (D.S.)

(Slamdeck Records P.O. Box 43551, Louisville KY 40253)

Frumpies-Safety First, 7”

The Frumpies bowl me over this release with a BALLAD! Yes, they take a

break from their signature noisy, fast, screechy sound (there’s plenty to please

on this release too) to deliver an absolutely great, slow, lovely song. Perhaps

that’s why I’m so taken with this band, there’s no telling where they’ll lead you.

For those of you that don’t know, The Frumpies are an offshoot of Bikini Kill,

and although some comparisons can be made they more than stand on their own
10 legs. (D.S.)

(Wiiija Records 130 Talbot Road, London W1 1 1JA)

G-Whiz -Hook, LP
Something about this record reminds me ofThe Doughboys - Like these are all

well written, well played pop-punk songs, but I’ll be damned if even after

repeated listenings I can rememberhow any ofthem go. Not to say that this isn’t

a good record, it is. It’s just none too memorable. (D.L.)

(Medical Records 61 E. Columbus Ste. 102 Phoenix, AZ 85012)

Haggis-When You Laugh... ,
7”

Two songs from an Idaho band (on yellow vinyl to impress all yr. friends). This

is nice; the singer has some Marshall-amp sounding distortion to his voice and

the band is tight. “Model Glue,” the B-side, builds up some velocity and is

probably the better song, but “Cornfield Girl” has a strange fascination that

might from the driving guitar or the picture of the murdered girl (found in a

cornfield, duh) on the sleeve. (S.C.)

(Screwball Productions, P.O. Box 752, Boise ID 83701)

Hi-Fi and the Roadburners-Demons of Wicker Park, 7"

"Hey you got your rockabilly in my Victory! You got your Victory in my
Rockabilly!" This conversation must have happened when the Hi-Fi & the

Roadburnerscame outon Victory records. This is a rockabilly band.A good one

at that. Really good. Then again I know NOTHING about rockabilly, but trust

me. The best thing is, it's on Victory the label known for its metal/straightedge

releases. It’s great, it should throw a lot of Victory fans for a loop. (D.S.)

(Victory Records P.O. Box 146546 Chicago, IL 60614)

Hoover-The Lurid Traversal of Route 7, LP
This may very well be another record that MRR refuses to review. Sounding

mildly like Fugazi only slower and well better. These are songs that stick in

your mind and refuse to leave. Some are so simple (the song “Electrolux” is

comprised of exactly one riff) while others are unbelievably complex. The

sound ranges from extremly melodic music & vocals, to noise and screams.

This definitely ranks up there with some of my favorites. (D.S.)

(Dischord 3819 Beecher St. NW Washington DC 20007)

Huggy Bear-Long Distance Lovers

This is the best Huggy Bear release to date (rumor has it that it's also their last),

which is a very, very hard thing to be. It's noisy like many Gravity or Kill Rock

Stars releases, but it’s way better. This one has trumpet and a song about

vampires ! ! Huggy Bear makes me do the mashed potato. This probably isn't the

worlds most objective review, but I don't even care. Buy or Die.(D.S.)

(Gravity Records P.O. Box 81332 San Diego, CA 92138)



Jawbreaker-24-hour Revenge Therapy, LP
This is like a mix between Unfun and Bivouac, leaning a bit more towards

bivouac. The lyrics get more confusing and metaphoric every album. Impos-

sible to describe if you haven’t heard them, the best I can do is: pulsing, music

with a spontaneous feel, mid-tempo, makes you wanna close yer eyes, stare at

the clouds, and daydream. Very good! (W.D.)

(Tupelo-Communion Conspiracy Theory; 290-c Napoleon St.; San Francisco

Ca 94124)

Karp-I’m Done, 7"

Really good, hard, slow, powerful stuff. I have some other stuffby KARP, but

I think this is by far the best. Sort ofreminiscent of the MELVINS in parts, but

better. It never drones, and it never gets boring, unlike some similar stuff. Great

record. (M.R.)

(Kill Rock Stars; 120 NE State St #418; Olympia, WA 98501)

Lagwagon-Trashed, LP
This is a really great record. This is totally cool So. Cal. melodic hardcore a la

Bad Religion, except better. Fat Wreck Chords seems to be putting out the very

best of melodic hardcore lately, and this is another great on. This was just as

good as (or better than) their last release. The lyrics arejust as cool as the music,

an A+ all around. If you are into the NOFX/Bad Religion type of music, this

is vital. (M.R.)

(Fat Wreck Chords; P.O. Box 460144; S.F., CA 94146)

LDK-Up From the Back, Cassette

Not bad, and it certainly feels punk rock. In parts they sound like a sloppy

hardcore band trying to cover Nausea, and in others they break into melodic

hardcore not unlike Guttermouth with a different vocalist. The only thing I

don’t like about it is the solos, but they are minimal. Overall, it is a very good

tape, and something I enjoyed listening to. (M.R.)

(LDK; 1 1725 Blue Smoke Trail; Reston, VA 22091-3728)

Los Gusanos-S/T, 7”

Pretty catchy punk here. It’s light but it doesn’t have the melodic hooks that

usually accompany such music. It’s got CJ Ramones in it too. It’s pretty good

and sounds like a little bit lighter version of the Ramones. Recommended for

Ramones fans. (W.D.)

(Vital Music Records; P.O. Box 20247; New York City, NY 10028)

M.D.C.-Thanks for Giving Me What I Didn’t Want, 7”

I had always wanted to hear MDC. This rules, they are fast punk with regular

distortion (i.e.-your ears wont implode) with fast lyrics too, but not gruffly

sung. Laid back fast music. The second song is clearly the best. The title track

is pretty cool, but the lyrics don’t really match the guitar in the verses. It’s still

really cool. B-side is a county song true to the original by Johnny Cash. (W.D.)

(New Red Archives, Address not on Record)

The Mr. T Experience-Our Bodies, Our Selves, LP
This is a pretty good pop punk record. While not up to par with the Gun Crazy

7" (which is on the CD) the record is still good, mellow pop punk. Although

the lyrics are a little on the depressing side (in a happy, poppy way?), this is an

altogether enjoyable release. (M.R.)

(Lookout; P.O. Box 40185; Berkeley, CA 94701)

Murphy's Law-Good For Now, EP
This is a five songer from New York's infamous Murphy's Law. It serves up

some new stuff, which sounds a lot like old stuff, and some old stuff which still

sounds the same. It's good, but it's certainly nothing new. Is that bad? (D.S.)

(We Bite America P.O. Box 10171 Chicago, IL 60610-0172)

My Life in Rain-This is your Ballistic Helmet, 7"

This is really good. It’s bouncy and powerful at the same time. I t

combines emo, Lagwagon, and Crimpshrine, with great results. This one had

me boppin’ all night long. Punk rock D.I.Y. (M.R.)

(50% Records, 12516 Stable House Court, Rockville, MD 20854)

Naked Violence/Amygdala-Split 7”

Well, Naked violence is very good. They are simple four chord punk with

yelling/pissed of vocals. I cant think ofanyone to compare them to. Ifyou turn

it up LOUD it could be bom against (well, almost), that’s the only band that

comes to mind. Amygdala on the other hand is very bad. Their sound is like

an industrial song and a joke rap, that is annoying even though it tries to be

funny. Combined it’s a good record, but only listen to the first side. (W.D.)

(Warning Records; 1517 Western Avenue; Suite #191; Chicago Heights, IL

60411)

Native Nod-Bread, 7"

Great melodic emo-core from these guys. It’s like a cross between Current and

Iconoclast with the guy from Fugazi playing guitar. For some strange reason,

I couldn’t stop bobbing my head for almost 5 minutes after I finished listening

to this. Towards the end it reminds me of Jawbreaker’s song “Bivouac”. For

the whole family. (M.R.)

(Gem Blandsten; 305 Haywood Drive; Paramus, NJ 07652)

No Empathy-They Want Whatever, LP
Cool stuff. The only way I can think of to describe it is that its like Screeching

Weasel except it’s less melodic, and doesn’t have the Ben weasel style vocals.

Bad way to describe it, but I cant think of a better way. It’s cool. The CD also

has their first release on it-an added bonus. (W.D.)

(Johann’s Face Records; 479-164; Chicago, IL 60647)

Parasites-Last Caress, 7”

This is funny. A misfits cover by the parasites. Very strange. It sounds odd,

much more bassy then their regular stuffand with whining vocals. The flip side

is a classic pop-punk song in their usual style. Light floating melodies with

catchy hooks. (W.D.)

(Shredder, No address listed on Record)

Propaghandi-How to clean a couple of things, 7”

The first song is a new one about getting back at cops. Its cool, but the other

side is “stick the flag up yer goddamn ass ” straight off the LP. With only

one new song I cant say that it’s really worth $4, but its a damn good song. For

those unfamiliar with the band they sound like NO-FX and those other Fat

Wreck Chord bands. (W.D.)

(Fat Wreck Chords, P.O. Box 460144; S.F., CA 94146)

Pull-Regret, 7"

This is powerful grinding slower hardcore punk. They have a sound similar to

other Southern hardcore bands like Load and Nail. Lots ofbass drum and bass

guitar, and basically pissed off vocals. The singer sounds sort of like Lee Ving

from Fear in an abstract way. It’s pretty good, and definitely listenable. (M.R.)

(Stiff Pole Records, P.O. Box 20721, St. Pete, FL 33742)

The Queers-Live in Chicago, 7”

Cool boot of the Queers continuing their three chord punk rock. It has songs

from all of their previous recordings. The sound quality is pretty cool too. I

would recommend this for fans of the Queers. Although I must admit I don’t

think I’ll listen to it very often, it is still good,just not a stand out album by them.

(W.D.)

(V.M.L.; P.O. Box 183; Franklin Park Illinois 60131)

The Queers-Too Dumb to Quit, 7”

Everyone’s favorite band brings back some songs from ten years ago and rocks

out with old Wimpy. Really good stuff, not like the Lookout release though,

more ofthe older style (wonder why...). This is 3 chord at its finest. “FuckYou”
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may become my anthem. (W.D.)

(Joe King/The Queers; P.O. Box 1201 North Hampton, NH 03862)

Rain Like The Sound of Trains-Bad Man’s Grave, 7”

BANNED
“Bad Man’s Grave” kicks off with a bass line that reminded me of the

“Seinfeld” theme song. Nonetheless, this is excellent stuff. “BMG” is the better

song, fusing strong singing, good lyrics, & an almost-catchy melody, but “Cw/

A” is groovy too. Get it now and annoy the folks at MRR. I listened to it three

times in a row while reading my William Vollman book, if that’s any

recommendation. (DOOMSDAY)
(Dischord 3819 Beecher St. NW Washington, DC 20007)

Rain Like the Sound of Trains-What I Want, 7” BANNED
An all star cast heading up this DIY groovecore band, via Washington DC. Ex-

members of Verbal Assault, Beefeater/Fidelity Jones, and now, Soulside (with

the addition ofBobby Sullivan). The sound is groovy, rhythmic, danceable rock

ala Fidelity Jones. The words and ideals are PUNK. “Washington Bullets” is a

redone Clash number, done with much panache- just like the whole 7". (B.V.)

(Rebel Music: 1725 Irving St NW, Washington, D.C., 20010)

Rancid-RadioRadioRadio, 7”

THIS RULES! This is the shit. Rancid’s best stuff is right here, get it quick,

quick. The fastest bass in the west keeps on rumbling, and walking all over the

fretboard. The gruff vocals and nasty guitar are there for four cool songs. This

is a must have. (W.D.)

(Fat Wreck Chords; P.O. Box 460144; S.F., CA 94146)

Rocket From the Crypt-UFO UFO UFO, 7”

You got yer typicalRFTC sound here, big guitars with lots of little guitar noises,

heavy rhythms, and the almost trademark noisy vocals of Mr. John Reis, all

slapped together in a catchy little seven inches of punk ecstasy. A-side,

“Birdman” is a relatively slow concoction of noise and melody, while B-side,

“UFO UFO UFO” ounds like a bastardized Jerry Lee Lewis song, with it’s

tinkling piano in the background and it’s twisted classic rock and roll changes.

I’m convinced that these guys are fast on their way to becoming the best damn
major label punk band ever... even if they are big shots now. (B. V.)

(Merge, P.O. Box 1235, Chapel Hill, NC, 27514)

Saidchild -Crush-CD5

Imagine that 2 ex-members of Undertow form a new band influenced by such

things as Morrissey, James Dean, and hair grease. Mix these factors with the

previously mentioned individuals hardcore roots and what you end up with is

Saidchild. There are two ways this could have come off, and fortunately for all

involved this adds up to be a very unique and enjoyable release. This is Emo,

but not in the traditional sense. (D.L.)

(Overkill Records P.O. BOX 20224 Seattle, WA 98102)

Sam Black Church-Let in Life, LP
I expected to like this since I’ve been liking more and more hardcore, but I was

quite disappointed. The band is really good and I like it a lot except for the

singer. The vocals seem to be taken from a metal album or something. They

are long and drawn-out and just get fairly annoying with the music. There are

a couple songs that are really cool and are sung well with the music. The rest

of it pains me to listen to and feels like a heavy metal album. (W.D.)

(TAANG!; P.O. Box 51; Auburndale, MA 02166)

Sam Black Church-s/t LP
If Black Sabbath were around today (well I guess they are, but I mean the old

I-am-Iron-Man Sabbath) they would probably sound EXACTLY like Sam
Black church. If that's your bag, you'll probably like it. (D.S.)

(TAANG! P.O. Box 51, Auburndale, MA 02166)

Shellac-The Rude Gesture— A Pictorial History, 7”

Steve Albini, man about town, has finally left his perch behind the boards and

returned to his guitar. Last heard ripping it up with Rapeman and Big Black, the

legendary (and we know how he hates that) Steve is back with new cohorts,

Todd Trainer (ex-rifle sport) and Bob Weston (ex-volcano suns) as his rhythm

section, and making noises not that dissimilar from the shit he used to do.

Actually, I love the shit he used to do, and I love this new shit too. However,

let it be said that Shellac is one hell of a lot better live than this single

demonstrates. They recorded the stuff before going out on tour, and they’re a

lot tighter now. This is more a document of a band in progress than a completed

project, though it kicksmy ass pretty hard. If I were you, I’d wait until the album

(being recorded as we speak with legendary (that word again) midwestem punk

producer Iain Burgess) that’s supposedly coming out on Drag City sometime

later this year. But look for it— these youngsters might make something of

themselves someday. (D.C.)

(Touch & Go Records, P.O. Box 25520 Chicago, IL 60625)

Shiner-Slightly Polished, 7”

Shiner, from Victoria, B.C., Canada, plays lively, soulful, melodic punk with

a tinge of that new school hardcore sound thrown in for good measure. The

standout is the expressive vocals, which are growling one second and crooning

the next. At times, reminiscent of some old Skate Rock comps I used to love,

this first release shows a lot of promise. Great live band, as well. (B.V.)

(Slow To Bum Records: P.O. Box 8386, Victoria, B.C., Canada, V8W 3R9)

The Shitbirds-Oh Joy!, 10”

This was a surprise. Very treble-y music. Female singer and everything sounds

about an octave higher than most music is. They do a couple original surfsongs

and cover the Angry Samoans (Not of this Earth), Fear (Beef Balogna), and the

Hard-ons (There was a time). Cool covers true to the origanal...just higher.

Cool. If you couldn’t tell... I liked it. (W.D.)

(Sympathy For The Record Industry; 4901 Virginia Ave„ Long Beach, CA
90805)

Sicko-You Can Feel the Love in This Room, LP
This wholeCD reminds of Mr. T Experience, except possibly even better. This

is one of those records that you just have to play over and over again because

it makes you happy. This album is addictively great! It’s bouncy pop punk, yet

not even close to wimpy. A must. (M.R.)

(eMpTy; P.O. Box 12034; Seattle, WA 98102)

Sinkhole-Groping for Trout, LP
Sinkhole deserves points for their album title alone. I hope it’s not a sexual

reference. Sinkhole sounds sort of like The Ramones on Boston. Short, rapid-

not-rabid punk with some mainstream clich6s thrown in. They have the

pumped up energy that impels involuntary pogo-ing in the listener. The song,

“Never Is Now” in particular induces a yearning for the dark, jostling confines

of some hole-in-the-wall club. I shamelessly prefer Sinkhole’s “Come Sail

Away” to the textureless original. (J.C.)

(Ringing Ear Records; 9 Maplecrest; Newmarket, NH 03857)

Slave State/Lack of Interest, Split 7”

About half of the time I like this kind of music, and this is one that I like. It’s

on slap-a-ham and that’s probably all I need to say. But if it isn’t enough...The

guitar is blistering and incredibly fast on both bands sides. The vocals of Lack

of Interest are slower and more with melodic (still tough though...don’t get me
wrong), while slave state’s vocals sound like some shrieking while being

electrocuted. Highly recommended. (W.D.)

(Slap A Ham; P.O. Box 420843; San Fran., CA 94142)

Sleeper-Preparing Today for Tomorrow’s Breakdown, LP
Quickly following up their recently released 7" on Allied Recordings, New
York gods. Sleeper, have crafted several melodic-tinged and emo-style hardcore



sounding punk songs for your enjoyment.... Songs range in styles from All-

esque power-pop, to Bad Religion style harmonies and sing-alongs. Rumor is,

they flew in Bill Stevenson and Stephen Egerton to record this thing in their

drummer’s basement. That factor, mixed with John Lisa’s commanding vocal

talents, and tricky dual-guitar melodies, create an exceptionally slick sounding

piece of wax... Hey, when’s the tour? (B.V.)

(Excursion: P.O. Box 20224, Seattle, Wa, 98102)

Spore-Giant, LP
Spore does it again except this time it seems a bit different. The are a bit less

in-yer-face style this time and depends more on a flowing song then the

shouting and more direct basic music of the last release. It’s slow punk that at

times almost reminds me of the few cool parts of Nirvana, then it saves itself

by switching away from it a little. This album is good, but not as much as their

last. The vocals are the best part of this record. (W.D.)

(TAANG!; P.O. Box 51; Aubumdale, MA 02166)

Stretch Arm Strong/Bedlam Hour-Split 7"

Stretch Arm Strong do semi-melodic hardcore with a definite early-NOFX

influence. The singer sounds more hardcore, though. They are pretty good,

however, and by the end had me humming. Bedlam Hour start out metally, but

go into Lagwagon-esque type melodies. It sounds a lot like So. CA melodicore

with a metal edge. Overall, this split record was pretty good, and I’ll definitely

listen to it again. (M.R.)

(Koogle Records/Stretch Arm Strong; P.O. Box 8826; Columbia, SC 29202)

Ten-O-Seven-You’re Cool, LP

These guys have been around forever... They play happy, poppy, punk, with an

old school tinge kinda like if the Beatles would have been a punk band. Lots of

catchy sing-alongs and choruses that’ll stick in your head, and come to mind at

the strangest, most unsettling moments. Ten-O-Seven has carved a sound all

their own, a fact, growing even more evident on this, their second L.P. (B.V.)

(Excursion: P.O. Box 20224, Seattle, Wa, 98102)

Undertow-Stalemate, 7”

Unbelievable. Excellent. These are the words that this record brings to mind.

Undertow is one of the finest hardcore bands in existence and this just goes to

show it. A solid guitar in the background with shouting vocals that are start-stop

sometimes and yelling fits in others. This record has some nice calm parts to

it, and others that are totally brutal, and it rocks all the time. This is a

phenomenal band, not to be missed. (W.D.)

(Excursion: P.O. Box 20224, Seattle, Wa, 98102)

Undertow-At Both Ends, LP
Man, these guys sure have progressed since I saw them play their first show as

Refuse about five years ago... Now, with their most recent lineup, Undertow

brings you full-on Seattle Straight Edge hardcore, the way it should be.

Pummeling riffed, pained vocal, heavy rhythm sectioned, arrangements from

the first track, right down to the last note. The tight production by Seaweed’s

Clint Werner wraps it all up into one tight unit. (B.V.)

(Excursion: P.O. Box 20224, Seattle Wa, 98102)

always there and are an equal part of the band that is always present, whereas

usually they are given the spotlight, or shoved into the background. This is

VERY good. (W.D.)

(Dr. Strange Records; P.O. Box 7000-1 17; Alta-Loma, CA 91701)

The Wretched Ones, CD
All the 7”s on one CD. This is unbelievable. Beer guzzilin’, boot stompin’,

sing-a-long, cool punk rock. This is one of the coolest bands out there in my
opinion. They keep it very easy and ‘77, but at the same time it rocks your

world like nothing you’ve ever heard. I believe they’re all new takes of the

songs too. Buy it. (W.D.)

(Headache Records; P.O. Box 204; Midland Park, NJ 07432)

V/A-Fallen Upon Deaf Ears, 10”

Cool record for only $3. An amazingly cheap price for one of the coolest

comps in a while. Eleven bands, twelve songs. Screeching Weasel and the

Vindictives probably have the best new tracks on there. Well worth the

money. (W.D.)

(Skull Duggery Label; 77 Scituate Avenue; Scituate, MA 02066)

V/A-Revive Us Again, 7”

This 8-song single gets big kudos for the packaging; clasped hands and

purported songs like “Jesus is on the main line” and “I’ve been running for

Jesus” made me a bit wary when I actually saw what it was that I bought. This

is a international (US, UK, Australia, Belgium) compilation from a Belgian

label. Most of the songs suffer from too much testosterone & could use a bit

more melody, but the single is saved by Man Is the Bastard’s two spooky

sonic nuggets& an excellent song by Medicine Man (‘Table scraps”). Worth

the $3. (DOOMSDAY)
(Machination Records c/o Jeroen, PO Box 90, 8500 Kortrijk, Belgium)

V/A-Tommy, 7”

This is an odd record. All the Tommy songs done in some variation (except

Pinball Wizard). The other side is (I’m told) a Beatles tune, which is done,

well, uniquely too. I’d listen to it, but I’m not sure I would buy it. Very

strange, hard to listen to often, but a neat novelty. (W.D.)

(Vital Music Records; P.O. Box 20247; New York City, NY 10028)

V/A-Misfit Heartbeat, 2X7"
This is a really cool, genuine, totally D.I.Y. comp, with mostly sloppy pop

punk. There’s PINHEAD GUNPOWDER, PLAYGROUND, WYNONA
RIDERS, JERRYMITE, DELIGHTFUL LITTLE NOTHINGS, POT VAL-

IANT, RHYTHM COLLISION, and BITCHCRAFT. The standouts are

Playground (with their upbeat Nuisance-like stuff), Wynona Riders (with

their patented snot-nosed pop punk), and Rhythm Collision (with their rad

cross of Screeching Weasel and Pennywise). Overall, it’s a pretty good

record if you’re into this kind of stuff. (M.R.)

The Vindictives-Party Time for Assholes, 2 X 7”

Classic vindictives snotty punk. They cover a bunch of old songs that I mostly

don’t recognize, but that doesn’t matter because it’s so good. Great to sing

along to, even if one can not even approach Joey’s oddly amazing voice.

Awesome stuff. (M.R.)

(Selfless; 2157 Pueblo Drive; Garland, Texas 75040)

Voodoo Glow Skulls-Who is. This is?, LP

WOW! I was taken aback by this. I read reviews comparing this to NOFX so

I bought it. Not at all like that. They are regular punk guitars with hardcore

vocals and ska horns. This is amazing. What I really like is that the horns are

Hey Kids, in a band? Run a label? Let
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c/o Will Dandy
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If you want us to review your zine send us a copy to the address listed in the front of this zine. The

fanzine reviewers are as follows: Karen Fisher (K.F.), and Jim Testa (J.T.). Jim gets a lot of zines a;

ently...

394 OCONEE #3

Many, many years ago, Pattie was on the staff of the

very first issues of Jersey Beat. Nowadays, she’s the

editorofthis well-written R.B M. fanzine. Pattie collects

interesting articles aboutREM from other publications,

rounds up news and gossip, interviews the author ofan

R.E.M. biography, and isn’t afraid to voice her aggra-

vation at the band’s penchant for re-releasing the same

song in a lot of different formats (something she sees

MM’s fans.) (IX)

( Pattie Kleinke, PO Box 1026, New York NY 10023

$3)

ANNOYANCE #6

A well written half-size punkzine, no photos tospeak of

but good interviews with Sloppy Seconds and Pounded

Clown, reviews, and an editorial about whether turning

20 makes the editor too old for the punk scene. Hey, kid,

I have T-shirts older than you are! (J.T.)

(Vassar College Box 3092, Poughkeepsie NY 12601

$ 1 )

ARROW OF TRUTH #7

This is technically the fan club newsletter for the band

AntiCupid but in fact this little halfsized has more good

articles than mostofthe "real” fanzines I getthreetimes

its size. There’s a piece on slampit etiquette (read it,

bonehead!,) news on other PA bands, an article on

finding inner peace, and over 400 synonyms for the

word “cool,” which I intend to use as a reference for

months. Yeah, this is definitely cool...! mean, "kickin’

boss.” (J.T.)

(33 Naomi Ave* Landisviile PA 17538 SASE)

BOREDOM #3

Davey from Berkeley is a modem day hobo as well, and

in this issue there a lot of advice concerning free

transportation via hopping trains or hot-wiring an old

VW, and tons of traveling tales. Ooh! also a short

interview with Bikini Kill. My favorite part is the letters

section which includes some nastygrams from what

must be by now his ex-roommates, and the gem of the

bunch from Davey’ s grandmother which begins with

polite grandmotherly small talk and proceeds directly

to askDavey when he’s going to stop being such a loser

and go back to college. 1 have a well-respected (?)

straight job and my grandmother still asks me this! 1

should show her this zine andmaybe she would shut up.

1 am still reading this one, there’s lots in there. (K.F.)

(There’ s no price on the front but I’d say $2 or$3 should

cover ya. Boredom, P.O. Box 12501, Berkeley, CA
94701.)

CARTER #6

This is a series of comic strips, mostly about a loser

named Brandon who takes crack and doesn’t seem to

realize what a doofus he is. 1 can’t say it’s actually

funny but doper types might go for it, especially if you

laugh out loud at Ace Backwords. (J.T.)

(1239 NW 22 Ave, Miami FL 33125 $1)

jfj|Hi CHANGE #3
% %

1

Editor Pat fools around with the layout thistime around,

running some of the pages lengthwise. Reviews, col-

umns, lots of great photos, and interviews with SNFU*

The Cows, Blacktrain Jack, and Rancid are the high-

lights. (J.T.)

(% Patrick West, Trinity College #104, Hartford CT
06106 $1) (This address is only good until May 1, by

the way.)

COMETBUS #31

This is the first issue I’ve ever read of this, what must

be the classic punkzine. Aaron Cometbus gives you the

continuing saga of his life and times, with an A+ for

penmanship. Boy, does he havesome great adventures.

I’m sorry I missed the older issues, especially the story

about touring with Crimpshrine in a Ford Pinto. I only

wish I could say somethingbad about this zine because

everyone else loves it so much* and I hate to be a

bandwagon-jumper, but for aweek I read it every night

and couldn’t stop till I was done. Now I can’t stop

thinking about him or what he’s doing now. Actually,

I kept wondering how in the hell he could have a

girlfriend while traveling all over and never talking to

her (well, never writing about talking to her). That is

such a typical female thing to think, I know. Maybe

that’s just a story for another day. (K.F.)

(Send forCometbusnow and send me back issues ifyou

have them. $2,50 ppd. thruWow Cool,48 Shattuck Sq.,

Box 149, Berkeley, CA 94704OR Blacklist Mailorder,

475 Valencia St, San Francisco, CA 94103.

)

COOL BEANS! #2

I got so excited when my copy ofCool Beans #2 arrived

in the mail. It was so big and fat! Chock full of

entertaining reading material, I am still referring to it, it

gave me days of pleasure perusing its contents. The

theme of this issue is "Head Injuries,” but luckily for

me, Ms. Squeamish of the Century, there are not too

many gruesome stories. There’s interviews with Seam,

Jon Spencer, Bob Mould, lots of little stories, and good

zine and record reviews. I like reviews like these,

completely subjective without all the analytical and

comparative references. Mattjust tells you why he likes

something and that’s that! In case you don’t know

already, the editor of this zine. Matt Kelly, runs a

computer bulletin board of the same name which is

music-oriented but contains other topics of interest to

the underground subculture (whatever that is). If you

have a computer and a modem* call Cool Beans! to

check it out - 4 1 5.648.7865 (648-PUNK), even just to

say hi. I am seriously thinking of moving to the Bay

Area just so 1 can sign on every day without the toll

charges. Whether you have a computer or not, though,

you should get the zine. (K.F.)

(Cool Beans! I think it’s $2 ppd., 249 Duncan St., San

Francisco, CA 94131.)

THE DANCE OF DAYS #1

A straightedge hardcore zine. Lots of good photos* an

excellent zine reviews section (tons of zines I’d never

heard of). Jots of show and record reviews, and an

interview with Eye For An Eye. Vis a vis the major

label debate, they reprint Polygram’s merchandising

memo for Quicksand’s Slip CD with the caption:

"Your identity has been sold out” I’ve got news foryou

(J.T.)

(Adam Tanner, Box 622, New Milford CT 06776 $2)

DIE EVAN DANDO DIE #1

Jeff Fox, onetime editor of the hilarious Maximum

Rock N Raoul* returns to zinedom with a vengeance,

taking on the notorious king of alternative bub

Evan Dando. Besides anEvanDandoqoiz(Whatwo

be the funniest? a. Evan ages badly, b. Evan gets

laryngitis, or c. Evan’s sphincter Mis out and rolls

away), there’s a piece on how to shave, a list of bands

that are better than the Lemonheads, and a pieceonwhy

David Janssen was more of a man than Evan Dando.

You get the idea. And you know what? This silly thing

got Sassy’s Zine OfThe Month and written up in Time

magazine. Sheesh! (J.T.)

(1464 Easton Rd, Warrington PA 18976 $1)

DREAMWH1P
What is it about these guys and their road trips? Ah, the

ofthe antisocial hobo, iamdubbing thisa ft

is pure artistry. Small in size* pen-and-ink shapes and

drawings accompany a sort of surreal, stream-of-con-

sciousness-style journal, and other tidbits and random

thoughts. #1 kind ofrevolves around a road trip, #2 has

lots of road imagery too. 1 really love this mostly

because it’s so different from everything else. (K.F.)

(Dreamwhip #1 and #2 are available for $1 each ppd *

P.O. Box 53832, Lubbock, TX 79453.)

EBBB! #4

This certainly isn’t your typical punkzine

has a nine year old daughter he’s raising

a lotofwhat goes intoEbb ! is very punkindeed - <3

with homophobia, climbing in tough a bad

window to see aGWAR show, hanging out with Jaw-

breaker, favorite show reviews, and so on. A labor of

love, and it shows. And the next time 1

1 got look this guy up. (J.T.)

(PO Box 397, Smoke IL 60076 $1)

EMPHASIS#!

Despite the slogan "Don’t be a butted, _
theback cover, this doesn’thavethatobnoxious

than-thou attitude that a lot of straightedge zines have,

and the photos are great. (J.T.)

(Rick Seidman, 82 W Patricia Rd, Holland PA 18966

$2)

EXCITABLE UNDERWEAR #3

Any riot grrl that likes the Queers and Screeching

Weasel asmuch as Robyn is okay in my book. Thereare

interviews with some local bands, a Queers trip diary,

some reviews, and some photos. Lots of fun. (J.T.)

(PO Box 429115, Cincinnati OH 45242 $2)

t ^
FLYGLRL #5

Poetry, fiction, achat with Kristin (ofSimple Machines

and Tsunami fame,) some reviews and a f



photocopied photos make up this zine. The charm here

isn’t in how well this is done, but that it manages to

come out at all given the chaos that seems to surround

Kind dflike listening to Btatmobile. (J.T.)

(Jai Agnish, 43 Morris Ave, W Milford NJ 07480 $ I)

GENETIC DISORDER #10

this is a local San Diego music fanzine that cuts

throughthehype on all thebands around town, focusing

on punk and hardcore sounds. Editor Larry Harmon

tells it like it is; he doesn’t kiss butt like the typical blind

adoring fanzine (and to tell you the truth, I think he likes

pissing people off)- He rates the clubs and hangouts,

too. My favorite articles are the tourist-style guides of

San Diego County’s scummiest suburbs (including

crack-house locations and mass murder sites). Issue

#10 has a Screeching Weasel interview and Larry tries

to score a journalistic coup by getting to the bottom of

the alleged Glenn Danzig-Def Leppard incident. Issue

# 1 1 should be out now, but I did not obtain it in time for

this review. Genetic Disorder is available free in the San

Diego area, but the articles and reviews are of interest

(and very entertaining) no matter where you live, so

order one up and tell Larry I sent you. (K.F.)

($1.50 plus $1 in stamps or cash for the postage. Or $5

for 4 issues. Genetic Disorder, P.O. Box 151362, San

Diego, CA 92175.)

GREEDY BASTARD #9

Nothing Bill Florio says should ever be taken all that

seriously, but I did chuckle throughout his interview

with Chicago’s straightedge/hardcore guru Tony Vic-

tory, who talks about his feud with Screeching Weasel

and the international homo conspiracy against him.

There’s a tourdiary , a lot ofreviews, a lot ofmessy punk

rock layouts, another interview with THD Records’

Jason Parker, and so on. Funnier than a Bugout Society

show, and you don’t have to duck flying chopmeat.

(IT.)

(PO Box 1014, Yonkers NY 10704 $2)

NO LONGER A FANZINE #4

My favorite part of this fat new issue was editorJoseph

Gervasi’s Cometbusesque tour diary, but there’s lots

more: an interview with Abe Rodriguez, punk rocker

turned author; hate mail, comics, fiction, rants, think

pieces on abortion, coming out, dealing with the handi-

capped, and as much nudity as The Probe. Get it. (J.T.)

(142 Frankford Ave, Blackwood NJ 08012 $2)

NOISES FROM THE GARAGE #2

I met the editor at SXSW and we traded zines. This is

a nice looking newsprint zine with a varied menu of

interviews - everything fromTesco Vee and the Queers

to Jad Fair and the Didjits. Really good review section

too. (J.T.)

(% Brian Marshall, Box 712, Lawrence KS 66044 $2)

PANIC BUTTON #8

There aretwo great features in this issue ofBen Weasel ’ s

zine and they both involve Ben . The first is his chat with

JohnnyRamone aboutthe greatlove they share (baseball,

of course, although later they also talk about punk

rock,) and the second is Ben’s odyssey backstage at a

soldout Nirvana concert, in which Mr. Weasel gets to

rub elbows with Kurt Cobain and experience corporate

rock superstardom firsthand. Plus there’s other cool

stuff, including reviews. (J.T.)

(PO Box 62, Prospect Hts IL 60070 $2)

PEARL# I

There’s a good interview with Undertow (uncredited

photo by yours truly at ABC No Rio, by the way,)

another with Adrienne of Spitboy about grrl things,

reviews, fiction, and some photos that look like they

were scanned into a Mac. Nice start. (J.T.)

(Simone, Old Post Rd, RD 1 Box 12, Red Hook NY
12571 $1)

POWERBUNNY 4x4 #2

A nice looking new zine that covers the bustling New
Brunswick scene and beyond. Reviews, comics, poetry,

art, long interviews with Phish and Mr. Thumb My
only criticism is that if I’m going to read about new
bands like Poole and Trampoline, I like to seewhat they

look like, so maybe more photos next time? (J.T.)

(9 Oxford St #2, New Brunswick NJ 08903 $2)

PUBLIC ENEMA
Without knowing what it was, I picked up this news-

paper-style freebie at the health food market downstairs

from my friend’s apartment in Santa Monica. To my
surprise, instead of tofu recipes, I found a literate and

interesting zine focusing on the anarchist movement,

or: ’'Deconstructing the myths of freedom in amerika.”

Skot, the editor, runs his own little anarchist faction,

Kaos Revolution, and puts out this publication when-

ever he can. The issue of P.E. I found (Nov. '93 #6)

featured Part 2 of Skot’s diary of his bike trip up the

coast of California, through Washington, Oregon, and

onto the Anarchist Un-Convention in Vancouver, B.C.

I would think that a new issuewould be out bynow, but

I didn’t receive it in time for this review. I found Public

Enema a stimulating read; it made me think about lots

of things I’d never questioned before and validated

some things I had. There is a wonderful letters section

with missives from friends and would-be cohorts from

around the globe. (K.F.)

(Look for Public Enema free in or around the Los

Angeles area, or write Public Enema/Kaos Revolution,

25686 Nugget, El Toro, CA 92630. It’s $ 1 for the zine

and a couple of stamps for the Kaos Revolution info;

why don’t you send it all and ask for both?)

SLEEPY FOOT #1

I’ve seen straight edge zines, Krishna zines, vegan

zines, but this is the first Taoist zine I’ve come across.

EditorMike wants to publish anything you want to send

him (except poetry) but this debut issue is mostly

composed ofshort rants on different subjects, a few zine

reviews, and a short story. (J.T.)

(Mike Thain, 1636 E Main St #202, KentOH44240 50

cents)

THE PROBE #3

Aaron is the craziest new face in zinedom since Rev.

Norb. The Probe combines the usual punk rock stuff

(diary-like live reviews, record reviews, an All You
Can Eat tour diary of Japan, etc.) with photos of gals

(and guys) in the buff. Tits and ass and punk rock, what

more could you want. The mini-interviews with a

whole bunch of indie labels in this issue are worth

checking out too. The zine costs $6 but it comes with a

double 7”. (J.T.)

(c/o Aaron Muentz, PO Box 5068, Pleasanton CA
94566)

RANDOM THOUGHTS OF PUNKNESS #6

1 liked the style of this zine so much that I recruited its

teenage editor to write formy fanzine. Anyonewhocan
produce a cool DIY zine stuck in a nowhere little down
in the Deep South is okay in my book. In this issue,

editor Matt interviews One Nation Under, Johnny En-

tropy tells you how to build a bomb, some records get

reviewed, and Matt tells you why it’s punk to drive

slow. (Reason 4: It’s easier to flick people offand know
that they saw you.) (J.T.)

(Rte 2 Box 438, Leeds AL 35094)

ROCK OUT CENSORSHIP
Far be it from me to say anything against a publication

dedicated to fighting censorship. The news columns

and editorials about freespeechissues are all worthwhile.

I just wish they could make this newspaper formatted

thing look a little better, and go beyond the expected

(interviews with Rage Against The Machine and the

Genitorturers might make sense in a zine like this, but

they’re also really predictable and full of cliches that

most of the people who read this will already agree

with.) (J.T.)

(PO Box 147, JewettOH 43986)

RAGE #2

Some poetry, a short story, and the editor’s plans for

beefing up this new zine comprise most of #2. The

editor wants to use the magazine as a forum for people

to rage against anything that bothers them and invites

you to send in aRage Page, in which you can rant all you

want on any topic. The Rage Page in this issue is a

moving account ofa fan’s feelings after hearing about

the senseless drug- related death of River Phoenix.

(IT.)

(WisdomGunPress,POBox 1289, LkWorthFL 33460

Si)

SATANIC TOASTERS/WHITE BREAD
ZINE
One of those split zines where two editors pool their

resources and share printing costs (makes sense!) This

has everything from junk food reviews to a piece on

class trips... The Satanic Toasters guy, Marc, publishes

his journals (he’s no Aaron Cometbus, let me tell you)

while theeditorofWhite Bread talks about masturbating

to the beefcakeboys and cheerleader girls on Saved By
The Bell. And so on. (J.T.)

(Brandon,RPO 4601, PO Box 5063, New Brunswick

NJ 08903)

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED #1

A tabloid newspaper format zine with lots of different

stuff. This was apparently in the works for a white

because there are old interviews with Hell No and

Supertouch (who broke up over a year ago,) along with

Sheer Terror, Yuppicide, and Atlas Shrugged. #2 has

interviews with Gorilla Biscuits (who broke up years

ago!,) Bad Brains, Stick Figure, Mind Over Matter, and

Sick Of It All, all from NY. NYC/HC could use a good

zine of its own, there hasn’ t been one for a long time, so

I hope this keeps going. (J.T.)

$1 ( Michael Shaffer, 6 Oak Ct, Poughkeepsie NY
12603)

SCRUFFY #1& #2

A riot grrl zine, dedicated to female self image &



empowerment. There’s not a lot to the first issue, but i

liked the editorial that berated most teen magazines

(like YM) for portraying their readers as airheads who

only care about fashion and boys and “being popular.”

Issue 2 was great, from the riot gni manifestos to the

review of Pete & Pete (my favorite Nickoleodeon

show.) Editor Alison even comes out and admits she

loves Evan Dando. Keep it up! (J.T.)

(Alison, 2520 Wendering Dr, Akron OH 44333 $ 1)

SHACKLED IN 3-D

A poetry zine from Greg Matherly, who also writes

reviews for Jersey Beat. Actually, only the first half of

the zine is poetry, the second half is a journal that

reminded me ofJim Carroll ’ s Basketball Diaries a little

(portrait Ofa teenage fuckup.) (J.T.)

(Useless Press, PO Box 413 Bristol TN 37621 $2)

SHOELACE #6

Erik Szantai and Bob Conrad’s joint venture continues

with Rancid and Half Japanese interviews, the usual

introspective rants, reviews, andagood pieceby Joseph

Gervasi about his experience as a punk-rock pinup boy

in Details magazine. (J.T.)

(Box 7952, W Trenton NJ 08628 $1.75)

SP1FFY #4

Most of this is a perzine, focusing on Katherine’s

adventures as an intern at Matador (talk about day jobs

from hell) and her high school play . For Internet fans,

there’s a transcription of a message string about Pave-

ment that’s typical of the nonsense that goes on in the

Cybernet. (J.T.)

(Katherine Hodges, Box 1238, Ames IA 50014)

SMITE #1

Another small zine (this one is 12 pages) which mostly

seems to be the brain damaged musings of someone

who watched way too much TV as a kid and can’t talk

about anythingbut Gilligans Island and StarTrek. (J T.)

(PO Box 624, Diboll TX 75941)

SPOT #1

If you’ re looking for the recipe for a perfect egg cream,

this is the place to look. Other stuff in this way punk

mini zine (obviously written for young ’uns with

Nintendo- damaged attention spans, since nothing is

longerthanapage) area letter from ScreechingWeasel ’ s

Danny Panic and some reviews (including reviews of

where to buy CDs and hi ft gear if you happen to live

near Berkeley Hts, NJ.) (J.T.)

(195 Killamey Dr, Berkeley Hts NJ 07922 SASE)

STAY FREE
This is published by WXYC radio at Chapel Hill and

it’s a pretty funny newspaper format zine with lots of

good writing. The cover of the first issue I received has

Beavis and Butthead (Beavis is wearing a “Kill Gina

Arnold” t shirt, though) and inside it says “Serving the

Militant Black Lesbian Communityof Carrboro Since

’92.” No sacred cows here. Inside there’s an interview

with Gina Arnold about herbook Route 666: The Road

To Nirvana along with the best review of the book I’ve

read anywhere. (The next issue had a frothing letter

from Gerard Cosloy that viciously trashed Arnold and

claimed that he was heavily misquoted in the book.)

Plus lots of other stuff. (J.T.)

(PO Box 7602, Chapel Hill NC 27514)

STEVE ALBINI THINKS WE SUCK#l
Best new zine name for this issue goes to this gem, the

ideabeing to refute the Albini-esque idea that anything

someone doesn’t like sucks. The problem is that my
favorite part of this issue is the reprinted letter from

Albini to the Chicago Tribute in which he trashes critic

Greg Kot and three of 1993’s rockcrit favorites (Liz

Phair, Smashing Pumpkins, and Urge Overkill.) There’s

also a funny piece inwhich the editor “interviews” Greg

Dulli of Afghan Whigs by making up questions and

using snippets of lyrics as the answers. (J.T.)

(Mo, 1651 Catalpa, Chicago IL 60640 SASE)

SUBURBAN VOICE #33/34

Back after a long hiatus, this big double issue com-

memorates A1 Quint’s 10th (actually, since it was so

delayed, 1 1 th) anniversary by printing classic interviews

from the 2ine’s first decade (gee, why didn’it I think of

that for our 10th anniversary issue? It would have saved

a lot of work!) Richard Hell, Necros, Dave Smalley,

Tar, and SSD are some of the interviews, plus the usual

excellent record reviews (new stuff, not old reviews,)

and there’s a7" with Verbal Assault, Daltonic, and Al’s

old band Shattered Silence. (J.T.)

(PO Box 2746, Lynn MA 01 903 $5)

TAGGERZINE #5

With all the great bands coming out ofSan Diego these

days, you’d think this zine would have better things to

write about than a 14 thesis on extraterrestrial visiting

earth and seeding the planet with livestock (i.e. us.)

There’s also some poetry and letters. (J.T.)

(PO Box 632952, San Diego CA 92163 SASE)

THORA-ZINE #4

Once just a lowly xeroxed punkzine, Thora-Zine has

grown up into a big glossy color mag, with a lot ofbold

graphics, (over)ambitious layouts, and one-page pieces

on major label rock and rap acts. This thing looks like

it’s in the throes of a major identity crisis - does it want

to be Raygun, Interview, Seconds, or retain some vestige

of its old punkzine spirit? Right now, it’s hard to tell.

(J.T.)

(Box 571562, Houston TX 77257 $3.50)

TIDBIT #4

A pretty good new punkzine with lots of good photos

and a more open minded attitude toward music than you

find in a lot of hardcore zines. This issue has locals

Blackspot, the Hanson Brothers, a piece on Revelation

Records, some pages on Native American rights, and

the editor’s letter to Spin in response to their ridiculous

Alternative Culture piece (which said something to the

effect that fanzines were “for losers by losers.”) The

notion that the Spin writer might have been trying to be

ironic apparently didn’t occur to this loser, um, I mean

fanzine editor. (J.T.)

(Box 5846, Huntington Beach CA 92615 $2)

VISION ON #7

A nice mix of U.S. and UK punk always makes Vision

On a good read, and the big, bold layouts and photos are

easy on the eyes too. This issue has Bad Religion, Wat

Tyler, Babes In Toyland, Black Train Jack, and the

Holy Rollers, along with well written record reviews.

(J.T.)

(27 Springbank Croft, Holmfirth, W Yorkshire HD7

1L.W England $3)

WHAT? #1

A handwritten zine from Jersey Beat contributor Bob

Byrne that focuses on the Chicago punk scene. Lots of

live reviews (with Bob’s acerbic commentary), movie

and zine reviews, a thing on skinheads, an editorial

urging fans to make flyers for shows. (J.T.)

(Bob Byrne, 1326 Fredrick Ln, Naperville IL 60565

$1.25)

WHATEVER RAMBLINGS #1

2

Onetime Jersey Beat contributor/Princeton scene kid

Alex isnow doing thepunk thing in Berkeley . This huge

issue of WR lives up to the name of the zine: no

interviews, no reviews,just pagesandpages ofcartoons,

paste-up art, and scribblings from Alex’s journal, plus

a very naughty cartoon on the cover. (J.T.)

(1947 MLK Jr Way #4, Berkeley CA 94704 $2)

WIGLET
The new Wiglet is here! The new Wiglet is here! Issue

#10 (March ’93) just arrived in my mailbox. I mostly

send in for grrl produced personal zines like these, but

this one was my first, a couple of years ago when I first

discovered there were people out there baring their

souls and putting it out for all the world to see. So

Wiglet’s my sentimental all-time favorite. The author

and artist, Gilmore Tamny, lives in Ohio and basically

tells you what’sup in her life, what’s on hermind lately,

etc., etc. She’s a good writer and has good taste in

music. Her comic drawings creepy and funny. This

issue has thoughts aboutpomography (nophotos, guys),

an experiment in drunkenness, and a song to sing

(complete with chords). I like this zine and the feeling

that you’re not alone in the world, of really getting to

know someone and all their ugly and funny thoughts.

Especially when you say, “Me too!” while reading it. If

#9 is still available, get that one, too, it was a classic.

(K.F.)

(Wiglet is $2 plus 2 stamps. Send to Gilmore Tamny,

P.O. Box 8072, Columbus, OH 43201.)

ZUM #7

Another Jersey Beat contributor, this one offto college

in Berkeley but still doing his own zine (God, wheredo

these kids find the energy?) This big fat issue rambles

all over the place - interviews with Superchunk, Uncle

Tupelo, Seam, J Church, Shadowy Men, plus “lots of

other things” as it says on the cover, by George and his

sister/co-editor Yvonne. (J.T.)

(George Chen, 1 60 1 Spruce St, BerkeleyCA 94709 $2)

That’s right kids, we want

to review your zine!! send

it to

Punk Planet South

c/o Will Dandy
Route 2 Box 438

Leeds, AL 35094



GAUNT

THE HUMPERS

DEVIL DOGS

THE MUFFS

NEW BOMB TURKS

SHITBIRDS

TEENGENERATE

BIKINI KILL

SUPERSUCKERS

THEE HEADCOATS

JEFF DAHL

SINISTER SIX

RED AUNTS

THE QUEERS

Send Stamp For Catalog

7"ecs & Mas Live and Demos

UNDERGROUND MEDICINE

P.O. BOX 286

MILFORD, CT 06460
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' VIDE

( YEAH! THIS REALLY IS MY FACE! )

WOW !

VIDEOS
Over 2500 shows
All shows available in PAL or NTSC
(USA or European Video Systems)

send a 29c stamped self addressed

envelope or $ 1 for a BIG LIST !

Call or Write: Peter De Mattia

8 Haddon Rd. Hewitt, NJ 07421 USA
Phone: (201) 853-4420

FAX: (201)853-8740

OFFSPRING -SMASH
88*32 LP/Ctl/CS

PENNYWISE -UNKNOWN ROAD
88*29 LP/CD/CS

RANCID -RANCID

86428 IP/C0/CS

TO HUD THE LATEST STUFF ON EPITAPH CALL:

1(213) I OFFEND
(M3 3303)
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